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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Heat pipe technology has advanced rapidly in the six years since

Grover, et al, at Los Alamos, published their first paper [GI]. From

the simple tube lined with a screen mesh, heat pipes are now being

fabricated in many geometries with complex, multi-component capillary

wick structures tailored to maximize their performance. Much work has

been done to advance heat pipe hydrodynamics, heat transfer, materials

compatibility and fabrication technology. However, one of the most

important areas of endeavor has been in heat pipe control.

The heat pipe described by Grover is a completely passive device whose

operating temperature automatically adjusts to the heat source and sink

conditions so as to maintain conservation of energy. However, it was

not long before investigators recognized the many potential applications

of heat pipes which could be controlled, either actively or passively,

to regulate temperatures. Numerous schemes have since been devised to

accomplish this control, and many of these have been implemented.

However, as is often the case in a rapidly advancing technology, the

ability to accurately design and predict the performance of these

devices had lagged the ability to build and operate them.

This program represents an effort to improve this situation through a

comprehensive review and analysis of all aspects of heat pipe technology

pertinent to the design of self-controlled, variable conductance, constant

temperature devices for spacecraft thermal control. Subjects considered

include hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, heat transfer into and out of the

pipe, fluid selection, and materials compatibility, in addition to

numerous variable conductance control techniques.

Most attention is given to passive gas-controlled heat pipes, be they

cold or hot, wicked or non-wicked reservoir designs. However, for the

sake of completeness, the report also deals briefly with active heated

reservoir and feedback controlled systems since these will likely play

an important role in spacecraft thermal control.



In addition, the subject matter includes discussionson other control
schemesincluding (I) liquid flow control, (2) vapor flow control, and
(3) the useof excessworking fluid (rather than non-condensiblegas)
to effect condenserarea variations.

This report presents the results of efforts to date in eachof the areas
mentioned. Since this is a continuing program,someof the material
presentedherein constitutes the current status of work in progress. In
other cases, the workhasbeencompletedandthe material presented
serves to documenttheseaccomplishments.

In addition to the fundamentalstudies described, a major endeavoron
this programwasthe design, fabrication andtesting of prototype,
qualification andflight units for the AmesHeatPipe Experimentonboard
the OAO-Cspacecraft. This experiment,which involves a functional
internal reservoir gascontrolled heat pipe, is currently scheduledfor
launch in May1972. Althoughseveral fundamentalstudies, ancillary to
the experiment,are presentedin this report_ the detailed documentation
of this phaseof the programis not. Instead, it constitutes a separate
report; the "AmesHeatPipe ExperimentDescription Document",to be
issued shortly, and is the subject of reference [V6].



2.0 LITERATUREREVIEW

Judgingby the remarkablegrowthrate of the literature, the heat
pipe field has indeedattracted the interest of manyworkersin academia,
industry andgovernment.Whereas,in 1965, the pertinent literature
numberedbut a few documents,TRW'scurrent heat pipe bibliography
containswell over three hundredreferences.

As one task on this program,all of the identified andavailable literature
wasreviewedto select that information pertinent to the designof variable
conductanceheat pipes for spacecraft thermal control. Theselective
bibliography thus obtained is presentedin Section 5.

Wherepossible, referenceshavebeencatalogedas to their principal
subject. Theseinclude:

o Hydrodynamics& Hydrostatics
o HeatTransfer
o Materials Compatibility
o Variable ConductanceTechniques

Wherereferencesare too broadfor inclusion in oneof thesecategories,
they havebeenlisted under the "General"heading.

Thespecific literature of greatest importanceto this programis
identified throughoutthe bodyof this report whereeachof the
pertinent subjects are discussed.



3.0 CONVENTIONALHEATPIPETHEORY

Thetheory of heat pipes hasbeendevelopingfor manyyears and
is well documentedin the literature (see Section 5). Consequently,
it will not be developedagain in its entirety within this report.
Rather, a review of current theory is presentedwhichprovides a basis
for the hydrodynamicandthermal designof variable conductanceheat
pipes. In those caseswherenewcontributions to the theory havebeen
madeas a result of efforts on this program,detailed developmentsare
presented.

3.1 Hydrodynamics

Because the heat pipe involves the circulation of a working fluid,

certain pressure drops arise. In general, there will be viscous losses

due to liquid flow in the wick or capillary structure, and viscous and

inertial losses due to vapor flow in the core. In addition, there may

be body forces which either aid or hinder circulation (e.g., acceleration

fields due to gravity, rotation, rocket thrust, etc.). For steady-state

operation of a heat pipe, a pressure head equal to the sum of these

losses must be supplied by capillarity in the wick. This yields the

following steady-state pressure balance, which must be satisfied between

all points along the heat pipe.

APc = z_ + APv + APb (3-I)

net

capi 11 ary

head

liquid
p res sure

drop

F vapor 7

+ iPressurei

Ldr°p ]

"body force]
+ head |

- (if any) ]

3.1.I Capillary Head

Of the terms in Eq. (3-I), the liquid and vapor pressure drops

are functions of the circulation rate and increase with the heat transfer

load on the device. On the other hand, the body force term is usually

independent of load. Thus, to satisfy Eq. (3-I), the capillary head



mustalso increasewith load in sucha wayas to matchthe losses
incurred.

Thecapillary headin a saturated heat pipe wick arises as a dynamic
phenomenon.It is dueto the existenceof a pressuredifference across
a curvedliquid-vapor interface which is given by:

(3-2)

where:

APi

0

R1 , R2

interfacial pressure difference

surface tension

two orthogonal radii of
curvature of the interface

This pressure difference, which for concave menisci results in a

depression of the liquid pressure with respect to the vapor, exists all

along the heat pipe wick. In order to obtain a net capillary head, it

is necessary for it to be greater at the evaporator than at the condenser.

In a heat pipe under load, this is exactly what occurs due to changes

in the interface curvatures. Vaporization of the liquid in the

evaporator causes the menisci to recede into the wick resulting in a

decrease in radii of curvature while condensation in the condenser has

the opposite effect. Therefore, the capillary pressure is not constant.

Capillary pumping is a passive phenomenon which automatically adjusts

to meet the flow requirements--within limits.

The extremes of the interfacial pressure difference (Eq. 3-2) which can

be generated along the wick depend on the wick pore geometry and the

wetting angle between the liquid and wick material. The appropriate

values for these extremes has been the subject of a good deal of heat

pipe literature [HI, H2, H3, G2].
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C1ass A Wicks:

In many wick structures, the maximum value of the interfacial pressure

difference corresponds to the minimum possible values of R1 and R2.

These might be referred to as "Class A" wicks. For cylindrical pores,

which fall into this category, it is easily shown [G2] that this is

given by:

where :

AP. _ 2ocos_

I max rp

wetting angle

rp actual pore radius

(3-3)

On the other hand, it seems to be generally accepted that, in a practical

heat pipe, the liquid meniscus cannot exhibit a significant convex

curvature. Thus, the maximum liquid pressure at any point along the

wick surface cannot exceed the local static vapor core pressure.

Consequently, the maximum net capillary head (APcmax) which can be

generated between various points along a heat pipe is equal to APimax.

The capillary head, as given by Eq. (3-3), applies only to cylindrical

pores, which is not characteristic of most class A heat pipe wicks.

However, the form of this equation has been generally adapted for all

such wicks by replacing the cylindrical pore radius (rp) with an

"effective" pore radius (reA) so calculated or measured as to render

the equation applicable. Thus, in general:

2ocos_ (Class A wicks) (3-4a)
APcmax - re A

Class B Wicks:

It has been proposed [H3] that: for many heat pipe wicks_ the maximum

interfacial pressure difference which can be generated in the evaporator

does not correspond to the minimum possible meniscus radii of curvature,

but rather to the coalescence of adjacent menisci prior to the attaining



of a minimumsurface free energyconfiguration. Undersuchcircumstances,

it is suggestedthat APcmaxis independentof the wetting angle _. Thus,
referring to theseas "Class B" wicks, wehave:

AP _ 2_ (ClassB wicks) (3-4b)
cmax feB

For certain well-defined pore geometries, the effective pore radius can
be analytically determined(seeSection 4.1.1). However,in manycases
(e.g., metal felts and foams,wovenfabrics, sintered particles) this
parametermustbe experimentallymeasured.

Thereare several standardtechniquesutilized to makethesemeasurements.
Theseinclude, (I) measuringthe height to whicha wick will lift fluid
against gravity [G3], (2) measuringthe pressuredifference required to
break the menisci at the wick surface [H4], and (3) utilizing the hydro-
dynamictheory (to be discussedlater) in conjunctionwith actual or
simulatedheat pipe performancemeasurements[H5].

Equations(3-4a) and (3-4b) presumea uniquewick pore size. Thus, for
completely isotropic wicks of uniform pore size, eachof thesemeasure-
mentmethodswouldyield the sameresult. However,this is usually not
the casewith heat pipe wicks, andthus the results differ. Therise
test measuresthe smallest wick poreswhile the pressuretest measures
the largest wick pores. Sinceit is the largest poreswhichfail first
in a heat pipe under load, the pressuretest yields morerealistic
results. Mostpreferable, however,is the simulatedor actual heat
pipe test, for this measuresthe largest poreswhichare saturated at
given operating conditions. Undercertain conditions (e.g., operating
against gravity) the largest poresof a wick with a pore size distri-
bution canbe desaturatedat the evaporatorwithout resulting in pipe
failure. Instead the heat pipe continues to operateon the smaller
pores_but with reducedcapacity dueto partial wick desaturation.
This experimentaltechniqueis uniquein that it allows measuringthe
effective pore size as a function of the bodyforce head.
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3.1.2 Liquid Pressure Drop

Liquid flow in heat pipe wicks is generally characterized by very

low flow velocities and Reynolds numbers. Consequently_ inertial effects

can be neglected for steady-state operation, and the flow losses

attributed only to viscous shear. Treating a cylindrical heat pipe

(Fig. 3-I), with these assumptions, Cotter [HI] derived an expression

for the liquid pressure gradient in the wick due to shear loss as

fol 1ows :

where :

(z)

dz Ao2 _rp2

_ liquid viscosity

p_ - liquid density

_ (z) - local axial mass flow rate

A - wick cross sectional area

- wick porosity

b - tortuosity factor

r - wick pore radius
P

(3-5)

Actually, as pointed out in reference [G4], Eq. (3-5) is a rigorous

solution for flow in parallel circular capillaries of radius rp when

the tortuosity factor is set equal to 8. As with Eq. (3-3) for maximum

capillary head, Eq. (3-5) has been generalized for all wick structures

by setting rp equal to the effective pore radi, us and including an

empirical constant- b.

Again, the constant b can be calculated for certain well defined wick

geometries, but in most cases must be measured. In fact, what is
b

usually measured is the grouping 2 "

_rp

8
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Equation(3-5) is, in essence,a form of Darcy'sLawfor flow in porous
media. Usually, Darcy'sLawis expressedin termsof a permeability - K,
which is a measureof the wick flow resistance.

(z)
dz - + KAp_ (3-6)

Comparing Eqs. (3-5) and (3-6), it is seen that the grouping _ is

_rp

equivalent to the reciprocal of the permeability. Since both of these

are usually empirically determined quantities, it seems preferable to

use the more familiar form of the flow equation (Eq. 3-6). This is

particularly true in that for many wicks (e.g., screens, metal felt),

the pore geometry for axial flow is not the same as that for radial

pumping. Thus, setting rp in Eq. (3-5) equal to r e as defined by

Eq. (3-4) is somewhat misleading.

3.1.3 Vapor Pressure Drop

The vapor pressure drop in heat pipes is often considerably more

difficult to calculate than that in the liquid, for in addition to viscous

shear, the analysis must account for momentum effects and perhaps turbulent

flow and compressibility. Complicating this analysis is the fact that

mass addition in the evaporator and mass removal in the condenser can

significantly alter the velocity profiles and, hence, the local pressure

gradient.

In terms of heat pipes used for spacecraft thermal control, however,

evaporation rates, condensation rates, and axial vapor velocities are

usually relatively small. Under such circumstances laminar flow exists

throughout the system, and the vapor pressure gradient can be approximated

by the sum of two terms, that due to viscous shear and that due to

momentum gradients in the evaporator and condenser. As discussed by

Katsoff [G5], the gradient due to friction is given by:

I0



dPv' _ 8mv(Z) v

dz Jf ovAvRv 2

and the gradient due to momentum changes by:

(3-7)

where:

dPv _ 8my(Z)dmv(Z)
dz Jm 3PvAv 2 dz

(3-8)

mv(Z) - local mass flow rate

Uv - vapor viscosity

Pv - vapor density

Rv - radius of vapor core

Av - vapor core flow area

More rigorous treatments of the vapor pressure loss can be found in the

literature [HI, H6, H7, H8, G4]. However, they yield very nearly the

same expressions as given by Eq. (3-7) and (3-8), differing only slightly

in the constant terms.

Since in spacecraft thermal control type heat pipes the vapor pressure

loss is generally quite small, and often negligible, the equations

presented here can be used with little error.

3.1.4 Body Force Head

The last term in the pressure balance equation (Eq. 3-I) is the

pressure head due to body forces acting on the fluid - APb. Most

frequently, body forces arise as a result of acceleration fields due

to gravity, rotation, rocket thrust, etc. In these cases the body

force head is dependent on the acceleration field, fluid density, heat

pipe geometry and orientation, and is not dependent on the flow

velocities. There do exist exceptions to this, such as electromagnetic

body forces on a liquid metal flowing in a magnetic field gradient [H8],

but this situation does not usually arise in spacecraft thermal control

applications.

II



Furthermore,in all practical situations, the density of the vapor is
very muchlower than that of the liquid, so that bodyforces on the
vapor canbe neglected. Thus, for casesof interest in this program,
the bodyforce on the liquid is a vector quantity: independentof heat
load, given by:

Fb = _ gdV

where:
g- - acceleration field vector

dV - volumeelement

(3-9)

Thefact that the bodyforce is a vector quantity is of considerable
significance. Thecylindrical heat pipe theory presentedhere andin
mostof the literature is basedon a one-dimensionalhydrodynamicmodel.
Thus, the contribution of bodyforces has typically beencalculated by
integrating the axial componentof the bodyforce along the length of
the pipe [HI, G4].

where:

f dPb +_fp_Apb, ' = j_-_ - gcose dz

APb,' - axial component of body force head
g - magnitude of acceleration field

e - angle of heat pipe axis with respect to

acceleration field vector (see Fig. I)

dz - elemental length

(3-10)

The component of the body force perpendicular to the pipe axis has

usually been neglected. Integrated over the wick diameter - Dw this

is given by:

APbz = Dw p# gsino
(3-11)
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Contraryto commonpractice, this componentof the bodyforce cannotbe
ignored. Clearly, in a spinning satellite, a high centrifugal field
perpendicular to the pipe axis can render g in Eq. (3-11) so large as
to completelydry the wick on oneside of the heat pipe. However,even
underless severeconditions, suchas l-g testing in the laboratory, the
headcorrespondingto the pipe diametercanhavea very significant
effect. This is particularly true for the low surface tension fluids
commonlyusedin spacecraft thermal control heat pipes (e.g., ammonia,
methanol,freon).

This effect becomesclear whenoneconsiders the modelshownin Fig. 3-2.

/_ LIQUID +_

V- C _ W r V --L b[. I
WICK PORES_ VAPOR - Pv 9

Pv- A pe+Apb_ L LIQUID P-¢-fJJJJJJJJJ/J/Y_/
11"

EVAPORATOR CONDENSER -

FIGURE 3-2. Hydrodynamic Model Showing Effect of Body Force
Component Perpendicular to Heat Pipe Axis
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Theassumptionsmadeare:

o Thepipe is horizontal in a gravity field
o Thevapor pressureloss is negligible*
o Liquid flow is in the axial direction only
o Thewick is thin (Rv_Rw)

Thefigure showsa typical variation in pore menisci for a heat pipe
operating under the assumedconditions. It waspreviously established
that the maximumliquid pressureis equal to the local vapor core

pressure- Pv andthe minimumliquid pressurewasequal to Pv APc
(Section 3oi.1).

Themaximumliquid pressure(Pv) will exist at the endof the condenser
along the bottomof the pipe (B = -_). Thus, the circumferential
distribution of liquid pressureat this axial position is given by:

P_(6)c : Pv - P_g(Rw+ Rwsin6) (3-12)

whereR is the wick radius.
w

At the top of the pipe, this yields P_= Pv APb±. Onthe other hand,
the minimumliquid pressure (Pv - APc)will exist at the beginningof
the evaporatoralong the top of the pipe. Thecircumferential distri-
bution of pressureat this endis thus given by:

P_(_)e= (Pv - APc)+ _g(Rw - Rwsin6) (3-13)

At the bottomof the pipe, this yields _ = Pv - APc+ APb±"

Now,since liquid pumpingis proportional to the axial gradient in
liquid pressure: it is possible to obtain an averagedvalue of this
parameterfor the heat pipe by circumferentially averagingthe quantity

[P_ (B)c - P_ (6)e]. Thus, using symmetryto treat half the pipe,

*Vaporpressure losses do not changethe results, but complicatethe model.

14
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Ii?T v- _g(Rw+RwSin_)-(Pv-APc)-P#g(Rw-RwSin_)]do (3-14)
-2

_1 f+7
- Ti(An - Rw) d_j_ c 2_ g

2

= AP c - 2p_g Rw

Substituting the wick diameter - Dw for 2Rw, we finally get:

A_ = APc - _g Dw = APc - APb± (3-15)

Thus, it is seen that the available pumping head for a horizontal pipe

is not APc, but that value reduced by the perpendicular body force head.

In other words, the body force head to be used in the heat pipe pressure

balance must include both the axial and perpendicular components.

However,. whereas the axial contribution can either aid or hinder

performance, the perpendicular component is always a degrading factor.

Thus, for a cylindrical heat pipe,

but,

dPb

dT = +- P_ gcose

+-Sco 0
(3-16)

3oi.5 Integrating the Flow Equations

In sections 3.1.I through 3.1.4, equations were presented for

each of the four elements making up the pressure balance equation (Eq. I).

These are summarized as follows:
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2_cos_ (ClassA wicks)

MaximumCapillary Head: AP
cmax

reA

reB
(Class B wicks)

(3-4)

Liquid Flow Loss:
dz KAp_

Vapor Pressure Loss:

Friction:
%1- 8mv(Z) v
dz /f PvAvRv 2

[dPv" _ 8lily (z) dmv(Z)

Momentum: \ d-Z-/m - 3pvAv 2 dz

dPb

Body Force Head: dz = +- p_gcose

(3-6)

(3-7)

(3-8)

(3-16)

These equations are generally applicable to all one-dimensional type heat

pipes (tubes of any cross section) which operate in the temperature and

heat load ranges applicable to spacecraft thermal control.* Also, since

the loss equations are in differential form, there are no restrictions on

the number of evaporator and condenser sections, the flux distribution

along them, or axial changes in the wick system or pipe geometry.

*For other than circular cross sections, the hydraulic radius and an

appropriate shape factor should be substituted for Rv in Eq. (3-7).
Also, the required static pumping height for the liquid at e = 90 °

should be substituted for Dw in Eq. (3-16).

16
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To apply the equations to a particular heat pipe one simply integrates the

loss terms over the pipe length. To accomplish this, however, several

ancillary equations are required. First, continuity requires that, at any

axial position - z, the vapor and liquid flow rates must be equal. Thus,

_(z) = _v(Z) (3-17)

Second, neglecting axial wall conduction and sensible heat transport [HI,

G2], the mass flow rate of change is related to the heat transfer rate

per unit length as follows:

where :

Q/-

dm(z) _ Q/
dz 1

(3-18)

radial heat transfer rate. per unit length

latent heat of vaporization

For all but the simplest systems, integratfon of the flow losses is best

performed numerically. However, one configuration, which is of signifi-

cant practical importance, is readily solved analytically. This is the

system shown on Fig. 3-I, consisting of a tube with single evaporator and

condenser sections at the ends of the pipe, with or without an intervening

ad;iabatic section,. Also, the pipe geometry and wick are uniform axially

as is: the heat input and rejection over the evaporator and condenser

respectively. Under such circumstances, the lasses are given by [G4]:

Q (L + L a) u_

2 K   (Rw2-Rv2)

4Q (L + La) _v
AP = (3-19)

v _Pv_Rv4

APb = p_g[D w sine+ Lcoso]

17



where:
Q - total axial heat transport
L - total pipe length

La - length of adiabatic section
Rv - vapor core radius
Rw - wick radius

3.1.6 Capillary Pumping Limit

The fact that there exists a maximum capillary head for any wick-

fluid combination (Eq: 3-4) results in a hydrodynamic limit on heat pipe

capacity. As mentioned previously, the capillary head must increase with

the liquid and vapor pressure drops as the heat load (and hence the fluid

circulation rate) increases. Since there exists a limit on the capillary

head, there also exists a corresponding limit on the heat load if the

pressure balance criterion (Eq. 3-I) is to be satisfied. This defines

the capillary pumping limit.

In the general case, the capillary pumping limit is established for a

given heat pipe by integrating the pressure drop equations along the

pipe (as described in the last section) and comparing the sum of the

losses at all points with the local maximum capillary head. Since the

maximum capillary head and the body force head are usually not dependent

on load, the capillary pumping limit criteria is most clearly defined by

transposing Eq. (3-I), using APcmax, to read:

APcmax APb > AP_ + APv (3-20)

In Eq. (3-20), only the terms on the right hand side are load dependent.

Thus> the heat pipe operates below the capillary pumping limit as long as

the inequality holds everywhere along the pipe. When the load increases

so that the two sides of the equation are equal at any point along the

pipe> the capillary pumping limit has been reached. Thus, to calculate

the capillary pumping limit for a given heat pipe° the heat load is

progressively increased until such an equality occurs. This is shown in

Fig. 3-3 for a number of heat pipe configurations.

18



Fig. 3-3a representsa conventionalheat pipe, with uniform heat transfer
over the evaporatorandcondenser,operating against gravity. Thepressure
balancegraphis drawnfor the capillary pumpinglimit--that is, the sum
of the liquid andvapor pressuredrops just equalsthe maximumcapillary
headminusthe bodyforce head. In this case the failure point (shownas
a dot) wouldoccuron the top of the pipe at the beginningof the evaporator.

Fig. 3-3b depicts the same heat pipe operating in a gravity-aiding mode.

Note that APb_ and APb,' are now of opposite sign. The critical point on

the pipe is still at the beginning of the evaporator, but failure occurs

at a higher value of AP_ + APv, and thus at a higher heat load.

Fig. 3-3c depicts a situation where there are multiple evaporator and

condenser sections along the heat pipe. This does not change the failure

criterion. The capillary pumping limit still occurs at the heat load for

which the equality in Eq. (3-20) is first reached at any point in the

pipe. The fact that the liquid and vapor pressure curves are no longer

monotonic functions is due to an assumed flow reversal situation along

the pipe.

In Fig. 3-3c the failure point is still shown at the beginning of the

evaporator. However, the situation often arises where the distribution

of evaporator and condenser loads are such that failure occurs elsewhere

along the pipe. This is shown in Fig. 3-3d. Note that in this case the

vapor pressure loss curve does not start at the origin. Rather the

lowest point along this curve is set equal to zero. This is consistent

with the fact that the pressure balance equation must be satisfied at

all points along the heat pipe.

Fig. 3-3e represents a heat pipe with an axial composite wick. The wick

in the evaporator is presumed to have a smaller effective pore size and

a higher flow resistance than the condenser wick. The vapor pressure loss

curve is not affected by the wick variation but the liquid loss curve is,

showing a discontinuity in slope at the wick juncture. More important,
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the maximum capillary head is different in the two sections, giving rise

to the pressure balance graph shown. Fig. 3-3e again shows the failure

point at the beginning of the evaporator. However, it is clear that

this could also occur at the beginning of the condenser if APcmax for

the condenser where chosen a little lower. The object of using such

composite wicks is, of course, to reduce the flow resistance in regions

of the pipe where the sum of the flow losses is small, thus allowing

higher circulation rates md heat loads. The simultaneous reduction in

maximum capillary head within these regions can be tolerated (within

limits) as shown in Fig, 3-3e.

Finally, Fig. 3-3f represents a case where the vapor flow is presumed

high enough that the momentum pressure drop is significant (Eq. 3-8)°

Generally, for spacecraft thermal control heat pipes, the momentum drop

is quite small; but for certain cases (very high loads at low operating

pressure) it could be large enough so that recovery in the condenser

leads to an extremum in the vapor loss curve as shown. Under such

circumstances, the point of equal vapor and liquid pressure may no

longer be at the end of the condenser as shown in Figs° 3-3a - e. This

would yield the dashed line for APv + APE, which violates the require-

ment that the liquid be everywhere at a pressure equal to or lower than

the local static vapor core pressure (sec. 3.1.1). Thus, the liquid

loss curve must be elevated such that it is tangent to the vapor loss

curve, and the point of tangency represents the position of equal liquid

and vapor pressure. This phenomenon is discussed in more detail by

Ernst [H2].

Note that this situation need not arise only as a result of momentum

recovery. In the distributed source and sink case shown in Fig 3-3d,

a slightly higher load on the interior condenser would result in

tangency at the extremums of the loss curves rather than equality at

the end of the pipe.
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The six cases shown represent but a small number of possible situations.

These cases were selected to demonstrate the pressure balance principle

leading to a capillary pumping limit and the technique for calculating

it. As stated earlier, the technique is generally applicable to heat

pipes with any number of evaporator and condenser sections having

arbitrary flux distributions along them, and can handle arbitrary axial

variations in wicking or in pipe geometry.

Under certain simple configurations, numerical evaluation of the capillary

pumping limit is not necessary. Thus, for the conventional heat pipe

shown in Fig. 3-I, assuming uniform heat input and output, uniform wicking,

and negligible momentum pressure drop, one can obtain a closed form

analytical solution for this limit. To do this, one simply equates the

maximum capillary head (Eq. 3-4) to the sum of the loss equations

integrated over the entire length of the pipe (Eq. 3-19), yielding:

2o

reB

Q(L + La)u _ 4Q(L + La)_ v
+

= _ 2)= APcmax 2_Kp_ Z(Rw 2 Rv _PvZRv 4

+ p#g[Dwsine + Lcoso]

(3-21)

Solving for the maximum heat transport (capillary pumping limit) yields:

[ ,I

_X LAPcmax - p_g (Dwsine + Lcos_)j] (3-22)
QCL =

(L + La)

2 _# 4Uv
Kp#(Rw 2 - Rv2 ) + PvRv 4
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3.1.7 Entrainment Limit

A phenomenon which can affect the capillary pumping limit, but

is not included in Eq. (3-I), is liquid entrainment in the vapor. In a

heat pipe, the vapor and liquid generally flow in opposite directions.

Since they are in contact at the wick surface, this sets up a mutual

drag at the vapor-liquid interface. If the relative velocity between

the liquid and vapor becomes too great, the interface becomes unstable

and droplets of liquid will be torn from the wick and entrained in the

vapor. Since this liquid never reaches the evaporator, it cannot

contribute to the heat transferred by the heat pipe. However, it does

contribute to the liquid flow loss. Thus, the maximum axial heat

transfer in the heat pipe is no longer equal to the maximum fluid

circulation rate times the latent heat of vaporization, but is some

lower value which defines the entrainment limit.

The conditions leading to entrainment are expressed in terms of the

ratio of vapor inertial forces to liquid surface tension forces,

called the Weber number:

v
PV Z

We -
(7

where:

Pv - vapor density

V - average vapor velocity

- liquid surface tension

z - characteristic dimension associated

with liquid surface

(3-23)

At present, limited experimental data with screen wicks indicate that

a Weber number of unity represents the entrainment condition when the

characteristic dimension, z, is set approximately eaual to the screen

wire diameter [H9].* This suggests that by using finer mesh screens,

*Some authors argue that the wire-to-wire spacing is a more appropriate
value for z [G4]. Additional experimentation is necessary to resolve
this question.
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entrainmentcanbe inhibited--an hypothesiswhich hasbeenverified at
LosAlamos.

For wick structures that do not involve screens, anyconstruction which
reducesinteraction betweenthe vaporandliquid will serve to raise
the entrainmentlimit. Onthe other hand,openwick structures suchas
axial groovescut in the wall are particularly susceptible to the effects
of vapor-liquid drag [G6].

Whenthe Webernumberis set equal to unity, the limiting axial heat
flux correspondingto incipient entrainmentis given by:

where:
Qe
-- m

A
V

A
V

maximum axial heat flux for

incipient entrainment

vapor core flow area

latent heat of vaporization

(3-24

Using Eq. (3-24), the entrainment limit was calculated for water,

ammonia and methanol; the primary fluids of interest in spacecraft

thermal control. Calculations were performed for a series of

characteristic lengths - z.

The results are presented on Figs. 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 along with sonic

flow limit curves (to be discussed later). The figures also include

a table of standard screen meshes whose wire diameters equal the

characteristic dimensions used in the calculations. Assuming the

equivalence of wire diameter and characteristic dimension establishes

the entrainment limit curves as those applicable to the corresponding
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screen mesh size. The curves are drawn in terms of z, however, and are

valid whatever method is used to establish this value.

It was noted in the calculations that at high temperatures the surface

tension decreases rapidly enough to result in a maximum in the curves.

That is, the entrainment limit can actually decrease with increasing

temperature. This is clearly seen from Eq. (3-24) since both _ and

go to zero at the critical point.

3.1.8 Sonic Limit

It can be shown analytically [HlO] that there is a correspondence

between constant area flow in a heat pipe: with mass add:_tion (evaporator)

and removal: {condenser) and constant mass flow in',a converging-d_verging

nozzle. The end of the evaporator section in the heat pipe corresponds

to the throat of the nozzle. Consequently, just as there is a sonic

(MACH l) limitation on the flow velocity through a nozzle throat, there

is a similar limit on the flow velocity at the heat pipe evaporator

exit. For a given evaporator exit temperature and working fluid, this

choked flow condition is a fundamental limitation on the axial heat

flux capacity of the heat pipe. To increase the axial heat transfer

capacity of the heat pipe, one must increase the vapor flow area.

The sonic limit is calculated by setting the vapor flow velocity equal:

to the sonic velocity in the continuity equation: an_d multiplying by the

latent heat of vaporization as follows'.

Qs

Av - _ovVs (3'-25:)

where :

Qs

v

V
S

axial heat flux at MACH I conditions

sonic velocity of vapor
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Using Eq. (3-25), the sonic limit was calculated for water, ammonia and

methanol. The results are presented on Figs. 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 along with

the entrainment limit curves. Note that over most of the temperature

range of interest in spacecraft thermal control, the sonic limit on axial

heat flux exceeds the entrainment limit. Furthermore, except at very low

temperatures, both limits are quite high (>104 Btu/hr-in2). Consequently,

they are seldom encountered in the design of spacecraft thermal control

heat pipes.*

When using Eq. (3-25) to calculate the sonic limit, the parameters must

be evaluated at the local conditions where choking occurs (the exit of

the evaporator). It is sometimes more convenient to calculate this

limit in terms of conditions at the beginning of the evaporator. This

can be done using an equation developed by Levy [HIO]:

Qs _PvVs
- (3-26)

Av v_(k + I)

where k = ratio of specific heats (Cp/Cv).

3.2 Heat Transfer

The 'Fluid circulation phenomena discussed in the previous sections

arise as a result of heat transfer into t_e heat pipe at the evaporator

and out of it at the condenser. In most heat pipes this heat must be

transferred through the pipe wall and saturated wick in both cases.

Generally, these heat transfer processes are the major source of

temperature drop in the heat pipe.**

*Except in the case of open axially grooved heat pipes where the vapor
drag on the liquid can be appreciable.

**Temperature drops also arise due to the vapor flow losses along the
pipe and to non-equilibrium at the vapor-liquid interfaces. However,
these effects are relatively small unless the pipe operates under very
high heat loads [HI, G2].
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In manycases, the heat transfer processat the evaporatorandcondenser
is by conductionin that the presenceof the wick impedesconvection.
Thus, the temperaturedrop experiencedin transferring heat into andout
of the device is proportional to the local heat flux andwick-wall thick-
ness, andinversely proportional to the effective thermal conductivity of
the wal1-wick-fl ui d composite.

3.2.1 Evaporator Heat Transfer - Boiling in the Wick

The fact that heat is transferred into the heat pipe through the

wick gives rise to another limit on the heat pipe capacity. Frequently,

liquid is vaporized only at the wick surface as a result of the heat

conducted through the wick. However, the vapor at the wick surface is

thermodynamically saturated. Consequently, the fluiZd within the wick

at the evaporator is superheated by virtue of (I)' _ curvatu:re of the

menisci, and (2) the existing radial temperature gradient_ The greate_st

superheat occurs at the interface of the wick and pipe wall. If this

superheat becomes too large (it increases with the heat transfer rate),.

the fluid will begin to boil within the wick.

3.2.1.1 Nucleation Superheat

It is difficult to say just what level of liquid superheat mus.t

exist before nucleation (boiling) will begin at the pipe wall. However_

using criteria similar to those which apply to nucleate boiling from

planar surfaces, an estimate can be made. In this way, Mercus [G2] has

shown that the critical evaporator superheat (temperature drop across

the wick) is given by:

Tsat [2_ *]_ (3-27)ATcri t = J-_Pv _Pc

where :
T

sat
J

r n

vc

AP
C

saturation temperature of t_e flu_d_

mechanical equivalent of heat

effective radius of critical nucleation cavity

maximum value of capillary head along the

evaporator
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Note that APc does not equal APcmax as given by Eq. (3-4) unless the

heat pipe is operating at the capillary pumping limit. Rather, it is

the maximum value of APc (as given by Eq. (3-I)) along the evaporator

section(s) of the pipe.

Generally, all of the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3-27) are

known except rn, which is a function of the boiling surface finish.

To establish the appropriate value of r n, one should first establish

its value assuming cavities of all sizes were present on the surface,

and then impose appropriate limits. This can be done using the

Their equation fornucleation theory of Rohsenow and Bergles [TI].

r n is:

where:

12_Tsatk_ _ g ] ½rn = I x;. _
L "r

k# - thermal conductivity of liquid

V_g - difference in specific volumes of vapor and liquid

// - radial heat flux into evaporatorqr

(3-28)

The value of r n given by Eq. (3-28) is the appropriate one to use in

Eq. (3-27), assuming that cavities of such size exist on the surface

and are potential nucleation sites.* On typical smooth surfaces, the

largest potential nucleation sites have critical radii between 10 -4

and 10 -3 inches. Thus, Eq. (3-28) is appropriate if it predicts a

smaller value of r n but not if it predicts a larger value.

It is not clear that r n is similarly bounded by 10 -4 - 10 -3 inches for

wicked surfaces; but it is certainly bounded by the pore size of the

wick (r e in Eq. (3-4))° Thus, a conservative approach to establishing

*A potential nucleation site is a cavity which contains a _re-existing
gaseous phase.
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the critical superheatfor nucleation is to useEq.(3-28) for rn as long
as it predicts a value belowthe effective wick pore radius - re, andto
use re otherwise.

This approachis actually very conservativefor conventionalheat pipe
design, for it presumesthe existenceof nucleation sites containing a
pre-existing gaseousphase. In the absenceof suchconditions, very
muchhigher superheatsare required for nucleation than these predicted
by Eqs. (3-27) and (3-28). Thus,since a conventionalheat pipe is
very carefully processedto eliminate all foreign gases_oneseldom
observesnucleation at the superheatlevels predicted in this way.
For example,using ammoniaas the working fluid with anoperating
temperatureof 70°F, TRWhasmeasurednucleation superheatsof 7°F,

comparedwith a maximumpredicted value of O.4°F(Eq. (3-27) with rn =
10-4 in.) [G7].

Onthe other hand, this programiis pirimarily concernedwith variable
conductanceheat pipes, in which control is frequently effected through
the useof non-condensiblegases. Undersuchcircumstances,gasesare
abundantlypresent to promotenucleation andEqs. (3-27) and (3-28) will
apply. Theyare similarly applicable in caseswherea non-condensible
gaschargeis introduced to aid start-up from a frozen state [G7, G8].

3.2.1.2 Maximum Heat Flux

The nucleation superheat predicted by Eqs. (3-27) and (3-28)

represents the maximum temperature differential which can be sustained

across the evaporator wick without nucleate boiling within the wick.

The consequences of wick boiling depend on the nature of the wick used.

In certain composite wicks, such as annular arteries or screen-covered

grooves (to be discussed later), wick boiling clearly renders the heat

pipe inoperative since the vapor cannot escape the wick. On the other

hand, if the wick structure does permit the escape of vapor (e.g., a

feltmetel wick, a packed bed wick), operation with boiling can be

sustained.
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In caseswherethe inclplence of boiling representsheat pipe failure,
heat mustbe conductedto the wick surface andthe liquid vaporized
there. Underthese circumstances,the maximumpipe heat transfer
(Boiling Limit) correspondsto the conductionheat flux into the

evaporatorwhichyields a wick temperaturedrop equal to ATcrit from
Eq. (3,27). For cylindrical heat pipes suchas that in Fig. 3-I, this
is given by:

2_ Le kef f ATcrit

= Rw (3-29)

QBL _n h-v-v

where :

QBL - boiling limit on pipe heat transport

Le - length of evaporator section

ATcrit - nucleation superheat (Eq. 3-27)

kef f - effective thermal conductivity of

saturated wick

For certain well defined wick structures the effective thermal

conductivity of the saturated wick can be analytically calculated.

However, as with the effective pore size (re), and permeability (K)

of wicking materials, this must often be a measured quantity. Several

investigators have dealt with this problem analytically and experimentally

[T2, T3_ T4], and a number of correlations exist for certain classes of

wicks. However, considering the countless combinations of wick structures

and fluids available, these correlations are of very limited usefulness.

Neglecting convection effects, it is relatively simple to show that the

effective thermal conductivity of any saturated wick is bracketed by

assuming either parallel or series conduction paths and weighting the

solid and liquid conductivities on a void fraction basis. Thus:

ks k_ _ k _ (I - _) ks ÷ _k_ (3-30)
_ks+(l - _) k_ eff

(series ) (paral I el )
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Unfortunately, for the metallic wicks and non-metallic working fluids

typical of spacecraft thermal control heat pipes, the bounds on kef f

given by Eq. (3-30) are very broad. If the wick design is such that

nucleation represents heat pipe failure, conservative heat pipe design

generally dictates that the lower bound (series case) be used. Thus,

for conduction heat transfer, kef f in Eq. (3-29) should be determined

analytically, experimentall_, or by correlation if possible; and if

not, by the lower bound of Eq. (3-30).

In cases where the wick structure permits operation with internal vapor

generation, the problem becomes much more complex. Under these circum-

stances, much higher evaporator heat fluxes can be tolerated than those

predicted by Eq. (3-29) for conduction heat transfer. Still, there

exists a maximum heat flux corresponding to the condition where vapor

is generated within the wick at such a high rate that it cannot escape

and forms an insulating layer which blankets the heat pipe wall. Although

this failure mode is similar to the critical heat flux condition in pool

boiling, it cannot be predicted using the pool boiling equations, for

the presence of the wick alters both the vapor and liquid hydrodynamics.

Numerous investigators have studied the wick boiling phenomenon [GI, G3_

H4, HI1, HI2, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9], and although there is still some

controversy as to the phenomena involved, a theory is beginning to

emerge for certain cases. For wicks with a pore size distribution

(e.g.o metal felt, sintered particles), the proposed mechanism is that

once nucleation begins the liquid recedes into the wick such that, over

the bulk of the evaporator wall, heat is conducted through a thin micro-

layer of liquid. The thickness of the liquid layer is hypothesized to

be independent of the wick thickness but rather on the order of the

fiber or particle size making up the wick. Thus, the theory suggests

that, even with vapor generation internal to the wick, the heat transfer

is by conduction through a fairly well defined liquid layer, _nd that

the ebullition-induced mechanisms which characterize nucleate boiling

are not significant. Such a model predicts a constant coefficient of
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heat transfer for the "boiling" mode. This hasbeenexperimentally
observedby Ferrel,et al [T9, TIO] using packedspherebedwicks, and
also by workersat TRWusing sintered particle wicks.

Themaximumheat flux consistent with this modeloccurswhenthe
pressuredrop associatedwith vaporescapethroughthe wick exceedsthe
ability of the available capillary forces to maintain the liquid film.
Thus, the maximumheat flux is a function of the wick thickness whereas
the coefficient of heat transfer is not. With this modelFerrel, et al
[T9, TIO] havebeenable to approximatelypredict maximumheat fluxes
for packedspherebedwicks.

Notethat the theory describedis limited to wicks with a pore size
distribution and, in fact, has beenseriously tested only for packed
spherebedwicks. Substantially different behaviorhasbeenobserved
for other wick types suchas rolled screens[T8].

For a detailed discussionof wick boiling the reader is referred to
the referencedliterature. It is consideredbeyondthe scopeof this
program--primarily becausesatisfactory predictive methods(either
analytical or by correlation) do not yet exist. Furthermore,if a
heat pipe operateswith vapor generation internal to the wick, the
hydrodynamictheory presentedin SeGtion3.1 is no longer applicable.

That theory is based upon laminar flow through fully saturated wicks.

Liquid recession into the wick or vapor bubbles present within the

wick will significantly alter the liquid flow in an as yet unpredictable

way. Consequently, although it is certainly possible to operate heat

pipes with wick boiling, it is not yet possible to predict their

performance except by empirical means.

The application of heat pipes to spacecraft thermal control generally

requires a predictive design capability, and thus it is recommended

that such heat pipes be designed to avoid boiling altogether. This can

be done using the nucleation criteria presented in the last section to
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establish the maximumevaporatorheat flux. Methodsof achieving high
radial heat fluxes without incurring nucleation will be discussedlater
in this report.

3.2.2 Condenser Heat Transfer

The heat transfer process at the condenser section of a heat

pipe is a much simpler phenomenon than at the evaporator. Vapor is

condensed at the wick surface and the latent heat of vaporization

released is gene_ally conducted through the wick to the pipe wall.*

However, in this case, the conduction temperature drop results in

subcooling of the liquid which is a stable situation. The condenser

heat transfer is thus described by an equation similar to Eq. (3-29),

but with no practical heat transfer limit on AT or Q.**

As with the evaporator case, techniques available for minimizing the

condenser temperature drop will be discussed later in this report.

*Exceptions to this do exist, such as grooved wall condensers where

the pipe wall is the wick.

**The limit on Q due to condenser flooding is actually a hydrodynamic

limit, and that imposed by the kinetic rate of vapor arrival is so
high that it can safely be neglected (except for some liquid metal
pipes
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4.0 CONVENTIONALHEATPIPEDESIGN
Thepreviousdiscussion dealt with the theory of conventionalheat

pipes from the hydrodynamicandheat transfer points of view. Thetheory
of variable conductanceheat pipes will be taken up in ResearchReport
No. 2. This section deals with the application of the hydrodynamicand
heat transfer theory to the designof heat pipeswith referenceto wick
design, fluid selection, materials selection andheat pipe optimization.

In all but the simplest geometries,closed form solutions to the
differential flow equationssummarizedin Section 3.1.5 are not available.
Consequently,proper heat pipe design techniquegenerally involves
numericalanalysis. All heat pipe designat TRWis accomplishedwith
oneof several digital computerprogramswhich integrate the differen-
tial formsof the equationsfor the appropriate boundaryconditions.
Theseprogramsare outside the scopeof this contract andwill not be
discussedhere.

To illustrate the points to be maderegardingthe various design
parameters,the closed form solution for the special caseshownin
Fig. 3-I will be usedas anexample. This systemconsists of a tube
with single evaporatorandcondensersections at the endsof the pipe,
with or without an intervening adiabatic section. Thepipe geometry
is assumedaxially uniformas is the heat input andrejection.

4.1 Wick Design

The primary purpose of the heat pipe wick is to provide a

capillary flow mechanism for liquid circulation° As such, it is clear

from Eq. (4-I) that a "good" wick is one which generates a high

capillary head while offering a minimal resistance to liquid flow.

Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.2, it is frequently the case

that heat must be transferred through the saturated wick in both the

evaporator and condenser sections. Thus, a "good" wick is also one

which provides for this heat transfer with a minimum temperature drop.
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4.1.1 Effective Pore Radii of Various Wicks

It was shown in Section 3.1.1 that the maximum capillary head

is given by:

APcmax -

AP =
cmax

2_cos_

reA

2_

reB

(Class A wicks) (3-4a)

(Class B wicks) (3-4b)

Thus, to maximize this quantity for a given fluid and material, one

must minimize the effective pore radius reA or reB.

For certain well defined pore geometries, the effective pore radius can

be determined analytically. Several examples, neglecting body force

effects, are presented below.

//

Cylindrical holes:
2r

The isolated cylinder is the class A case for which Eq. (3-4a) was

derived. Thus:

= rp where rp is the actual pore radius.rea
(4-I)

Most wicks do not exhibit ideal cylindrical pores. However, one wick

which approaches this--called the "parallel capillary channel" wick--

has recentlv been developed [G9].

Rectangul ar grooves :

A popular wick geometry consists of axial grooves cut into the heat

pipe wall. This is also a class A wick in that the lands between

grooves separate adjacent menisci. As long as the groove depth is

greater than half the groove width:
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reA= w wherew is the groovewidth. (4-2)

Parallel wires:

Aninteresting wick structure, first reported by Sweeney[HI3], consists
of a series of parallel wires spaceda given distance apart. This is
similar to axial groovesbut provides a re-entrant flow cavity. Thus,
the ratio of capillary headto flow resistancewill behigher than for
the rectangular groove. This casewill be developedin moredetail to
showthe analytical methodinvolved.

Usingthe modelshownin Fig. 4-I, it is readily shownthrougha little
geometrythat the meniscusradius of curvature - R can be expressed in

terms of the other variables as follows:

where:

__+ d (I - cos_)
R = 2 (4-3)

cos (B-_)

d - wire diameter

6 wire spacing

R - meniscus radius of curvature

- wetting angle

- position in degrees around wire where

I i qui d-vapor-sol i d contac't exists

FIGURE 4-I. Capillary Model for Parallel Wire Wick
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Assuminga class A wick andsolving Eq.

Eq. (3-2) for APcmax, one sees that:

(3-4a) for reA by substituting

2cos_
= 1

reA (_i +_2)max

(4-4)

For parallel wires (or axial grooves, etc.), one of the meniscus radii

of curvature is infinite. Thus, Eq. (4-2) can be reduced to:

reA = 2cos_ Rmin (4-5)

where Rmin is the minimum possible value for the meniscus curvature.

For parallel wires Rmin is the minimum value of R as given by Eq. (4-3).

Considering Eq. (4-3), it is immediately apparent that for zero wetting

= 0), the minimum value of R is simply _, corresponding toangle

= O. Thus, for _ = O, the effective pore radius is simply reA = 6,

which is similar to the result for straight-walled grooves. However,

it is also apparent from Eq. (4-3) that this result does not hold for

wetting angles other than zero. For this geometry it is possible for

the meniscus to "roll around" the wire, altering the "effective" wire

spacing. Thus, to solve the general case one must minimize Eq. (4-3)

with respect to the angle _. Note that if a minimum exists in R for

< 90 ° the maximum capillary head is determined by a minimum free

energy condition and we indeed do have a class A wick. If no minimum

exists for # < 90 ° the meniscus will recede until adjacent menisci

coalesce and we have a class B wick.

Differentiating Eq. (4-3) with respect to _, and setting tR/_ equal to

zero, one finds after a little algebra that the minimum R occurs when

satisfies the following equation:

sin (_- B) - sin_ (4-6)
6

I+_
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Since for wetting fluids 0 _ _ _90°, the right handside of Eq. (4-6)
is a positive numberless than unity.

This, and the upperboundon_, limit the quantity _-_ to the first
quadrant. Thus, the value of B at which Rreachesa minimumis always
equal to or less than_ andis therefore _90°; i.e., this is a class A
wick.

Wealso see from Eq. (4-6) that the critical value of _ is not generally
zero, but varies with the wetting angleandthe ratio 6/d. To determine

reA, onemustspecify d, 6 and@,solve Eq. (4-6) for _, solve Eq. (4-3)
for Rmin, andthen determinereA from Eq. (4-5).

Fig. 4-2 showsthe results of suchcomputationsfor the general cases
wherea = d and_ = 2d. Theeffective pore radius is expressedin terms

of the wire spacing: reA = f6, andthe graphshowsthe variation in the
factor f with the wetting angle.

As opposedto straight-walled grooveswherethe factor f is always
unity, the parallel wire wick exhibits a decreasingvalue of f with
increasing wetting angle. In other words, the ability of the meniscus

to "roll around"the wires decreasesthe sensitivity of APcmaxto the
wetting angle.

ScreenMesh:

Oneof the mostcommonlyusedheat pipe wick materials is wovenwire
mesh. Althoughits popularity is in part dueto precedent, it does
offer certain features suchas (I) a wide selection of readily
available pore sizes, (2) easeof fabrication--especially of composite
wick structures, and (3) low cost.

Wiremeshwicks are actually very complexanddifficult to characterize.
Their properties vary widely dependingon whethersingle or multiple
layers are used, howtightly adjacent layers contact eachother,
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whetheror not the evaporatorendof the wick is sealed, etc. It will
be assumedin this discussion that the wick layers are in close enough
contact or that the evaporatorend is sealedsuchthat capillary pumping
is limited by the meshpores rather than the gapsbetweenlayers.

It might at first appearthat a screenwick is similar to the parallel
wire casejust discussed. This, however,is not true by virtue of the
multiple vs. single curvaturesof the respective menisci. Themeniscus
formedin a screenpore is not a segmentof a spherebut a complex
geometryof varying curvature. To this author's knowledge,nobodyhas
yet analytically studied the interfacial free energyof a screenpore
meniscusto establish whetheror not a minimumexists prior to
coalescenceof adjacentmenisci. That is, it hasnot beenanalytically
demonstratedwhetherscreensrepresenta class A or class B wick.

Assuminga squaremeshscreenis a class Bwick, Tien andSun[H3] have
shownthat for single layers, the effective pore radius is given by:

d + a (4-7)
reB - 2

This formulation, which is independent of wetting angle, has successfully

correlated the data of a number of investigators.

For multiple screen layers, Eq. (4-7) is no longer valid because of

intermeshing between adjacent layers. No general correlation has been

put forth for this case, but experience of several laboratories have

shown that, in almost all cases,

6 6 (4-8)
_<re< T

Eq. (4-8) does not specify whether multi-layer screens represent class A

or class B wicks. Insufficient data using multiple fluids with the same

wick are available to reliably determine whether or not there exists a

contact angle effect, and the uncertainty in the actual pore geometry
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doesnot permit establishing whethermeasuredcapillary pressures
correspondto minimumfree energymeniscior meniscicoalescence.

Becauseof the uncertainty in pore geometryof multi-layer screenwicks,
andan observedirreproducibility dependingon the degreeof inter-
meshing,oneshoulddesignthese wicks conservatively. Thus, for single
layer or loosely layered screenwicks, Eq. (4-7) is appropriate. For
tightly wrappedmulti-layer wicks, the upperboundof Eq. (4-8),

assuminga class B wick (reB = _), will yield a conservativedesign.

PackedSphereBeds,Metal Felts, WovenCloths, etc.:

Aswith multi-layer screens, it hasnot yet beenestablished whether
materials in this category fall into class A or class B, or whether
they vary dependingon their microgeometry.This will haveto await
further study. However,from a designpoint of view, all of these
materials exhibit behavior similar to the parallel wire wick in that,
if they do suffer a class A limit, their dependenceon wetting angle
is muchreducedby the ability of the menisci to "roll around" the
fibers or particles. This, in addition to the fact that mostfluid-
material combinationsexhibit very low wetting angles, allows the
designerto neglect wetting angle effects anduseEq. (3-4b) for

_Pcmax"

As opposedto cylindrical pores, grooves,single screenlayers and
parallel wires, materials of this type will havea distribution of
pore sizes. Undersuchcircumstances,the effective pore size varies
with the level of wick saturation (the largest pores desaturatefirst).
For caseswhereinitial desaturation correspondsto heat pipe failure
(e.g., a uniformwickedpipe with no boiling or bodyforces), the
effective pore size is determinedby the largest pores available. Under
thesecircumstances°the literature [H3, TIO, GIO]suggeststhat:

For randomlypackedspherebeds
particle wicks):

(a goodapproximationto sintered

reB = 0.41 rs (4-9)
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wherers is the sphereradii.

For fibrous wicks

where:

(e.g., metal felt):

d + (32 K/_) ½

reB = 2

d is the fiber diameter
K is the permeability

(4-10)

UsingEqs. (4-7) for single layer screens, (4-9) for packedspherebeds,

and (4-10) for metal felts, in conjunctionwith Eq. (3-4b) for APcmaxin
class Bwicks, Tien andSun[H3], havebeenable to correlate the data
of numerousinvestigators on a single curve.

To summarizethis discussion, it appearsthat there are two (at least)
phenomenawhich give rise to a limit on pumpinghead, andthus which
establish the effective pore size. Onecorrespondsto the meniscus
reachinga minimumfree energyconfiguration (class A), andthe other
to the coalescenceof adjacentmenisci (class B). Wickswith isolated
pores (e.g., parallel capillaries, grooves)are alwaysof the class A
type. Wickswith interconnecting poresmaybe either class A (parallel
wires) or class B (single layer squaremesh).

For well defined geometriesit is often possible to analytically
determinethe failure mechanismandthe effective pore size. For
poorly defined geometriesonemusteither empirically measurethe
appropriateeffective pore size or, if available, useexisting
correlati ons.

Unfortunately, there exist very fewcorrelations for re comparedwith
the myriadof different wick materials andoperating conditions (e.g.,
partial desaturation), andeventhose that exist are not as yet very
well supported. Thus,measuredwick property data is extremely
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important to the heat pipe designer. A limited quantity of suchdata
canbe found in the openliterature [H3, H4, H5, HI1, HI2, HI4, TIO,
G3,G5,GII].

4.1.2 Permeability of Various Wicks

The permeability of a wick is an inverse measure of its flow

resistance. Thus, a "good" wick has a high permeability.

As with the effective pore radius, it is possible to analytically

determine the permeability of well defined capillary structures. The

approach is to write an expression for the liquid pressure gradient--

dP_/dz and equate it to Eq. (3-6) in order to solve for the permeability

- K. Several examples follow for laminar flow.

Parallel Cylindrical Capillaries:

The pressure gradient for Poiseuille flow in a wick made up of

cylindrical capillaries is given by:

dz Ap_rp2

Equation (4-11), when combined with Eq.

2

m =
8

(3-6) yields:

(4-i i )

(4-12)

Axial Grooves, Parallel Wires, etc.:

Capillary structures consisting of grooves cut into the heat pipe wall

or parallel wires laid against the wall can all be treated as a series

of straight flow channels of various cross-section. Laminar flow

solutions have been obtained for a large variety of flow cross-section

shapes. These can all be reduced to a form similar to that for

cylindrical channels which will yield approximate values for the

liquid pressure gradient. Thus:
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. s (4-13)
dz A_ +rh2

where S is a shape factor dependent on the particular cross-sectional

geometry, and r h is the hydraulic radius, given by:*

2 (flow area) 2AF

rh = (wetted perimeter) = p_ (4-14)

Values of the shape factor - S can be obtained from: the literature for

shapes whose laminar flow solutions, are available [GI2]. Typical values

fo,r heat pipe wicks range between 0.6 - 1.4. In the absence of a

solution for a geometry similar to that of interest, one might simply

use that for a circular duct, S = 1.0.

In Eq. (4-13) the product A_ is simply the total wick cross-sectional

flow area, equal to the number of grooves (channels, etc.) multiplied

by the flow area per groove. Unless the groove depth is large compared

with its width, the curvature of the meniscus must be accounted for in

computing AF. Equation (4-13), when combined with Eq. (3-6) yields:

2

K - _rh (4-I 5)
8S

Packe_d Sphere! Beds (sintered parti_cles) :

The permeability of r'an,.dmm_ly packed sphere beds in the laminar flow

reg,ime is fairly well predicted by the Blake-Kozeny equation [GI3]:

Ds2o>3
K : (4-16)

150 (l- 4)2

*The use of the hydraulic radius for the characteristic dimension in
Eq. (4-13) is somewhat arbitrary. The concept of the hydraulic radius
is most useful in turbulent flow where it has been empirically
demonstratect that it generally leads to a shape factor - S near unity.
This is not true for laminar flow, as found in most heat pipes.

However, using r h is consistent with common practice, and in the
absence of appropriate values for S, yields engineering estimates
with S = I.
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H

• /i

where: Ds is the sphere diameter.

Metal Felts, Woven Cloths, etc.:

Wicks of this nature are difficult to treat analytically or by

correlation. Tien and Sun [H3] argue that the permeability, porosity

and effective pore diameter (for flow) are related in such materials

as follows:
D 2q_

K- e (4-17)
32

They also suggest that the effective pore size for flow is simply

related to the effective pore size for capillary pumping (substituting

De for (32K/_) ½ in Eq. (4-10). However, this assumes a class B wick,

and even at that, has yet to be substantiated to any degree.

Thus, once again, measured wick property data are required to effectively

design heat pipes with this type of wick. As with the effective pore

size radius, a limited quantity of such data can be found in the open

literature [H4, H5, HI1, HI2, TIO, G3, GII].

Screen Mesh:

As mentioned earlier, the properties of screen mesh wicks vary widely

depending on the degree of intermesh_ng between adjacent layers, etc.

However, it is the case that loosely wrapped screen wicks have lower

flow resistance than tightly wrapped or sintered wicks. Thus, using

results for tightly wrapped wicks provides a conservative design approach.

Schmidt [GII] has presented a correlation for the pressure drop in wire

mesh wicks based on experimental data for screens of 45 through 270

mesh. He was able to correlate all of his low Reynolds number data

(Re < 15) with a modified form of the Blake-Kozeny equation as follows:

2

(l - (27S )
dz = - Dp 03 \Re + 3.1 (4-18)
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wherethe Reynoldsnumberis defined as:

and:
vo
D
P

averageliquid velocity
1.5 times screenwire diameter

(4-19)

Equation(4-18) canbe considerablysimplified at little cost in accuracy
if onedrops the constant 3.1 as insignificant comparedwith 275/Refor
small Re. With this assumptionEq. (4-18) canbeequatedwith Darcy's

Lawfor dP_/dz (Eq. (3-6)) to yield:

d2 _3

K = 122 (I - _)2 (4-20)

where d is the screen wire diameter. Also, an expression for the

porosity of wire mesh wicks may easily be derived from the geometry of

screens (neglecting intermeshing):

where:

_FMd (4-21)
#=I 4

wires per inch

crimping factor* (_I.05)

Note that Eq. (4-20) is now identical to the Blake-Kozeny expression for

permeability of packed beds (Eq. (4-16)) except for the empirical canstant.

Equations (4-20) and (4-21)have been fairly successful at correlating

data on screen wicks. Fig. 4-3 shows the data of several investigators

compared with the predicted curve. The large quantity of data by

*The crimping factor accounts for the fact that screens are not simply
crossed rods.
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Schmidt [GII] from which the equations were derived, and thus successfully

correlate, is not shown.

4.1.3 Wick Optimization

It is always a desirable goal to design and build optimized heat

pipes. Consequently, the heat pipe literature is full of heat pipe

optimization analyses. Unfortunately, many of these analyses are not

really pertinent--and some are actually incorrect. The basic difficulty

here is in establishing the appropriate basis on which to perform the

optimization. Depending on the application, the optimum heat pipe may

be based on maximum hydrodynamic capacity, minimum temperature drop,

minimum weight, minimum cost, maximum reliability, maximum life,

maximum conductance ratio (for variable conductance pipes), etc. In

practice, in designing a heat pipe for a particular application one

must consider all of these criteria, weighted according to their

relative importance, and perform trade-offs between them to arrive at

an overall optimum design. Unfortunate as it may be, this does not

generally reduce to the simple task of differentiating a single equation

with respect to a single variable and setting the derivative equal to

zero.

Hydrodynamic Criterion:

Not only is a simple extremizing procedure frequently inappropriate, it

is sometimes misleading. For example, the heat pipe optimizing procedure

most commonly seen in the literature [HI, G4] involves a hydrodynamic

optimization. A pressure balance is written for the fluid cycle and

extremized with respect to "the" appropriate capillary dimension of the

wick (pore size). In this way, a relationship is derived for the

optimum pore (groove, etc.) size which, when substituted in the pressure

balance, leads to an optimum liquid/vapor flow area ratio and hence an

optimum heat pipe based on hydrodynamic capacity.

In the first place, the equations derived in this manner are frequently

misused, for most wicks (e.go, screen mesh, felt metal, foam metal_
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wovenfibers, etc.) are not truly homogeneousandisotropic, and
therefore are not characterized by a single dimension(e.g., pore size).
In other words, the porosity andtortuosity factors, which are treated
as constants in this extremizing procedure,are themselvesgenerally
functions of the pore size. This functionality mustbe, andseldomis,
included in the pressurebalancebefore it is extremizedwith respect
to the pore size. This canlead to a substantially different result
for the optimumpore size than that generally seenin the literature
for isotropic wicks.

Thesepoints can readily be illustrated by treating the caseof wire
meshwicks. Thepressurebalanceequation for the heat pipe shownin
Fig. 3-I at the capillary pumpinglimit wasgiven by Eq. (3-21).

2ocos_

reA

2_

reB

Q(L + La)u #
+

= APcmax = 2_Kp#X(Rw2 - Rv2 )

+ P#g [Dwsino + Lcoso ]

4Q(L + La)_ v

_PvXRv 4

(3-21)

The procedure in hydrodynamically optimizing the wick is first to

maximize the heat transport rate - Q with respect to the wick micro-

structure. For simplicity, we shall assume a zero degree wetting angle

and the upper bound of Eq. (4-8) for r e so that distinctions between

class A and class B wicks disappear. Thus, the maximum capillary head

is given by APcmax = 4_/_.

If one now substitutes Eq. (4-20) for K in Eq. (3-21), and Eq. (4-21)

for @ in Eq. (4-20)_ the pressure balance equation can be re-written

after some algebraic manipulation as follows:
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4__ Q(L+ La)P_ 1122_2 (FM)2 1 4Q(L+ La)uv
6 2_p_),(Rw2-Rv 2) 16 (1 _ ___Nd)3 + 7rovXRv 4

+ p#g [Dwsino + Lcoso]

(4-22)

In extremizing with respect to the wick microstructure, many of the terms

in Eq. (4-22) are constant. Thus, the equation can be simplified

considerably by defining the following constant groupings:

(L+La)u _ 122_ 2

A = 2_p#_(Rw2_Rv2) ( 16 )

B - 4uv(L+La) (4-23)

_ov_Rv 4

C = p2g [Dwsino + Lcoso ]

With these substitutions, and noting that Md = 1 - M6, Eq. (4-22) can

be rearranged to yield:

4_
C

6 (4-24)

Q = I _(F---M)2 _l

It is clear from Eq. (4-24) that the wick cannot be characterized by a

single variable as is frequently assumed,* but depends on both M and 6

(or d and 6 since Md = 1 M6). Thus, to properly optimize the wick,

one must extremize Eq. (4-24) with respect to both of these variables

to find the maximum Q in the three-dimensional (Q, M, 6) space. This

extremizing procedure is algebraically very cumbersome and is best

performed numerically.

*By assuming the porosity and tortuosity constant
reduced to A'
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Thewick optimization procedurefor screensis substantially simplified
if it canbe assumedthat the vapor pressureloss - APv is small compared
with the other termsin the pressurebalanceequation. Experiencehas
shownthat this is frequently the casein the designof thermalcontrol
heat pipes whichmustbe tested in a l-g field.

If AP is small enoughso that its variation with Qcanbe neglectedv
in comparisonwith that of A_, it canbe treated as a constant in
Eq. (4-22). Thenthe constant groupingB in Eq. (4-23) canbe modified
to include Q:

B/= 4Q_v(L + La) (4-25)

_PvXRv 4

The equivalent form of Eq. (4-24) now becomes:

4o B/- C

Q = _ (4-26)

A(FM) 2

(I- 2_+ __MM_)3

This equation is much easier to extremize algebraically. Differentiating

with respect to 6 and setting the result equal to zero yields an optimum

screen wire spacing for fixed M:

4_ + 4 _ -- (4-27)
 opt : (3 c) 2

The wire spacing - 6optO as given by Eq. (4°27) yields a maximum value of

Q for a given mesh. It is interesting to consider whether there similarly

exists an optimum mesh size. Differentiating Eq. (4-26) with respect to

M (holding _ constant) does yield an extremum, as follows:

8(I - _)
"T 4-28)

Mextremum - _F_
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However, if one examines the second derivative {_2Q/_M2), one finds it

is positive at this value of M. On the other hand, the second derivative

with respect to6 (_2Q/_62) is negative at the extremum.

Thus, Eq. (4-28) does not yield an optimum value of M. Rather, the point

in the (Q, 6, M) space defined by Eqs.(4-27) and (4-28) is a saddle point

corresponding to a maximum in Q with respect to 6 but a minimum in Q with

respect to M.*

Examining Eq. (4-26) directly, in light of Eq. (4-27) for 6opt, it can

be shown that the required departure from the extremum of Eq. (4-28) is

in the direction of increasing mesh size. One wants to use the highest

mesh possible for a given wire spacing.

The design procedure for optimizing the wick thus reduces to the

simultaneous solution of Eq. (4-27) which relates 6 to M and a table
opt

or graph of 6 vs. M for available screen meshes. This procedure is

shown on Fig. 4-4. The curve represents Eq. (4.-27) showing a typical

variation of 6op t with M. The points on the graph represent 6, M couples

for generally available screen mesh. The optimum wick corresponds to

the screen of largest mesh size which falls on (or near) the curve.

Equation (4-27) for 6op t was derived for the specific heat pipe shown in

Fig. 3-I. However, it is easily generalized. If one replaces the

constants B/+ C with AP° and includes a safety factor - S defined by:

APcmax = S (A_ + APv _APb) (4-29)

the equivalent form of Eq. (4-27) becomes:

*It is interesting to note that if Eq. (4-28) is substituted into
Eq. (4-27), one finds that this saddle point corresponds to the
condition where AP# = ½ AP . This is the criteria suggested
by Cotter [HI] for=optimum cmax wicks.
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4o o2

6opt-3SAPo+4LgS2APo2  TF M -Po] (4-30)

Equation (4-30) now allows optimizing the wick for a desired safety

factor, which should always be considered in heat pipe design. Further-

more, the term AP° now represents a generalized "loading" on the wick.

In other words, the capillary head available for liquid pumping in the

wick is given by:

AP

_ cmax ApO (4-31)AP_avai I S

Thus_ Eq. (4-30) can also be used for heat pipes with axial variations

in wicking (hybrid wicks - see Fig. 3-3e). For example, if a pipe had

a different wick in the evaporator than in the adiabatic section and

condenser, AP° would include the liquid pressure drop in the condenser

and adiabatic section when optimizing the evaporator wick; i.e., AP =
O

+ APb + (AP_)APv cond + adiab.

Also, since Eq. (4-30) does not include specific wick dimensions, it

can be used for wicks of any cross-sectional configuration; i.e., it

is not limited to annular wicks as shown on Fig. 3-I.

Heat Transfer Criterion:

Even more important than avoiding the use of isotropic wick optimization

procedures for non-isotropic wicks, one must exercise great care to

assure that the optimization criterion used is the appropriate one.

For example_ if one uses the appropriate procedure to obtain the

optimum pore size, and then varies the wick thickness to alter the

liquid/vapor flow area ratio, the resulting curve for maximum heat

transfer vs. area ratio will appear as shown in Fig. 4-5a.
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As seenin this figure, there will exist anoptimumarea ratio basedon
hydrodynamicconsiderations. For isotropic wicks underzero bodyforce
conditions, the vapor core should represent 2/3 of the total flow area.

However, this is a strong function of the body force field.

One must recognize, however, that the hydrodynamic optimum may well

correspond to an evaporator input heat flux which far exceeds the

conduction heat transfer limit (i.e., there must exist internal vapor

generation). Under such conditions, the equations that led to this

optimum, which are based on Darcy flow through fully saturated wicks,

are no longer applicable and the entire analysis is invalid. The

generally utilized heat pipe hydrodynamic equations are only valid

for fully saturated wicks and thus, for operation below the conduction

heat transfer limit in the evaporator (see Sec. 3.2.1.2).

Of course, this conduction heat transfer limit is also a function of

wick thickness (Eq. (3-29)) and can thus be superimposed on Fig. 4-5a

to yield Fig. 4-5b. The hydrodynamic limit curve, based on flow in

fully saturated wicks, is only valid to the left of the intersection

between the two curves. For liquid metals this intersection usually

falls to the right of the extremum and the hydrodynamic optimum wick,

determined in this way, is appropriate. However, for ordinary fluids,

the curves generally intersect to the left of the extremum. If the

wick design is one that cannot sustain internal vapor generation, the

optimum pipe corresponds to the intersection of the two curves. On

the other hand, if the wick can sustain internal vapor generation, the

optimum pipe would fall to the right of this intersection but Qmax will

no longer be given by the hydrodynamic limit curve determined for

saturated flow. Vapor generation within the wick will certainly impede

liquid flow so that the actual hydrodynamic curve might appear as shown

dotted in Fig. 4-5c. The actual shape of this curve cannot, at present,

be determined by analytical means. This would require an ability to

predict capillary flow in the presence of internal vapor generation.

Although data for isolated cases and fluids are available, the results
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are not sufficient to enablethe developmentof anempirical set of

equationsat this time.

Thebasic point to be gleanedfrom this discussion is that when
optimizing heat pipes onemustconsiderall pertinent phenomenaand
parameters. As seen, hydrodynamicoptimization mayviolate heat
transfer limits. It mayalso lead to heat pipes which are far from
minimumweight, maximumconductance,etc. All suchcriteria mustbe
consideredin light of their relative importancewhendesigninga heat
pipe for a particular application.

4.1.4 Composite Wicks

It was seen in Sec. 4.1.1 that the maximum capillary head:

generated by a wick increases with decreasing pore size, which would

suggest using wicks with small pores. On the other hand, it was seen

in Sec. 4.1.2 that wick permeability increases with increasing pore

size, which would suggest using wicks with large pores. Indeed, it

is this diverse dependence on pore size which gives rise to an optimum

pore size as discussed in Sec. 4.1.3.

A similar statement can be made regarding wick thickness. Increasing

wick thickness decreases liquid flow resistance and thus raises heat

pipe capacity. However, increasing wick thickness also, increases the

wick's thermal resistance and thus lowers h_at pipe capacity by virtue

of a lower maximum evaporator heat flux. This trade-off gi_ves ri!_e to

an optimum wick thickness as discussed in Sec. 4.1.3.

Unfortunately, it is often the case that Qpti!mum heat pipes designed in

this way are limited to low axial throughputs. This is especially true

for spacecraft thermal control heat pipes which use relatively poor

working fluids (compared with liquid metals). Furthermore: even for

throughputs of only a few tens of watts, the temperature drop across

the pipe can become excessive. Consequently, experience has shown that

conventional designs with homogeneous wick-lined walls are inappropriate

for high performance heat pipes.
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Thedifficulty with suchheat pipes arises becauseof the opposite
dependenceof key phenomenaon the samevariable. If the maximum
capillary headandwick permeability werenot dependenton the same
(or related) pore size, it wouldbepossible to makeboth large
simultaneously. Similarly, if wick flow area andevaporator thermal
resistance werenot dependenton the samedimension,it wouldbepossible
to simultaneouslyincrease the formeranddecreasethe latter. In other
words,onewants to de-couple capillary pumping from flow resistance in

the wick, and axial wick hydrodynamics from radial heat transfer in the

pipe. This has given rise to heat pipes with composite wicks.

Figure 4-6 shows four composite capillary structures which have been

used in heat pipes to effect the de-coupling discussed above.

a) b) c) d)

FIGURE 4-6. Composite Wick Heat Pipes

Configuration (a) represents a concentric annular artery formed by

spacing a capillary surface (screen or otherwise) away from the tube

wall with wires. In this way, a low axial flow resistance (high

permeability) is obtained, corresponding to the resistance of the

annular gap, while simultaneously achieving a high capillary pumping

head representative of the pore size of the capillary surface. Thus,

by departing from a homogeneous wick it is possible to de-couple the

capillary head and wick permeability.
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It shouldbe noted that in this, andall other arterial wick structures,
the local maximumcapillary headis determinedby the largest available

pore or opening. Consequently, it is necessary that the capillary

surface be sealed at the evaporator end and along its length to prevent

any openings or holes that are larger than the pores of the wick material.

The condenser end can be left open in cases where there doesn't exist any

liquid-vapor pressure differential at that point (see Sec. 3.1.6).

The fact that the artery is sealed makes it particularly susceptible to

internal boiling. If vapor is generated within an artery, its p at_ of

least resistance is to expand along the artery and caus_e it to, empty, o_f

liquid. This, of course, eliminates the heat p_pe_s: lli_quid pumping

capability. Thus, great care must be exercised in_ design to_ assu_re.

that vapor does not form within or penetrate the, _rte.ry.

This points up a drawback in the arterial_ d_sign of configuration (a),

for the heat must pass through the artery_ i_o reach the vapor_lliquid

interface for evaporation. Thus_ the artery gap thickness is limited

to that which causes a temperature drop sufficient to cause nucleation

of vapor bubbles at the evaporator wall (within the artery)., In other'

words, the axial hydrodynamics and radial heat transfer are still

coupled through the wick thickness.

This situation is improved somewhat with configuration _bl which,

represemts an axially grooved heat pipe wall with a cover laye.r of

screen_ _sh or some other fine-pored material. Again_ a_ liow, resistance

axial flow path is provided by the groows while the fine.-po_red cover

provides a high capillary head. This system is less sensitiw to the

nucleation problem because almost all of the radilal heat transfer is

shunted through the metallic lands between the grooves andi thus the

superheat at the base of the grooves is net much higher t_an that at

the groove-wick interface. There still will exist some liq_uid superheat

in the grooves, the minimum corresponding to t_e temperatu_re drop through

the liquid-saturated wick covering both the grooves and _ands. Howewr_
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this is rather insensitive to the grooves' depth and hence this wick

structure does tend to de-couple the heat transfer (through the lands)

from the hydrodynamics (through the grooves).

A deficiency of the grooved wall design is that one achieves large liquid

flow areas at the expense of increased wall thickness, which can result

in heavy heat pipes. Another geometry which accomplishes a similar heat

transfer-hydrodynamic de-coupling with thin walled pipes is shown as

configuration (c). In this case a thin wick lines the entire tube wall

and a partial annular artery (or series of them) is placed asymmetrically

along a portion of the wall. In this system, the portion of the pipe

with the thin wick is utilized for heat transfer while the opposite side

is used for fluid flow. This configuration permits considerable

lattitude in liquid flow area without altering the pipe wall or the heat

transfer path. Also, it allows for high perpendicular body force fields

such as might be found on spinning spacecraft. The thin wick need only

be sufficient to handle the circumferential flow to and from the artery.

This allows for minimum heat conduction paths and hence small input and

output temperature drops.

Configuration (d) represents a pedestal-type internal artery (or arteries)

with a thin wick lining the tube wall. As with configurations (b) and

(c), this geometry de-couples the heat transfer (through the thin wick)

from the axial hydrodynamics (through the artery). However_ a major

advantage of this geometry is that the artery is removed from the heat

input zone. Since the artery is surrounded by vapor, the fluid within

it can be no hotter than saturation temperature. Consequently, since

there exists no arterial superheat, there can be no arterial nucleation.

Thus, a serious failure mode of arterial heat pipes is eliminated. One

must only assure that no vapor generated at the wall penetrates the

artery. For ordinary fluids this can readily be done by providing a

very fine-pored wick layer to serve as a vapor barrier between the

artery and the wall wick.
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For moderateevaporatorheat fluxes with ordinary fluids in conventional
heat pipes: the circumferential wick in configurations (c) and (d) can
usually be madethin enoughto avoid nucleation, andwith it the problem
of controlling the vapor formed. However,in the caseof variable
conductanceheat pipeswhich involve non-condensiblegases, the super-
heat tolerance of the working fluids is muchreduced(seeSec. 3.2.1.1).
Undersuchcircumstancesit appearsbest to utilize a capillary structure
for circumferential pumpingwhichassuresa non-boiling, surface evapor-
ation heat transfer mode.

Very impressiveresults havebeenobtained along these lines [G6, GII]
by replacing the wick lining the tubewall with a series of closely
spacedcircumferential groovesin the wall (actually, the wall canbe
internally threaded). Radial heat transfer in this case is almost
exclusively through the metal lands betweengrooves. Conductionthrough
the liquid is only througha very thin layer at the sides of the menisci
(Fig. 4-7). In this way, the input temperaturedrop canbe reducedto
suchsmall values that nucleation can generally be avoidedevenin the
presenceof non-condensiblegases. Of course, the output temperature
drop is similarly reduced,yielding a very high conductanceheat pipe.

LIQUID IN GROOV

I

HEAT IN

PIPE WALL

FIGURE 4-7. Heat Flow Path for a Circumferentially Grooved
Heat Pipe
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4.1.4.1 Designing Composite Wicks

The composite wick geometries shown in Fig. 4-6 represent but

a small fraction of those which have been employed in heat pipe design.

Many additional configurations are possible which serve the same primary

purposes. These are:

(I) To de-couple flow resistance from capillary head

(2) To de-couple radial heat transfer from axial fluid flow

Depending on the requirements of a particular application, one might

wish to design for either one or both of these criteria. Thus, for

liquid metal pipes where radial heat transfer through the liquid poses

no problem, the annular artery (Fig. 4-6a), which only accomplishes

criterion (I), represents an excellent design.

Should an application arise which requires a heat pipe with a very low

overall temperature drop but not a particularly high axial heat transport

capacity, the best design might be based on criterion (2) alone. Such

a design is shown in Fig. 4-8. The axial fluid flow is carried in a

primary homogeneous wick, while the circumferential fluid flow and

radial heat transfer are handled by circumferential grooves cut in the

pipe wall. With such designs, the wick flow area can be increased

without affecting the input or output temperature drop.

HOMOGENEOUSWICK/CIRCUMFERENTIAL GROOVES

FIGURE 4-8. Non-Arterial Composite Wick Design -
Radial Heat Transfer De-coupled from
Axial Liquid Flow
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In manyapplications, however,the requirementscall for both high axial
heat transport capacity andlow temperaturedrop. Since the working
fluids suitable for spacecraft thermal control are characterizedby low
thermal conductivities, this often calls for a designwhichsatisfies
both criteria. Onethen requires arterial heat pipes suchas those
shownin Fig. 4-6b, c, d.

Whendesigninghomogeneouswick heat pipes of the class shownin Fig.
4-8, oneusesthe samedesigncriteria discussedpreviously, with one
important exception. Since the wick flow area canbe varied without
effecting the temperaturedrops, one cannowoptimize the homogeneous
wick on hydrodynamiccriteria alone. Boiling in the wick is no longer
a factor (seeSec. 4.1.3).

Whendesigningarterial heat pipes, however,the wick designcriteria
change. Thepurposeof arteries is to allow independentdesignof the
capillary pumpingheadandthe flow resistance. Whenthe artery is
completelyfilled with liquid the capillary headcorrespondsto the
pore size of the material forming the artery while the flow resistance
correspondsto the internal artery configuration. Sincedecreasingthe
pore size of the artery wall material doesnot alter the axial flow
resistance: there is no longer anoptimumpore size as discussedin
Section 4.1.3. Onewantsto use the smallest pore size possible,
consistent with (I) available materials, (2) fabricability, (3) pressure
drop dueto flow into or out of the artery itself: and (4) undercertain
circumstances,considerationof pore pluggingdue coerosion or mass

transport.

Theaxial flow resistance of an artery is independentof the artery wall

pores. It is determinedsolely by the internal artery dimensions(e.g.,
the gapsizes in Fig. 4-6a, c; the groovedimensionsin Fig. 4-6b; the
artery diameter in Fig. 4-6d). To decreaseflow resistance onesimply
increases these dimensions.
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In the absenceof bodyforces (e.g., gravity, centrifugal force, etc.)
there is no theoretical limit to the size of the artery other than the
geometryof the heat pipe. However,if the pipe mustoperate in a body
force field suchas is required for l-g testing, a constraint is added.
It is true that an artery, oncefilled with liquid, will remainfull
underexpulsive forces up to the maximumcapillary headproducibleby
the poresof the artery wall. However,should the artery be partially
or fully depletedof liquid, it is necessaryto design for automatic
refill; i.e., the artery shouldbe self-priming underthe surface tension
forces providedby its internal dimensions.

Theself-priming requirementestablishes a limit on the internal
dimensionsof an artery. For example,the gapof an annular artery
(Fig. 4-6a) developsa capillary headgiven by:

_ 2_ cos_ (4-32)APcmax 5

where6is the gapwidth.

For a horizontal heat pipe in a l-g field, this artery will self-prime

if APcmaxexceedsthe hydrostatic headof liquid correspondingto the
pipe diametero

2_cos_ 9_ (4-33)
6 >P_ Dw go

Thus, the maximum gap size is given by:

2ocos_b (4-34)
6 _ P_Dw g/go

From a practical point of view, the gap width must be designed smaller

than that given by Eq. (4-34). One should always allow a safety factor

for manufacturing tolerance. However, even more important in very long

heat pipes, it may not be possible to test the pipe in a perfectly

horizontal position. Any deviation from horizontal must be added to
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the Dw term in Eq. (4-34)_ since the priming requirement of the liquid

is from the lowest point in the system to the highest point within the

artery.

In the annular artery heat pipe treated as an example, the self-priming

requirement establishes the maximum size of the artery° This, however_

does not limit the capacity of a heat pipe since multiple arteries can

be used. Fig. 4-6c shows an example of a series of partial annular

arteries stacked side by side. Each gap is sized to self-prime; but by

placing several in parallel, a large flow capacity can be achieved.

Similarly, the screen covered grooves of Fig. 4-6b actually represent

a series of arteries where each of the grooves is sized to self-prime.

A final consideration regarding arterial priming is whether or not the

artery must self-prime under load. The self-priming criteria previously

discussed refer to the case where there is no heat transfer load on the

heat pipe. However, it will often be the case in actual applications

that it is not possible to completely remove the load on a heat pipe to

allow self-priming in the event of arterial failure. For example, the

artery of a spacecraft heat pipe may be drained of liquid during launch,°

and expected to self-prime when the spacecraft enters orbit. It may

well be possible to provide reduced load conditions during this phase

of the time-line, but it will seldom be possible to provide zero load

conditions.

To establish the load under which an artery can self-prime, one uses a

criterion similar to that for no-load priming except that the flow losses

(pressure drops) are added to the relevant body forces when equated to

the capillary head generated by the internal artery dimensions (not the

artery wall)o For example, Fig. 4-9 shows the self-priming capacity

for a pedestal artery as a function of the artery diameter_ using

ammonia as a working fluid. It is interesting to note that, under O-g

conditions, the load under which the artery can self-prime continually

increases with artery diameter_ since the flow resistance decreases more
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rapidly (I) than the capillary head(_D_). Onthe other hand, for a
DA

horizontal pipe underl-g conditions, anoptimumartery size exists by
virtue of the hydrostatic headwhich "comesoff the top" of the available
capillary head.

It shouldalso be noted that the maximumload for self-priming also

representsthe capacity of the artery if the evaporatorendwerenot
sealed.

Althoughthe heat transfer andhydrodynamicdesignof arterial pipes is
fairly straight forward, arteries are characterized by several unique
designandmanufacturingproblems.

As discussedearlier, the local maximumcapillary headof a filled artery
is determinedby the largest available pore or opening. This requires

careful fabrication of the artery to assure it is sealed along its length

and at the evaporator end.

A more elusive problem is to assure that the artery is completely filled.

If an artery contains bubbles, the maximum capillary head will not

correspond to the pores of the artery wall but to the bubble radius.

If the bubble locally fills the artery, this reduces to the capillary

head of the artery itself. In either case, the pumping capability of

the artery is very much reduced. (In the latter case, it is reduced to

the self-priming capacity.)

There are several ways in which bubbles can be generated in an artery.

As discussed previously, if the liquid in the artery is sufficiently

superheated, nucleation of vapor bubbles is possible. Furthermore,

even if boiling does not occur within the artery itself, boiling in

close proximity could lead to vapor penetration.

It is also possible to generate arterial bubbles during initial fill or

any subsequent repriming of the artery made necessary by liquid expulsion
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due to vibration, shock, excessive tilting, excessive heat load, etc.

If the artery walls are self-wetting, they are generally wetted before

the interior fills, permitting bubbles to be trapped inside.

A third mechanism for generating arterial bubbles is peculiar to heat

pipes which contain non-condensible gases_ whether to aid in start-up

from the frozen state or for use in gas-controlled variable conductance

heat pipes. Under operating cond_tions, the non-condensible gas in such

heat pipes is swept to the condenser end where it forms a gas plug.

This gas plug acts as a diffusion barrier to the flowing vapor, causing

the blocked region of the condenser to fall in temperature. Because

the solubility of gases in liquids varies inversely with temperature,

the axial temperature gradient caused by gas blockage represents a

potential bubble forming mechanism within arteries. The gas dissolves

in the liquid at the cold, gas-blocked region of the condenser. As the

liquid flows back to the hot evaporator, part of the gas comes out of

solution due to its decreased solubility at the higher temperature.

The formation of arterial bubbles would not represent a particularly

serious problem if mechanisms existed for their rapid elimination under

ordinary operating conditions. Unfortunately, this does not appear to

be the case.

The fact that the artery is sealed everywhere * by a wetted wall makes

physical expulsion usually impossible. By using a non-self-wetting

artery wall (e_g., a single layer of screen), Bienert [G-16] has

demonstrated that the artery wall can be locally dried by overheating,

allowing bubbles to escape. However, this approach will often be

unacceptable in actual applications in that it involves at least a

temporary Failure of the arterial system.

_Under conditions where one portion of the heat pipe always represents
the condenser, the artery need not be sealed at that end.
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If the bubblescannotescapethroughthe artery wall, the remaining
removalmechanismis for themto collapse. Purevapor bubbleswill
rapidly collapse within a uniformtemperature,non-superheatedliquid
dueto surface tension forces. However,if the liquid in the artery
is superheated,vaporbubblesof sufficient size will growanddisplace
the liquid in that region.

Unfortunately, it is also possible to sustain relatively stable bubbles
within a non-superheatedartery if they contain non-condensiblegas.
Relatively small quantities of non-condensiblegaswithin the bubbles
can increase their internal total pressure(vapor pressureplus partial
pressureof gas) sufficiently to stabilize themagainst the surface
tension forces trying to collapse them. In an operating heat pipe,
suchbubblescanonly collapse by the diffusion of the stabilizing
non-condensiblegas throughthe wettedartery wall into the vapor core.
This is, however,a very slow process. Bienert [GI6] reports typical
collapse rates of elongatedarterial bubbleson the order of _lO-4cm/sec.

In view of these bubblestability considerations, what can the heatpipe
designerdo to assuresuccessful operation of arterial heat pipes? In
the first place, it appearsthat fabricating the artery with non-self-
wetting walls (e.g., a single layer of screen) avoids the problemof
bubbleentrapmentduring arterial priming. Second,oneshoulddesign
to avoid arterial superheat. If the hydrodynamicrequirementspermit,
this canbe assuredby utilizing a "hybrid" wick designwherethe artery
is constrained to the condenserandadiabatic section, anda homogeneous
wick is utilized in the superheatedevaporatorsection. This simulta-
neouslyavoids problemsof nucleation within the artery andpenetration
of vapordueto boiling in close proximity to the artery. Also, it
assuresthat pure vaporbubbleswithin the artery will collapse.

Finally, there remainsthe problemof eliminating gas-stabilized bubbles
in heat pipes containing non-condensiblegases. At this point, the only
practical removalmechanismwhichhasbeenidentified is diffusion of
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the stabilizing gasout of the artery throughthe wetted artery wall.
Althoughthis is indeeda slow process, the significance of the rate is
only in comparisonwith the rate in whichsuchbubblesare formed. If,
throughproper design, oneavoids entrapmentof bubblesduring priming,
andgenerationor penetration of bubblesdueto boiling_ the only apparent
mechanismfor bubbleformation is that dueto gasaccumulationas a
consequenceof an existing temperaturegradient combinedwith the inverse
solubility of gas in the liquid. However,th_s is also a very slow
process. Thus, the relevanceof this problemis a question of relative
rates of gas accumulationby virtue of solubility variations andgas
removalby diffusion.

To the author's knowledge,this problemhasnot yet beentreated
analytically andthus no general statementscanbemade. There is,
however,somelimited experimentaldata available which indicate that,
at least in certain cases, the gas removalrate by diffusion is
sufficient to avoid gasaccumulationin the artery. Longterm successful
operation of gas-loadedarterial heat pipes hasbeenachievedat TRWfor
water-nitrogen with an annular artery (Fig. 4-6a) andmethanol-nitrogen
with anasymmetricartery (Fig. 4-6c). In addition, successful life
tests of ammonia-heliumsystemswith a pedestal artery (Fig. 4-6d) have
beenreported in the literature [G8].

4.2 Fluid Inventory

An important design consideration in the manufacture of all heat

pipes is to determine the appropriate quantity of working fluid with

which to fill the pipe. Excess fluid in a heat pipe is undesirable

from two points of view. First, under O-g conditions (and, in some

cases, l-g conditions) the constant flow of vapor from evaporator to

condenser pumps the excess fluid to the condenser end, forming a liquid

plug which "shuts off" that portion of the condenser which it fills.

If the application calls for a short condenser length, this could be

a critical factor. Second, excess fluid in a heat pipe can slosh within

the vapor core, leading to undesirable effects on spacecraft dynamics.
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Onthe other hand, a deficiency of working fluid is also undesirable.
If the capillary structure is characterizedby a single pore size
(e.g., identical axial grooves), the fluid deficiency appearsat the
evaporatorend leading to local dryout. Thedegreeof dryout which
canbe tolerated dependson the particular application andhowmuch
axial conductionthe pipe wall (or saddles, etc.) canprovide.

If the heat pipe contains an artery, evena small fluid deficiency will
prevent the artery from filling, leading to grossly reducedperformance.

Themosttolerant wick systemwith respect to under_ll is a homogeneous
wick with a pore size distribution (e.g., metal felt). In this casethe
fluid deficiency doesnot all appearat the endof the evaporator, but
is spreadamongthe larger pores all along the wick. Thesmall pores
in the evaporator continue to pumpliquid.

Onceagain, however,the pumpingcapacity of the wick will be reduced°
Becausethe wick is partially desaturated, the liquid flow area is
reduced. To makematters worse, it is the largest pores (those of
minimumflow resistance) whichare unavailable for flow. Furthermore,
the available capillary headis reducedbecausethe maximumlocal
liquid pressureneedno longer be equal to the vaporcore pressure
(seeSec. 3.1.6). Instead it will be reducedby the capillary head
correspondingto the largest poreswhichremainfilled at the point of
zero axial condenserflow.

Wethus see that, qualitatively, homogeneouswicks can tolerate under-
fill but with reducedcapacity. To analytically quantify the reduction
in capacity requires detailed knowledgeof the pore size distribution
in the wick andthe permeability as a function of desaturation. Since
this information is generally not available for homogeneouswicks, it
is currently necessaryto determinethe effects of underfill empirically
for the particular wick involved.
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4.2.1 Fluid Inventory Variations

According to the previous discussion, there are undesirable

consequences of either over-filling or under-filling a heat pipe.

_deally, one should introduce just enough inventory to completely

saturate the wick structure. Unfortunately, this is generally

impossible in practical heat pipes. This is because both the liquid

volume and the wick inventory requirements vary within a given heat

pipe as a function of operating conditions. Several phenomena leading

to this behavior are as follows:

o If a wick is saturated under no-load conditions, fluid

will be expelled when the pipe is under load due to

meniscus recession at the wick surface.

o If boiling occurs in the evaporator, fluid will be

expelled by vapor within the wick.

o Homogeneous wicks with pore size distributions can

partially desaturate when operated in a body force

field (e.g., tilted against gravity).

o The liquid density, the vapor density and the void

volume all vary with operating temperature, but not

in proportion to each other. Consequently, 100%

fill at one temperature corresponds to either over-

fill or under-fill at other temperatures.

The relative importance of these phenomena depend on the type of wick

structure used and the nature of the application. However_ for space-

craft thermal control heat pipes, the most troublesome source of volume

variation is the last one. Fortunately, this problem can be handled

analytically.

The following assumptions are made in the analysis:

(I) The pipe has a constant cross-section along its

entire length.

(2) The wick is always fully saturated.
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(3) Thepipe is filled to 100%theoretical at temperature

TO•
(4) Thermalexpansionor contraction of the wall andwick

is negligible comparedwith liquid andvapor density
variations. Calculations haveshownthat this is a

very goodassumption.

i/

The basis of the analysis is that the mass of working fluid within the

heat pipe is a constant. Thus,

whe re :

m = _ + PvVv = constant

m - mass of working fluid

p_ - liquid density

Pv - vapor density

V_ - liquid volume

Vv - vapor volume

(4-35)

Using the subscript "0" for conditions when the pipe is filled, and

the subscript "T" for operating conditions, Eq. (4-35) can be written:

(p#v#)o+ (_vvv)o= (_v#)T+ (_V_)T (4-36)

Solving Eq. (4-36) for VET yields:

(p# V#)o + (PvVv)o - (PvVv)T

V_#T= P_T
(4-37)

For uniform pipe cross-section and saturated wicks; and for the case

of net liquid expansion:

V#O = #AwLp

Vvo = AvL p

VvT = Av(L p Lex)

(4-38)
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where:
¢ - wick porosity

Aw - wick cross-sectional area
Av - vapor core cross-sectional area

Lp - length of pipe
Lex - length of liquid slug in condenser

due to net liquid expansion

Substituting Eq. (4-38) into Eq. (4-37) yields:

V_T - P_oCAwLp + PvoAvLp
P_T

PvAv(Lp - Lex)
(4-39)

But, the length of the excess liquid slug in the condenser can also be

expressed in terms of volumes, lengths and areas, as follows:

L V_T - V_O V_T- q_AwLp-
- - (4-40)

ex Av A v

Now substituting Eq. (4a39) for V_T in Eq. (4-40), and performing some

algebra, one arrives at the following expression for Lex/L p, the length
of the excess fluid slug ratioed to the pipe length.

A w

Lex (P_o - P#T ) @_vv+ (PvO-PvT )
-- = (4-41)
Lp PAT- PvT

Equation (4-41) is the desired result. It expresses the length of the

excess fluid slug at any operating temperature as a function of the

pipe geometry and the temperature at which it was filled to 100% of

theoretical.

It is interesting to examine the behavior of this equation as a function

of operating temperature. Fig. 4-10 shows this behavior for an ammonia

heat pipe filled to 100% theoretical at 15°F. Lex/L p is plotted as a

function of operating temperature with the geometrical grouping _Aw/A v

as a parameter.
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_!i!i!I

As one wou_Id expect: the excess flui_

increases with the wick to vapor core

particularly interesting to note that

i ncrea_se w,:ith operati,_g temperature.

can actually decrease with increasing

slug:, as a percent of pipe length,

area ratio. However, it is

Lex/L p does not necessarily

At low values of _Aw/A v, Lex/L p

T, and can even be negative.*

The reason for this behavior is that, although as temperature increases

thee, liquid d_ensi!ty , decreases causing fluid expulsion, the vapor density

also increases resulting in a conversion of liquidi to vapor. If the

liquid vo_lume to vapor v,olume ratio is small enough (_Aw/Av), liquid

to vapor conversion in greater than liquid expansion, and an increase

in temperature results in a net decrease in liquid volume.

Th_ critical value of _Aw/A v at which

from TO to T results in no change in 1

Eq. (4-41) by setting Le /Lp equal to

a change in operating temperature

iquid volume can be deduced from

zero, Thus,

A

(_AW)Lex=Ov = _ PvO PvT (4-4.2)P_o- O_T

The negative values of Lex/L p on Fig. 4-10 are, of course, not physically

realistic, but correspond to the case of decreased liquid volume leading

to wick desaturati_on. To obtain the percent desaturation for such cases,

a similar ana.lysis is performed: in terms of a percent wick desaturation

ra_ther than L
ex"

The, implications of these results depend, of course, on the type of wick

system used_. For example, heat pipes with arterial wicks generally have

low values af the p,arameter _Aw/A v, Thus, assuming a value of 0.I, an

a_onia heat pipe which must operate above 60°F should be filled to 100%

theoretical at the highest anticipated operating temperature, or else

the artery would be partially empty and not function at that temperature.

*A negative L_ x is not a physical reality but corresponds to wick
desaturatlon. More will be said about this later.
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4.3 Excess Fluid Reservoirs

As discussed in the last section, it is not possible to fill a

heat pipe such that it has 100% theoretical inventory under all operating

conditions. However_ as was also pointed out, both overfill and underfill

conditions are undesirable. In fact, under certain circumstances, both

conditions are intolerable. An example of such conditions would be a

long, arterial heat pipe with a very short condenser. A fluid deficiency

would result in failure of the artery while a fluid excess might block

the condenser to an intolerable degree.

Under such circumstances, one can incorporate a capillary excess fluid

reservoir in the wicking system. This concept_ developed for the Ames

Heat Pipe Experiment on this contract, is simply an additional capillary

structure placed within the heat pipe to act as a "sponge" The pore

size of the reservoir must be larger than any of those in the primary

wick structure (including arteries) such that it does not draw liquid

from the wick unless it is fully saturated. However, it will draw

liquid from the tube itself, and thus prevents build-up of a liquid

slug at the condenser end.

By using a capillary excess fluid reservoir, the pipe can be filled to

I0_% theoretical under minimum fluid volume and maximum wick saturation

conditions. The reservoir volume should be sized to hold the maximum

fluid excess generated by the anticipated variation in operating

conditions. In this way, all fluid volume variations are taken up by

the capillary reservoir. The primary wicks remain saturated and a

condenser liquid slug is prevented under all operating conditions.

One must, however, use care in the sizing and placement of such "sponges"

in the heat pipe. The simplicity of the concept under static conditions

can lead to improper design, for the device must operate under dynamic

conditions. Thus, the maximum capillary head generated by the excess

fluid reservoir must not simply be larger than that of the vapor core_

but must exceed the local liquid pressure depression in the wick. If

not, the reservoir could not pump liquid from a slug at the end of the

condenser.
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Analytica}ly, this criterion canbe expressedas follows:

A b] (Z)P_
> + AP

(aPcmax)reservoir P_ + APv (Z)res

=p
V

where the bracket represents the integrated pressure losses from the

position of the excess fluid reservoir to the point where the liquid

and vapor static pressures are equal.

(4-43)

Graphically, this criterion is shown on Fig. 4-11 for a heat pipe

operating in the absence of body forces (e.g., O-g). Figure 4-11

represents a pressure balance curve similar to those discussed in

Sec. 3.1.6. The bracketed terms on the right hand side of Eq. (4-43)

are represented by the vertical distance between the APv and a_ curves.

EVAPORATOR IADIABATIC SECTIONI CONDENSER

E:---- --]

(aP._ + &Pv)TOTAL

_Pemax -' PRIMARY WICK

Z_Pc:max RESERVOIR - CASE A

_i_ _Pcmax- RESERVOIR- CASE B

FIGURE 4-11. Pressure Balance Criterion for Locating
Excess Fluid Reservoir
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Thus, if (APcmax)res is greater thanAP_+ APv everywherein the pipe,
the excessfluid reservoir canbe placedanywherein the system(e.go,

caseA). Onthe other hand, if (APcmax)res is not greater than APE +
APv at all points (e.g., caseB), the excessfluid reservoir mustbe
placed in a regionwherethis criterion doeshold; i.e., to the right

of the point whereAP_+ APv = (APcmax)res.

4.4 Working Fluid

The selection of the appropriate working fluid for a given

application is based on many considerations. These include:

(a) operating temperature range

(b) heat transfer requirements

(c) expected body-force field (e°g., O-g, l-g, etc.)

(d) tolerance of wick structure to boiling

(e) type of heat pipe (conventional or variable conductance)

(f) special requirements

(g) materials compatibility and stability

Brief discussions of these considerations follow.

4.4.1 Operating Temperature Range

Clearly, a heat pipe cannot be operated below the freezing

point or above the thermodynamic critical point of its working fluid.

Thus, the first criteria for selection of a fluid is that these two

thermodynamic conditions bracket the required operating temperature

range.

These conditions, however, actually represent lower and upper bounds

which are seldom approached. Most often, the low end of a given fluid's

operating temperature range is established by adverse vapor dynamics

(sonic limit, entrainment limit, or simply excessive APv) due to low

vapor densities and corresponding high vapor velocities. The high end

of the temperature range is frequently set by the mechanical aspects of

containing the fluid vapor pressure.
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4.4.2 Heat Transfer Requirements

The axial heat transport requirement can have a major impact on

the choice of working fluid. Different fluids will yield different

capillary pumping limits for the same wick structure. Thus, the case can

easily arise where a simple homogeneous wick design can be substituted

for a complex arterial wick design by the choice of fluid.

To determine the best fluid for a given application, one must theoretically

examine optimal designs for each fluid by integrating the loss equations

to determine their respective capillary pumping limit (see Sec. 3.1.6).

Sometimes this is actually necessary since, in the general case, there

is no simple grouping of fluid properties which serves as a basis for

selection° There do, however, exist such groupings for special cases

which at least provide some general guidelines. Thus, for a heat pipe

operating in the absence of body forces and for which the vapor pressure

drop is negligible, the capillary pumping limit can be shown to be

proportional to the grouping (_p_/_), sometimes referred to as the

"liquid transport factor" or "O-g figure of merit". Figure 4-12 shows

the liquid transport factor for the principal fluids of interest in

spacecraft thermal control as a function of operating temperature.

Additional curves for many other fluids can be found in the literature

[84, 814, G17].

Although this grouping applies to the special case of negligible body

forces and vapor pressure drop, those conditions do pertain to many

spacecraft thermal control applications so that this is a valid basis

of comparison for such heat pipes. However, as mentioned previously,

it is not of general value. As Joy [G4] has shown, the presence of

even small body forces (e.g., acceleration fields) can render this

basis of comparison invalid for cryogenic fluids.

4.4.3 Expected Body-Force Field

As pointed out in the last section, the presence of body forces

can have a major impact on the relative performance of various fluids.

This situation is due to two phenomena: (I) the body force head is
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subtracted from the maximum capillary head in establishing the pumping

head available to overcome flow losses, and (2) the body force head must

be overcome by surface tension effects in order to prime arteries, etc.

Since, in both cases, the problem is one of surface tension forces working

against body forces, the ratio of these forces represents a basis of fluid

comparison. In terms of fluid properties, this ratio is proportional to

the grouping (_/p2). Thus, to minimize adverse body-force effects, one

should select a fluid with a high value of this parameter. Fig. 4-13

shows the variation in (o/p_) with operating temperature for the principal
spacecraft thermal control fluids.

4.4.4 Tolerance of Wick Structure to Boiling

In the last two sections, fluids were compared on the basis of

their hydrodynamic and hydrostatic properties. However, as has been

emphasized in this report, one must also consider radial heat transfer

in the evaporator, especially if boiling would seriously degrade hydro-

dynamic performance (e.g., nucleation with arteries). The criteria for

nucleation were discussed in Section 3.2.1.1. Assuming the critical

radius (rn) in Eq. (3-27) for the critical superheat is equal to the

wick pore size, the pertinent fluid property grouping for superheat

tolerance is (_/_pv). Multiplying this grouping by the thermal

conductivity of the liquid yields a measure of the fluids' radial heat

transfer tolerance with respect to nucleation. Fig. 4-14 shows the

variation of this parameter (k_/_pvJ) with operating temperature for the

principal spacecraft thermal control fluids.

4.4.5 Conventional or Variable Conductance Heat Pipe

The fluid selection criteria discussed so far apply to all heat

pipes. However, if one is designing variable conductance heat pipes,

additional criteria may be involved, depending on the control scheme.

Thus, heat pipes which employ vapor throttling as a control mechanism

require low pressure working fluids° Similarly, the non-condensible
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gas control scheme provides additional selection criteria based on the

slope of the vapor pressure curve.

The fluid property requirements imposed by the various variable

conductance control schemes will be dealt with in Research Report

No. 2.

4.4.6 Special Requirements

In addition to properties which affect the thermodynamic and

hydrodynamic performance of heat pipes, there are other factors which

can impose severe constraints on fluid selection for particular

applications. For example:

o Many applications wherein the heat pipe concept is

integrated into the packaging of electronic equipment

will require the use of dielectric working fluids.

o Applications of heat pipes on-board manned spacecraft

or aircraft may require the use of non-toxic and/or

non-flammable working fluids.

4.4.7 Materials Compatibility and Stability

A major factor in selection of working fluids is their stability

and compatibility with other materials in the heat pipe system. Certain

low temperature heat pipes, of the type applicable to spacecraft thermal

control, are subject to continuous performance degradation as a result

of (I) chemical reaction or decomposition of the working fluid, or (2)

corrosion or erosion of the container and wick.

Chemical reaction or decomposition of the working fluid may result in

non-condensible gas evolution (e.g., H2, N2, 02). A specific example

of this is the hydrolysis of water yielding hydrogen gas when one attempts

to build a water-aluminum heat pipe. In an ordinary heat pipe all non-

condensible gas is swept to the condenser end, forming a diffusion barrier

to vapor flow and effectively reducing the available condenser area. In

gas controlled, variable conductance heat pipes, the generation of
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additional non-condensiblegas raises the operating temperatureof the
heat pipe abovedesignconditions. Similar effects can result from a
changein the chemicalcompositionof the working fluid by virtue of a
changein its vapor pressureas a function of temperature.

Corrosionanderosion of the container andwick canbe manifestedas a
changein the wetting angle of the working fluid as well as the
permeability, porosity: or capillary pore size of the wick. Solid
precipitates resulting from corrosion anderosion are transported by
the flowing liquid to the evaporatorregion wherethey are deposited
whenthe liquid vaporizes. This leads to an increasedresistance to
fluid flow in the evaporator, resulting in a decreasein the heat
transport capacity of the heat pipe.

At this point in time, there doesnot appearto exist anygenerally
satisfactory wayto predict stability or compatibility underarbitrary
operational conditions. Consequently,facedwith the needfor such
information, manyheat pipe laboratories haverun extensive test
programsto empirically establish stable materials combinationsand
processingvariables.

A widely usedapproachto compatibility testing is to employactual heat
pipe hardwareandmonitor the rate of gasgenerationwith time. As
mentionedpreviously, non-condensiblegasgeneratedwithin a heat pipe
collects at the endof the condense_blockingvapor flow andcausinga
local temperaturedrop (seeFig. 4-15). Thus, by monitoring the
temperaturedistribution along anoperating heat pipe, onehasa measure
of gasbuild-up as it actually affects performance. Note that the tests
shouldbe run with the condenserelevated abovethe evaporatorto avoid
artifacts dueto fluid puddling.

Severalsuchcompatibility tests wereperformedon this contract as part
of the developmentprogramleading to the AmesHeatPipe Experimenton
the OAO-Cspacecraft. Control rangeconsiderations for this variable
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conductance heat pipe led to the choice of methanol as the working fluid

and stainless steel as the wick and container material. Because the heat

pipe was to operate at 65 +_5°F the internal pressure would be quite low

(_2 psia) and the pipe would thus be very sensitive to even small

quantities of gas generation.

Four 304 stainless steel/methanol heat pipes were fabricated utilizing

different surface and fluid preparation techniques. After ultrasonically

cleaning all parts in various solvents and firing all parts in dry

hydrogen at 1200°C_ two of the pipes were vacuum fired at IIO0°C for two

hours and two were oxidized in air at 500°C for one hour. The methanol

used in all cases was spectrophotometric grade. However, in two pipes

the fluid was used as received while, in the second two, it was specially

dried by passing it through dried molecular sieve. The following material/

fluid matrix was thus established.
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No. I00
Vacuumfired S.S.

Specially dried
methanol

No. 102
OxidizedS.S.

Specially dried
methanol

NoI01
Vacuumfired S.S.

As received
methanol

No. 103
OxidizedS.S.
As received

methanol

Thefour heat pipes wereplacedon continuing life test at 105° +5°Fand
the temperatureprofiles recordedperiodically. A typical result is
shownon Fig. 4-16 wherethe temperaturedifference betweenthermocouples
1 and5 (seeFig. 4-15) is plotted as a function of time. After 2200
hourswith no apparentgasgeneration (except in H.P. No. I02")_ the
operating temperaturewasraised to 145+IO°Fandthe test continued.
At this point, over 7000hoursof test data havebeenaccumulated
without evidenceof any gasgeneration in pipe nos. I00, I01 and103,
nor additional gasgeneration in pipe no. 102following apparent
cracking of the methanolduring an accidental high temperature
excursion.

Althoughthese test results canonly be reliably applied to the fabri-
cation of heat pipes using precisely the sameprocessingtechniquesand
operating at similar temperatures,they doprovide the guideline that
methanol/stainlesssteel is an acceptablecombination. Manysimilar

*After 1300hoursof testing with no gasgeneration, pipe no. 102
experienceda severeoverheat and heater burnout due to a malfunction
in equipment. After installation of a new heater, the pipe exhibited
about 8°F temperature gradient suggesting gas generation by cracking
of the methanol. This temperature difference has remained constant
in 6000 hours of additional testing, supporting the thesis that this
was a decomposition rather than a corrosion type phenomenon. Unfor-
tunately, the maximum temperature reached by the heat pipe during
this excursion is not known.
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experiments have been )erformed by workers in the field, and although

most of this work has not yet reached the open literature, enough has

been reported to at least provide similar guidelines for most fluid/

material combinations of interest in spacecraft thermal control.

Table 4-I is a compilation of much of the available literature on this

subject [MI, M2, M3, G7, G8, GI7, GI8]. The table indicates combinations

of fluids and materials of construction which have been reported to be

compatible or not on the basis of non-condensible gas generation. Of

course, even in those cases listed as compatible, considerable attention

must be given to cleanliness of the materials and purity of the working

fluids to achieve satisfactory performance.
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TABLE4-I. HeatPipe Materials Compatibility Matrix

Stainless
Aluminum Steel Copper Nickel WorkingFluid

• 0 .. _ Ammoni:a

(_) • _ _ M_th!_noli

.. 0 _ .. Acetone

.. .. -- Freon_-.21!

_ -- -- Freon-ll

.. .. .. Freon-I 13
• l

Long term compatibility demonstrated in heat pipes

(_) Incompatible - generation of non-condensible gas

Compatibility demonstrated in heat pipes: but very

sensitive to passivation and processing techniques

-- No heat pipe d_ta found in literature
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4.4.8 Summary_
As is apparentfrom the previous discussion, the choice of

working fluid dependsvery muchon the requirementsof the particular
application. For the operating temperaturerangeof interest in
spacecraft thermal control, the four best working fluids are water,
ammonia,methanoland Freon-21. In Table 4-2, these four fluids are
rankedin termsof the various criteria discussed.

It wouldappearfrom the table that, frommostpoints of view, water
is the best fluid. In certain casesit will be. However,the high
freezing point of water andits low vaporpressureat relevant
temperatureslimits its use to the high end of the thermal control
range.

Froma hydrodynamicpoint of view, ammoniais the next best fluid.
Becausethis fluid is compatiblewith aluminum,it also allows for
light weight heat pipes. It hasvery little superheattolerance,
however,andcare mustbe usedto avoid designswhichare very
sensitive to boiling, especially if the pipe contains nonncondensible
gases.

In the event that ammonia'stoxicity is unacceptable,methanoland
Freon-21are alternatives. Methanolis the superior fluid thermo-
dynamically, but its incompatibility with aluminumis a drawback,
andit is still toxic. It is muchless toxic than ammonia,however,
andits sub-atmosphericvaporpressureat temperaturesof interest
prevents the expulsion of vapor into a controlled atmosphere(manned
spacecraft) in the event of pipe failure.

If the application calls for a variable conductanceheat pipe,
additional fluid selection criteria are involved. Thesewill be
discussedin ResearchReportNo. 2.
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TABLE4-2. Potential HeatPipe WorkingFluids for
SpacecraftThermalControl

Liquid transport
factor (c_p_X/!]_)

g-field operation
(oI_)

Superheat tolerance

(_/_v)

Toxi city

F1ammabi I i ty

Materi al s

compati bi I i ty

Water

(Ranking at 70°F)

Ammonia Methanol Freon-21
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5.0 HEATPIPECONTROL TECHNIQUES

The conventional heat pipe consists of a sealed, wicked vessel

containing only an appropriate quantity of working fluid and possessing

no moving parts. If the fluid inventory is sufficient but not excessive,

such a heat pipe will tend to transport heat at nearly isothermal

conditions. However, it does not have any particular operating

temperature.* Instead, it automatically adjusts its temperature to

match the heat source and sink conditions so as to maintain conservation

of energy.

There are many potential heat pipe applications, however, in which a

specific operating temperature range is desired along certain portions of

the pipe, in spite of variations in the source and sink conditions, In

those cases, it becomes necessary to actively or passively control the

heat pipe so that it maintains the desired temperature range.

Similarly, there exist numerous potential applications where one wishes

the heat pipe to operate as (I) a thermal switch, or (2) a diode. In both

cases, the objective is for the heat pipe to operate either as a thermal

insulator or an effective heat conductor, depending on either a reference

temperature (thermal switch) or the direction of the thermal gradient

(diode). Again, it is necessary to introduce an active or passive control

feature to effect this behavior.

This report deals primarily with control techniques leading to variable

conductance heat pipes which control the evaporator or source temperature.

However, several of the techniques studied exhibit thermal switching or

diode behavior under certain circumstances.

*For a given working fluid, the operating temperature _is theoretically
bounded by the freezing and critical points, and is usually more restrictively
bounded by considerations pertaining to minimum and maximum tolerable vapor
pressures.
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Threefundamentalapproachesto controlling heat pipes havebeenexamined:
(I) liquid flow control, (2) vapor flow control, and (3) condenserflooding
using non-condensiblegasesor excessworking fluid. Eachof these control
techniquesdeal with the operation of the heat pipe itself. Onecanalso,
of course, control the heat pipe thermals__ystemexternally; say, by varying
the specific thermal resistance (resistance per unit area) betweenthe heat
sourceandevaporatoror betweenthe condenserandheat sink. However,
such thermal control techniquesare outside the scopeof this study.

Thefollowing paragraphsbriefly describe the three device-oriented
approachesto heat pipe control. Eachwill bedealt with in greater
depth later in this report.

5.1 Liquid Flow Control

The liquid flow control technique involves interrupting or impeding

the condensate return in the wick. With reference to the evaporator section

of the heat pipe, the effective heat transfer area is that portion of the

pipe which contains liquid for evaporation. If the evaporator wick suffers

a partial dryout, the available area for efficient input heat transfer, and

hence the heat pipe conductance, is reduced.

If the heat source is a dissipative one (e.g., heat generation in electronic

equipment), incipient dryout of the wick represents a hydrodynamic failure

mode (capillary pumping limit) for, in the absence of a parallel heat

transfer path° it leads to thermal runaway of the dry portion of the

evaporator. However, if the heat source is represented by a temperature

boundary condition (e.g., heat exchanger), partial evaporator dryout simply

results in reduced heat transfer into the pipe.

Thus, for dissipative heat sources, liquid flow control is limited to

providing "on-off" control; i.eo, thermal-switchingo However, for fixed

temperature sources, continuous modulation of the heat pipe conductance

is possible by varying the wick flow resistance.
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5.2 Vapor Flow Control

Vapor flow control refers to the interruption or throttling of the

vapor flow between the evaporator or condenser sections of the heat pipe.

This gives rise to a pressure difference between the two regions and, with

it, a corresponding temperature difference; hence, a variable conductance.

If the vapor flow path is interrupted, the evaporator temperature and

pressure can increase until the pressure differential across the pipe

exceeds the "bubble point" pressure of the wick/fluid combination, when

the vapor will "blow through" the wick. In this manner one achieves on-off

operation similar to liquid flow interruption.

On the other hand, if the vapor flow is only throttled, one can continuously

control the evaporator-condenser temperature differential. But the range

of control is substantially limited by the fact that the evaporator-condenser

pressure differential must not exceed the bubble point pressure of the wick/

fluid combination.

5.3 Condenser Flooding Using Non-Condensible Gas

This technique refers to the well-known "gas-load" heat pipe. Whenever

a heat pipe contains a non-condensible gas in addition to its primary working

fluid, its ability to transfer heat is altered significantly from that of a

conventional device. During operation of such a heat pipe, vapor flows from

the evaporator to the condenser region. As a consequence, any non-condensible

gas present in the vapor is swept along and, sin_e it does not condense,

accumulates at the condenser end forming a gas plug. This gas plug represents

a diffusion barrier to the flowing vapor and very nearly "shuts off" that

portion of the condenser which it fills. Consequently, by varying the length

of this gas plug, one varies the active condenser area and, hence, the heat

transfer from the system.

5.4 Condenser Flooding Using Excess Working Fluid

This approach is analagous to the "gas-load" heat pipe except that

excess liquid is used to very the active condenser area rather than non-

condensible gas.
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6.0 VARIABLECONDUCTANCETHROUGHTHEUSEOFNON-CONDENSIBLEGASES
Thetechniqueof using non-condensiblegasto flood the condenserand

vary its effective area has commandedthe greatest effort on this program,
andwill bedealt with first.

As mentionedpreviously, the underlying principle of non-condensiblegas
control is the formation of a gasplug at the condenserendof the pipe
whichacts as a diffusion barrier to the flowing vapor. This gasplug
tends to "shut-off" that portion of the condenserwhich it fills, leading
to anaxial temperaturegradient along the heat pipe as shownon Fig. 6.1.
By varying the length of this gasplug, onevaries the active condenser
area and, hence,the heat rejection properties of the system.

A feature whichmakesnon-condensiblegascontrol particularly attractive
is that the basic heat pipe (Fig. 6-I) accomplishesthis variation in
condenserarea passively. By introducing a fixed massof gas into the
systemshown,it occupiesa certain portion of the condensersection,
dependingon the operating temperatureof the pipe's active region andthe
environmentalconditions. If the operating temperatureincreases° the
vapor pressureof the working fluid increases. This compressesthe non-
condensiblegas into a smaller volume,thus providing a greater active
condenserarea. Onthe other hand, if the operating temperaturefalls,
the vaporpressureof the working fluid falls andthe fixed massof gas
expandsto a greater volume,thus blocking a larger portion of the condenser.
Thenet effect is to provide a passively controlled variable condenserarea
which increasesor decreaseswith the heat pipe temperature. As a
consequence,this reducesthe temperatureresponseof the active zoneto
variations in the heat input rate or environmental(sink) conditions.

6.1 Flat-Front Theory: Mathematical Model

A great deal of insight into the behavior of gas-controlled heat

pipes can be obtained from a rather simple mathematical model of the

system. Consider the model shown in Fig. 6-2, and allow the following

assumptions:
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o Steady-stateconditions prevail
o Theinterface betweenthe active and shut-off portions of

the pipe is very sharp

o Axial conduction can be neglected

o For small temperature variations, heat transfer per unit

area from the vapor to the sink at the condenser is

proportional to the temperature difference between the

vapor and the sink

o The total pressure is uniform throughout the pipe (vapor

flow losses are negligible)

o The vapor-gas mixture is ideal

With these assumptions: one can write a simple equation for heat transfer

from the condenser, as follows:*

where :

Q = hA/L
a (Tva - Ts) (6-I)

Q heat transfer rate

h heat transfer coefficient

Aj - heat rejection area per unit length of condenser

La - active length of condenser

Tva - vapor temperature in active zone

Ts - sink temperature

To determine an expression for the active condenser length, one invokes

the requirement that the molar non-condensible gas inventory for a given

heat pipe remains constant for all operating conditions. For an ideal

gas mixture, the molar gas inventory for an element of pipe volume is simply:

*In many spacecraft thermal control applications, Eq. (6-I) does not
adequately describe condenser heat transfer. A more general equation,
accounting for radiation to and from condenser fins, is presented later
in this report (section 6.3.1). However, Eq. (6-I) is much simpler to
work with and will suffice to demonstrate the principles of the flat
front theory.
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where:

P
dn= _ dV

ug

dn - numberof molesof gas in the volumeelementdV
P - partial pressureof gas in dVg
T - temperatureof gas in dVg
R - universal gasconstant

U

(6-2)

Thus, for any given operating condition, one can obtain an expression for

the total molar gas inventory in the heat pipe by integrating Eq. (6-2)

over its volume. For the flat-front model of Fig. 6-2, this integral

reduces to a single term for the inactive portion of the condenser:*

where :

P (Lc-L a) Av
n = g

Ru Tg

A - vapor core cross-sectional area
V

L c - total condenser length

(6-3)

Within the gas-blocked region of the condenser, the gas and liquid are at

the sink temperature and hence there exists a partial pressure of vapor

within this region equal to the liquid vapor pressure at Ts:

Thus: P = P - P
g va vs

T =T
g s

where :

Pva - vapor pressure at Tva (total pressure)

Pvs - vapor pressure at Ts

(6-4)

*There is assumed to be no gas in the active portion of the heat pipe.
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Substituting Eq. (6-4)into (6-3), solving for the active condenser length

La, and then substituting for L a in Eq. (6-I) yields the following

operating characteri s tic :

Q = h_ (Tva-T s) [L c
nRuT s 7 (6-5)

Av (Pva-Pvs) ]

Equation (6-5) describes the heat transfer characteristics of the simple

gas-loaded heat pipe. It will be shown later that the "flat-front" analysis

used in its derivation is somewhat inaccurate because it neglects axial

conduction and diffusion. However, the errors are quantitative rather

than qualitative, and this simple model does permit preliminary design

analysis and identifies most key design parameters.

6.1.1 Effect of Workin 9 Fluid: Fixed Sink Conditions

The key element in Eq. (6-5) is the term in brackets which represents

the active condenser length, and which when multiplied by h_ yields the

heat pipe conductance.

The objective of the device is to maintain a nearly constant temperature

over the active portion of the pipe in spite of substantial variations in

power throughput or environmental conditions. Thus, the active condenser

length should ideally be a very strong function of the operating temperature.

From Eq. (6-5) we see that the variation in active length with operating

temperature - Tva occurs by virtue of changes in the corresponding fluid

vapor pressure - Pva" The fluid properties also enter the equation in the

term Pvs' which is the vapor pressure at the sink temperature - Ts-

However, if we postulate fixed sink conditions (constant Ts), the only

fluid parameter which varies is P
va

This provides a criterion for the selection of the working fluid. Greater

control sensitivity can be achieved using fluids which undergo large
AM

relative vapor pressure changes _ with temperature; i.e., large values

d(In Pva ) va

of dTva
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If oneuses the Clausius-Clapeyronrelationship to approximatethe vapor
pressurecurve for small variations in temperature,it is easily shown
that:

where:

d(In Pva ) _M

dTva 2
RuTva

(6-6)

- latent heat of vaporization

M - molecular weight

R - universal gas constant
U

_M

Thus, Eq. (6-6) suggests that the grouping _ represents a "Gas Control
Sensitivity Factor", useful in ranking various potential working fluids.

Fig. 6-3 shows the variations in this factor with operating temperature

for the principal fluids of interest in spacecraft thermal control.

6.1.2 Effect of Variations in Sink Temperature

The environmental conditions or effective sink temperature influences

Eq. (6-5) in three ways. It alters the heat rejection temperature potential

(Tva - Ts) so that a change in active condenser length is necessary to

maintain a given heat transfer rate - Q.

It also enters the second term in brackets where, for the flat-front model,

Ts establishes the temperature of the "shut-off" portion of the condenser.

The T in the numerator of this term represents the gas temperature. Since
s

the volume occupied by the gas depends on its temperature as well as its

partial pressure (through the perfect gas law), one would expect the gas

temperature to effect the gas blocked length, as indicated in Eq. (6-5).

Finally, it enters the equation as Pvs - the vapor pressure of the working

fluid at T o Within the gas blocked portion of the condenser there always
s

exists a partial pressure of vapor, which is a function of the local

temperature. This vapor, in essence, acts as additional gas inventory

since it must displace its equivalent in non-condensible gas. In other

words, even though one introduces a fixed inventory of non-condensible

gas in the pipe, the "effective gas inventory" is not fixed but varies
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with sink temperaturethroughits control of the partial pressureof vapor
in the gas (plus vapor) blockedregion.

If oneexaminesEq. (6-5) for the effect of a changein Ts - say an
increase - wesee the following.

(I) Since (Tva - Ts) decreases,the active length (term in
brackets) must increase to maintain a constant heat

rejection - Q.

(2) But, the increase in gas temperature tends to increase

the second term within brackets which acts to decrease

the active condenser length.

(3) Also, the increase in Pvs will decrease the term (Pva -

P ) and thus, again tends to increase the second term
VS

within brackets and decrease the active condenser length.

Thus, all three effects of an increase in Ts are additive; i.e., they are

non-compensating, and their summary effect is to maximize the increase in

Tva (and Pva ) necessary to provide the increase in active condenser length

which will maintain a constant heat rejection rate - Q.

These phenomena; i.e., the adverse effects of sink temperature variations

on control sensitivity, represent the most severe constraints on the

application of gas-controlled heat pipes to spacecraft thermal control.

As such_ a great deal of effort has gone into the development of techniques

and designs to overcome them. These will be discussed in considerable

detail later in this report.

6.1.3 Effect of Working Fluid: Variable Sink Conditions

It was shown in Sec. 6.1.1 that, to maximize control sensitivity

for fixed sink conditions, one should utilize a working fluid with a large

slope in its vapor pressure (Pva o Tva) curve at the operating temperature.

However, we have seen in the last section that, when the sink conditions

vary, the fluid properties enter the characteristic equation not only as

Pva _ but also as Pvs - the vapor pressure at the sink temperature. Since
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variations in Pvswereshownto adverselyaffect control, oneclearly
wishesto minimizethis effect.

Oneapproachto this endis to prudently select the working fluid. Since

Pvs enters Eq. (6-5) only as a subtractive term in (Pva - Pvs )' the effects

of variations in P are minimal when the absolute value of the variation
vs

_fpSmSX_issmall compared with P In terms of the working fluid, this
-_J_ VS I va"
\ Tsmin /

P
vs

criteria will be met for fluids with small values of the ratio p
va

Fig. 6-4 shows the variation in Pvs/Pva with Ts for the principal fluids

of interest at a fixed value of T = 70°F. *
va

As might be expected, the ranking between fluids is the same as for control

sensitivity with fixed sink conditions (Fig 6-3) since it is based on a

related criterion.

In addition to ranking various working fluids, Fig. 6-4 also graphically

demonstrates a significant point with respect to the effects of vapor in

the gas blocked region. The problem is only significant when the sink

temperature approaches the operating temperature. For applications where

the maximum sink temperature is far below the operating temperature, the

Pvs term in Eq. (6-5) becomes negligibly small.

6.1.4 Gas Reservoirs

It has been emphasized in past discussion that to achieve high

control sensitivity, the active condenser length should be a very strong

function of the operating temperature. This, in turn, requires that L a

be a strong function of the system total pressure - Pva" Since motion

*Although the magnitudes of P,_/P., change with the selection of T
the relationship between fluY_s _Ses not. The selection of 70°F va'

for the figure is consistent with typical operating temperatures for
spacecraft thermal control.
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of the vapor-gasinterface reflects compressionof the gas inventory, it
follows that to maximizethe sensitivity of L to onewishesto minimize

AV a Pva
the relative compressionof gas (_) necessaryto movethe interface.

gas
A convenientme_th_odfor accomplishingthis is to provide a large gasstorage
vo_umeoutside the rangeof vapor-gasinterface travel; i.e., a gas reservoir.

6.1.¢.I Wiilc:k.edlReservoir, TR = Ts

The simplest approach to; providing a gas res.ervoir on a gas-

con,tro,lled_ heat pipe is shown schematically on Fig. 6-5. A relati_vely

large storage volume is added to the end of the condenser section into

and out of which the gas can flow.

As;s_uming that the reserv, oir is internally wicked and in equilibrium with

the same environment as the gas-blocked portion of the conden_ser, the

appropriate flat-front temperature distribution is also shown on Fig. 6-5.

To derive the appropriate characteristic equation for this system, one

follows the same procedure as in Sec. 6.1, but the integral of the molar

gas inventory (Eq. 6-2)over the system volume now yields two terms.

For both the reservoir and inactive portion of the condenser:

T =T
g_ s

Pg Pva - Pvs

Thus,, the molar gas inventory is given by:

FP dV (Pva-Pvs)
= _9____ [A v (Lc_La) + VR]

n _RuTg RuTs

where VR - _servoir volume.

(6-7)

(6-8)
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Solving Eq. (6-8) for the active length - La, andsubstituting into
Eqo(6-I) now yields the following characteristic equation°

VR_ n RuTs ]Q = h# (Tva-T s) L c + Av Av (Pva_Pvs)
(6-9)

Comparing this result with Eq. (6-5), we see that the effect of the

reservoir is simply to add the term VR/A v to those in brackets. The

effect of the reservoir volume may not be immediately obvious from this

equation, but with a little more analysis its effect will be clearer and

the equation generalized.

The term in brackets again represents the active condenser length. For

given sink conditions, the control range of the heat pipe corresponds to

a variation in active length from zero to the total condenser length - L c.

Thus, when L a = Lc, the heat pipe is rejecting maximum heat (Qmax) within

its control range, _ and the operating temperature is at the maximum end

of the range (Tvamax). Under these circumstances_ Eq. (6-9) reduces to:

Qmax = hA/ (Tvamax - Ts) Lc (6-10)

Equation (6-10) can now be used to normalize Eq. (6-9> and make it more

general. Thus:

Q _ (Tva-Ts) [l VR n RuTs ]Qmax (Tvamax-Ts) + LcAv LcAv (Pva_Pvs); (6-11)

Recognizing that the product LcA v is simply the vapor core condenser

vG}ume - Vc, and re-arranging terms, one can cast Eq. (6-11) into a

more convenient form as follows:

*Both Q and T can be increased beyond this point but the variable
conductance va range has been exhausted and the pipe behaves as an

ordinary heat pipe with conductance hAI Lc .
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T -T
va S

Tvamax-T s Vc/V R ]

_ Q

Vc n RuTs

"'-'" l + VR VR (Pva_Pvs)

(6-12)

Equation (6-12) is a generalized expression for the sensitivity of cold

reservoir heat pipes as shown in Fig° 6-5. By normalizing with respect

to conditions at the maximum end of the control range, it is now independent

of the external geometry (_) or coefficient of heat transfer (h).

The effect of the reservoir volume is now more apparent. VR enters the
V

n c n

equation in two ways; as __ and as V-RR" The term_ establishes the

set point temperature (Tvama x) at which the heat pipe will operate for

given sink conditions - Ts. Larger gas reservoirs, of course, require

larger molar gas inventories to achieve a given pressure in the system.

The term Vc/V R, the ratio of condenser void to reservoir volumes, influences

the control sensitivity. Eq. (6-12) shows that, as this ratio grows small

(large reservoirs), the bracketed term becomes a progressively stronger

function of P and hence the control sensitivity increases; i.e., variation
va

in T with Q is decreased.
va

The quantitative effect of the ratio Vc/V R (or VR/V c as is more commonly

used) depends on the working fluid, sink temperature, and set point (Tvamax).

However, a typical example for spacecraft thermal control applications is

shown on Fig. 6-6.

The improvement in control sensitivity with reservoir volume is obvious.

(An increment of 0.I on the ordinate represents 17.5°F). However, it is

also obvious that as VR increases, one reaches a point of diminishing

returns. More will be said on this later when discussing design techniques.

6.1.4.2 Wicked Reservoir, TR # Ts

The system described in the last section presumed that the

reservoir was in thermal equilibrium with the same environment as the
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gas-blockedportion of the condenser,andbothwere at the sink temperature
- T . This is indeeda realistic caseandled to a simple characteristics
equation for purposesof examiningthe effect of the reservoir volume.
However,there are manyapplications of gas-controlled heat pipes where
the reservoir temperatureis other than that of the gas-blockedcondenser
zone. As discussedin section 6.1.2, a serious constraint on control is
introduced by variations in environmentalconditions, both by virtue of
changesin gas temperatureandthe partial pressureof vapor in the gas-
blockedzone. Theintroduction of a gas-reservoir, which is in effect an
extensionof the gas-blockedzone,amplifies this problemin the sameway
as it amplifies control sensitivity. Thus, for situations in which the
sink conditions vary widely, causinga serious loss in control, it maybe
preferred to position or control the reservoir so that its temperature
fluctuates less.

Thecharacteristic equation for this moregeneral case is determinedin
the samewayas before, but now:

for the inactive portion of the condenser:
T =T
g s

P =P -P
g va vs

and, for the reservoir:

Tg = TR

Pg= Pva- PvR

where: TR - reservoir temperature.

Following the proceduredescribedin section 6.1:

FP dV ) (Pva-PvR)VR (6-13)n =]RuTg-g--- (Pva-PVSRuTs (Lc-L a) Av + RuTR
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RT [ VR ]L =L - us
a c Av(Pva-Pvs) n RuTR (Pva-PvR) (6-14)

VR Ts (Pva-P,,R) nRuT s ]Q = hAz(Tva-Ts) mc + _vv-TR. (Pva_P_s) Av(Pva_Pvs ) (6-15)

Comparing this generalized characteristic equation with E_. (6-9) for

TR = Ts, we see the effect of TR # Ts is to multiply the # term by

Ts (Pva_PvR) v

TR (Pva_Pvs) which, of course, reduces to unity when TR Ts.

In the last section, it was shown that large values of VR/V c improve

control sensitivity. Since, for a given condenser length L c, VR/V c

VR/A v, it is apparent that it is this second term in brackets which

reflects the reservoir influence. To maximize sensitivity, one wishes

to maximize this term.

It is clear that:

Ts (Pva-PvR)

TR (Pva-Pvs)

< 1 when T > T
R s

= 1 when T = T
R s

> 1 when T R < Ts

(6-16)

Thus, for a given reservoir size - VR, and condenser sink temperature - Ts,

control sensitivity _TQ--is increased when TR < Ts and decreased when TR

Ts" va

However, the purpose of decoupling the reservoir from the condenser sink

conditions (T R # Ts) is not so much to alter control sensitivity as to

minimize the effect of sink temperature fluctuations.

Equation (6-15) clearly shows this effect. For fixed TR (and hence PvR ),

variations in Ts have a proportional effect on both the second and third

terms in brackets. Since these terms are of opposite sign, the effects

are compensating. When TR equals and varies with Ts, the second term in

brackets reduces to VR/A v and this compensation is eliminated.
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Thus,wesee that holding the reservoir temperatureconstantdecreasesthe
sensitivity of the systemto sink temperaturevariations. Preferably, one

wantsto hold TRconstant at a lower temperaturethan Ts, for this would
( _Q ) However:in spacecraft thermal

also increase control sensitivity _-_va"
control applications, this maynot often bepossible. In mostcases,
condenserheat rejection is by radiation to space,anda natural reservoir
environmentwhich is both colder andfluctuates less than the effective
sink temperatureis simply not available. Also, actively cooling the
reservoir by refrigeration is generally not practical.

Consequently,the mostpromisingapproachto reservoir temperaturecontrol
is to place it in a relatively constant temperaturewarmenvironment
(inside the spacecraft) or to thermostatically heat it. However,for the
wickedreservoirs underdiscussion, onemustbe sure that the reservoir

temperature is well below that of the evaporator (Tva). As TR approaches

Tva, the term (Pva-PvR) grows smaller and the effect of the reservoir in

providing control sensitivity (the second term within brackets in Eq. (6-15)

is diminished° If TR = Tva, the vapor pressure in the reservoir equals the

total pressure in the pipe (Pva) and the reservoir is no longer available

to store any gas. If TR > Tva_ the heat pipe actually reverses and the

reservoir not only cannot store gas, but it becomes the evaporator.

6.1.4.3 Non-Wicked Reservoir

In the previous section, it was shown that reservoir temperature

control can de-sensitize a gas-controlled heat pipe from sink temperature

variations. It was also pointed out that, from a practical point of view,

one must usually control the reservoir temperature above the range in sink

temperature, but that for wicked reservoirs TR must be kept well below the

evaporator operating temperature (Tva), for as TR approaches Tva the

reservoir rapidly becomes ineffective as a gas storage volume. The reason

for this difficulty is that, for wicked reservoirs, the partial pressure

of vapor within the reservoir - PvR corresponds to the reservoir temperature

- TR.
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Temperature control of wicked reservoirs is the most generally effective

method of minimizing the effects of sink temperature variations, since it

controls both the gas temperature and partial pressure of vapor within the

reservoir. However, for spacecraft applications, it will usually require

thermostatically controlled reservoir heaters.* This eliminates one of the

major features of the simple gas-controlled heat pipe; i.e., passive

operation. The inclusion of heaters involves both a power requirement and

an inherent loss in system reliability.

A compromise solution which still yields a passive system is to simply

eliminate the reservoir wick, as shown schematically on Fig° 6-7.

By removing the wick from the reservoir, its partial pressure of vapor no

longer corresponds to its temperature since it contains no liquid.** Instead,

the presence of working fluid vapor in the reservoir is established by

diffusion to and from the closest point at which liquid does exist; i.e.,

the reservoir entrance.

The potential for vapor diffusion is the difference in vapor concentration

between the reservoir and its entrance. Thus, at equilibrium, the concen-

tration of vapor within the reservoir will equal that at its entrance. ***

Assuming an ideal gas-vapor mixture and a uniform total pressure, the mole

fraction and partial pressure of vapor are proportional. Thus, the partial

pressure of vapor in the reservoir will correspond not to its own temperature,

but to the temperature at the reservoir entrance. For the assumptions of the

flat-front model, this is equal to the sink temperature - Ts.

Usually, placing the reservoir within a stable temperature portion of
the spacecraft will not permit it to operate at a temperature far
enough below T

va"

_* TR must be higher than Ts to prevent vapor from condensing in the
reservoir.

**_Neglecting thermal diffusion.
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The effect of removing the reservoir wick on the characteristic equation

is simply to replace the term PvR
to:

Q = hA (Tva-T s) [L c

with Pvs'* Equation (6-15) then reduces

VR Ts nRuTs 1 (6-17)
+ _ TR Av(Pva-Pvs) ]

As with the controlled temperature wicked reservoir system, controlling the

temperature of a non-wicked reservoir minimizes the effect of sink variations

on the gas temperature.** However, as opposed to the former system, the

latter still suffers variations in the partial pressure of vapor within

the reservoir (Pvs) with variations in Ts. Thus, it is less subject to

variations in Ts than an uncontrolled wicked reservoir pipe where TR = Ts,

but more so than a controlled temperature wicked reservoir system where

TR is fixed.

Note, however, that partial vapor pressure variations within the reservoir

are only problematic when Pvs is significant with respect to Pva' If

Pvs/Pva << 1 over the entire range of Ts, then Pvs can be dropped from

Eq. (6-17), and the controlled-temperature non-wicked reservoir offers

the ultimate in insensitivity to sink conditions. This situation prevails

when the sink temperature range is well below the operating temperature,

and depends on the working fluid as shown in Fig. 6-4.

A major advantage of the non-wicked reservoir over the wicked system is

that the reservoir temperature need not be much lower than the evaporator

temperature, since the reservoir vapor pressure is not a function of TR.

In fact, TR can be equal to or even higher than Tva. Because of this, it

is now a simple matter to provide close reservoir temperature control

independent of the surroundings and without the use of heaters and

* If one neglects the volume of the small reservoir feed tube between the
condenser and reservoir.

**Variations in T_ effect only the gas in the blocked portion of the
condenser, not _hat in the reservoir.
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thermostats. This is achievedby thermally coupling the reservoir directly
to the evaporator, either in contact with it or actually within it, as shown
schematically in Fig. 6-8.

A significant disadvantageof the non-wickedreservoir heat pipe is that
working fluid vaporenters or leaves the reservoir by massdiffusion through
the control gas. Massdiffusion is a rather slow processand, undercertain
circumstances,this canseriously retard the heat pipe'stransient response
characteristics. This will be taken up in moredetail later in the section
on transient behavior (section 6.4.2).

6.1.4.3.1 Thermal Diffusion

In deriving the characteristic equation (6-17) for non-wicked

reservoir heat pipes, it was assumed that the partial pressure of vapor

is uniform throughout the reservoir. However, there exists a phenomenon

wherein a mixture of gases at constant pressure tends to separate due to

a temperature gradient. This is called thermal diffusion.

This phenomenon is of potential significance in non-wicked reservoir heat

pipes for these are precisely the conditions in the reservoir feed tube.

This tube, at uniform and essentially constant pressure, has one end at

the reservoir temperature and the other end at the sink temperature. This

should lead to a thermal diffusion effect, causing a concentration gradient

across the tube. Under most circumstances the lighter gas moves to the hot

end. This phenomenon will alter the equilibrium partial pressure of vapor

in the reservoir, causing it to be other than the vapor pressure at the

effective sink temperature. Fortunately, thermal diffusion is generally

a weak phenomenon and, other than to demonstrate this, it can generally be

neglected.

The equilibrium variation in concentration between two ends of the reservoir

feed tube under a temperature gradient is given by:

TR
XvR Xvs = -k_ In T- (6-18)

s
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b) Internal Reservoir

FIGURE 6-8. Schematic Diagrams of Hot Non-Wicked Reservoir Heat
Pipes with Reservoir - Evaporator Thermal Coupling
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where :
X
VS

- mole fraction of vapor at the reservoir
and condenser ends of the feed tube

- thermal diffusion coefficient

The thermal diffusion coefficient varies between about 0.01 and 0.I for

most gas pairs, depending in large part on the molecular weights of the

two species and the difference between them.

For typical temperature differentials across the reservoir feed tube in

spacecraft thermal control applications (say TR = 70°F and Ts = -IQO°F),

Eq. (6-18) yields 0.004 _Ax v _ 0,.04 for the mole fraction of the vapor.

Since, for ideal gases, the partial pressure an_ mole fractilon are propor-

tional (Pv = Xv Ptot )' these results indiicate th_at the thermal diffusion

effect may diminish the partial pressure of vapor in the reservoir by 0.4

to 4 percent of the total pressure. This represents a relatively small

effect, particularly if the lower end of the range is applicable. This

is most likely the case when one provides a close match in molecular

weights between the working fluid and control gas. In any case, by choosing

a control gas of lower molecular weight than the working fluid, the effect

works to one's advantage by helping keep vapor out of the gas reservoir.

6.1o5 Effect of Condenser Geometry

The characteristic equations also provide insight into the effects

of condenser geometry, both internal and external _ on control sensitivity.

The effects of internal geometry are most easil!y seen fromthe equations

in normalized form; e.g., Eq. (6-12). In _iscussing Eqo (6-12), it was

shown that control sensitivity increases with the reservoir to condenser

volume ratio - VR/V c. This ratio can be made large by using large

reservoirs. However, one can alternatively design for small condenser

volume. This can be accomplished either by utilizing short condensers

or by minimizing the vapor core cross-sectional area - Av.

External to the pipe, the characteristic equations (6-5, 6-9, etc.) show

that to minimize the variation of Tva with Q, the external conductance
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per unit length of condenser - h_should be high. By using extended

surfaces (e.g., fins) to increase the heat rejection area per unit length

- _, and designing for high values of the effective coefficient

of heat transfer - h, one minimizes the change in active length required

to accommodate changes in heat rejection - Q.* This, in turn, minimizes

the variations in Tva necessary to accomplish the required motion of the

interface.

6.1.6 Sizing the Gas Reservoir with the Flat-Front Model

The characteristic equations derived with the flat-front model can

be used to establish the reservoir volume requirements for a given appli-

cation. To accomplish this, one writes the characteristic equation for

the two operating extremes; i.e., the full-on condenser at maximum thermal

boundary conditions and the full-off condenser at minimum thermal boundary

conditions, without specifying the reservoir volume or gas inventory.

These expressions are then solved simultaneously for the molar gas inventory

and reservoir volume, other parameters being specified.

To demonstrate the procedure, the special case of a wicked reservoir with

TR = Ts will be treated. Also_ it will be assumed that the extremes of

heat rejection - Q, correspond to the extremes of condenser active length:

0 _ L a _ L c. Under such conditions (see Sec. 6.1.4.1):

Qmax = h_ (Tvama x - Tsmax) Lc (6-19a)

Qmin = 0 (6-19b)

Writing the characteristic equation (Ea. 6-9) for both extremes now yields

Omax = h_ (Tvama x - Tsmax) ILc
+ VR nRu Tsmax 7 (6-20a)

Av Av(Pvamax-Pvsmax )]

*For a given total conductance requirement (hAILc), maximizing hA/ and
minimizing L c are equivalent.
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Qmin = hA/ (Tvamin _ Tsmin) [Lc

Equating (6-19) to (6-20) for Qmax

yi el ds :

VR nRu Tsmin ]
(6-20b)

+ _vv - Av(Pvamin-Pvsmin ) ]

and Qmin' and performing some algebra

VR nRu Tsmax = 0 (6-21)

Av Av(Pvamax-Pvsmax )

VR nRu Tsmin 0

Lc + A--v - _v(Pvamin-Pvsmin ) =
(6-22)

One now solves both Eqs. (6-21) and (6-22) for the molar gas invert:tory - n_,

and since this is invariant, equates the two expressions, leadling_ to:

VR Av(Pvamax-Pvsmax) II VR'"A'v(Pvamin-Pvsm:inl_ (6-23)
-- • = n = -I- -E_-m I .

Av Ru Tsmax \_c _v/ Ru Tsmi:n:

Performing some additional algebra, and substituting Vc = LcA v, finally

yields a simple expression for the condenser to reservoir volume ra:tio:

Vc - [ Pvamax-Pvsma_xx • Tsmin II

VR LPvamin-Pvsmin Tsmax J
(6-2¢)

Eq. (6-24) was derived for the special case of a wiicked reservoir w,i_tb_

TR = Ts, and 0 _ La _ Lc. Similar procedures yield' equivalent exp>ressio_ns

for more general cases, although the algebra is more_ cumbersome.. Tb:us,

for the genera_ wicked reservoir case, where TR _ Ts_. qmin_ _ O, a.n_d:

L a # L c at Qmax' Tsmax and TRmax, one can s;_mw.,that:

VR ¢1 ¢2

V g
c 3

(6-25)
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where:

Qmin 1Lc hAz (Tvamin-Tsmin)

Pvami n-Pvsmi n

Tsmi n

Qmax 7 I Pvamax-Pvsmax

Lc hA/ (Tvamax-Tsmax)] L Tsmax

Pvamax-PvRmax

Pvami n-P vRmin]TRmin

For non-wicked reservoir heat pipes, the generalized equation for VR/V c

is given by a modified version of Eq. (6-25)_ where Pvsmax is substituted

for PvRmax and Pvsmin is substituted for PvRmin" For the special case

where the reservoir is coupled to the evaporator (T R Tva) and 0 _ L a

Lc for 0 : Qmin _ Q _ Qmax = hA/Lc (Tvamax-Tsmax)' the equivalent form

of Eq. (6-24) becomes:

[Vc _ Pvamax-Pvsmax Tsmin Tsmin (6-26)
VRR Pvamin-Pvsmin Tvamax Tvamin

Equations (6-24) and (6-26) are particularly useful expressions. They

yield the required reservoir to condenser volume ratios in terms of the

anticipated variation in sink temperature and the desired control range.*

Although they are special cases of the generalized equation (6-25)_ they

are quite realistic. Hot non-wicked reservoirs will often be coupled to

the evaporator as a stable temperature zone_ and cold wicked reservoirs

will frequently see the same environment as the condenser. The assumption

of full condenser utilization (0 _ La _< Lc) is certainly a desirable design

goal.

*T and T establish P andvamin vamax vamin Pvamax"
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Thus, theseequationsyield a simple, convenientmethodfor performing
parametricanalyseson howthe working fluid, sink conditions, and required

control rangeimpact the reservoir volumerequirements(VR/Vc). Theyalso
provide a convenientbasis for comparinghot-non-wickedandcold-wicked
designs.*

As anexample,Fig. 6-9 presents the results of suchcalculations for a
typical spacecraft thermal control application. Eqs. (6-24) and (6-26)

havebeensolved for VR/Vc where:
AT

T = 70+ va oFva -- 2

- 156OF_ Ts _ - 44OF

Thecurvesshowthe required VR/Vc to achievea given control range- ATva
for methanolin both hot andcold reservoir systems,andfor ammoniain a
hot reservoir system.

As is apparent, methanolallows muchcloser control than doesammoniafor
the hot reservoir system. This is true for cold reservoir systemsas well,
andis actually a reflection of the fluid vaporpressurecharacteristics
discussedin sections 6.1.1 and6oi.3o

It is also apparentthat, for a given fluid (e.g., methanol), the hot non-
wickedreservoir allows muchcloser control than a cold-wickedreservoir.
This, of course, is dueto stabilization of the gas temperature,as
discussedin Sec. 6.1.4.3. It is true for passively controlled heat pipes
regardlessof the fluid used.

*By using proceduressimilar to thosewhichyielded Eqs. (6-24) and (6-26),
equivalent expressionscanbe derived for anygas-controlled heat pipe
configuration; including wickedor non-wickedreservoirs, controlled or
"floating" temperaturereservoirs, multi-section condensers(cold traps,
gas-blockedadiabatic sections), etc.
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Thequantitative results shownin Fig. 6-9 are not general, but apply only
for the nominalevaporator temperature(70°F) andr_ngein sink conditions

(-156 _ Ts _ -44°F) specified. However,the qualitative conclusionsare
generally correct.

Theeffect of sink temperaturevariations wasqualitatively discussedin
sec. 6.1.2. Quantitatively, the magnitudeof theseeffects canbeseen
by examplein Fig. 6-10. Here, the hot andcold reservoir volumerequire-
mentsare shownfor several typical spacecraft rangesof effective sink
temperature,wherethe fluid is methanolandthe pipe is nominally set to
operateat 70°F. Again, one seesthat the hot, non-wickedreservoir design
offers substantially better control than the cold, wickedreservoir.
However,onealso sees that it is muchless sensitive to variations in
sink temperature.

6.1.7 Limitations on Control with Passive Systems

Figures 6-9 and 6-10 point up an important fact with regard to the

limits of temperature control possible with passive gas-controlled heat

pipes. Variations in the effective sink temperature provide a lower bound

to the control range regardless of how large one makes the reservoir.

For fixed sink conditions, Eq. (6-12) shows that as Vc/V R approaches zero

(infinitely large reservoir), temperature control becomes perfect; i.e.,

Tva does not vary at all with changes in Q. However, for varying sink

conditions, the curves of Fig. 6-9 and 6-10 show that ATva approaches

finite positive limits as VR/V c ÷ _.

The magnitudes of these limits are, of course, a function of the working

fluid, nominal operating temperature (Tva), and the particular range in

sink temperature involved. It is a relatively simple matter to calculate

the limit for any given set of conditions with the theory already presented.

6.1.8 Variable Set-Point Heat Pipes

The devices previously described will serve to maintain the operating

temperature of the heat pipe within a narrow range around a set point
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determined by the gas inventory. From the various characteristic equations

derived, one sees that the set point depends on the quantity - n of non-

condensible gas in the system. Thus, the operating temperature can be

raised or lowered by adding or removing gas. This, however, would require

a complex metering system to precisely control the gas and working fluid

inventories.

Another approach to obtaining a variable set point is to keep the gas

inventory constant and vary the system volume. Thus, by making the gas

reservoir a controllable bellows (or piston, etc.), one can have a sealed

vary the operating temperature at will. This is shownsystem and still

on Figure 6-II.

NON-CONDENSIBLE
GAS RESERVOIR

FIGURE 6-11.

EVAPORATOR

ADIABATIC SECTION _ _ _ _ _ _

lilt o
©

Schematic Diagram of a Variable Reservoir
Volume Gas Controlled Heat Pipe

In Fig. 6-11 the variable volume reservoir is shown internal to the evaporator.

It is also possible to use an external variable volume reservoir [VI2].

However, in that case there will exist a pressure differential across the

reservoir wall which varies with changes in internal or external pressure.

A considerable increase in system complexity is involved to prevent

variations in this pressure di'fferential from altering the reservoir volume.

When the reservoir is placed within the heat pipe, the total pressure within

it equals that surrounding it. Thus, this problem is eliminated.
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Theappropriate characteristic equation for the internal, non-wicked

reservoir heat pipe shownin Fig. 6-11 is Eq. (6-17) with Tvasubstituted
for TR-

[ VRTs nRuTs ]Q : hA/ (Tva-T s) Lc + Av Tv a Av(Pva_Pvs ) (6®27)

In Eq. (6-27), altering the bellows volume changes VR in the brackets

causing a change in Tva. However, this is not an equivalent approach to

set point control as varying the gas inventory - n. As shown previously,

the control sensitivity is a strong function of the volume ratio Vc/V R.

Thus, varying the reservoir volume changes the control sensitivity as

well as the set point. This is quantitatively shown on Fig. 6-12, which

plots the functional dependence Of Tva (T s is assumed constant) on input

power for both variable volume and fixed volume internal reservoir heat

pipes. The solid lines represent the fixed volume case (V R) and show the

control sensitivity for five different gas inventories (n/) yielding

maximum control temperatures (full-on condition) of 20, 40, 60, 80 and

IO0°F. The dotted lines represent the fixed inventory (n), variable

volume case and show the control sensitivity for five reservoir volumes

(VR/) which yield the same maximum control temperatures° The two cases

are normalized to the 20°F curve. That is, it is assumed that the variable

volume pipe has been designed so that, at maximum reservoir volume, it

operates with a maximum control temperature of 20°F, and that its volume and

gas inventory equal that of the fixed volume pipe at the same temperature

setting.

The curves clearly show that as the set point temperature is increased

(increasing n or decreasing VR) the control sensitivity of the variable

volume pipe is seriously degraded with respect to the fixed volume - variable

inventory pipe.

Thus, although the variable volume pipe offers a much simpler approach to

varying the operating temperature than varying the gas inventory, it does

so at considerable expense in control sensitivity at high operating

temperature.
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Still another approach to set point control is to control the reservoir

temperature. In sec. 6.1.4.2, reservoir temperature control was discussed

as a means of improving control sensitivity by minimizing reservoir

temperature fluctuations. However, it can be used as well to vary the

nominal operating temperature of a given pipe.

In this case, of course, the reservoir must be external to the heat pipe

and its temperature independently controlled, as shown in Fig. 6-13. Two

operational modes exist, depending on whether or not the reservoir is

wicked.

EVAPORATOR

000

_--,
O00

tt

ADIABATIC CONDENSER IIEATED RESERVOIR

SECTION A A .o a .....a .

I T i., •II I .....-- - --_'/i_i.
.. ii_ "_ .b"...':;.ii' ;

1 :
' _ '_' ,_

FIGURE 6-13. Schematic Diagram of a Heated Reservoir Gas
Controlled Heat Pipe

If the reservoir is not wicked, control of the reservoir temperature

provides set point control through variations in the gas temperature.

Analytically, the effect is to vary the term TR in the appropriate

characteristic equation (6-17). This is essentially equivalent to

varying the reservoir volume - VR, which appears in the same term within

brackets. Hence, it is clear that this approach to set point control

suffers a loss in control sensitivity of equal magnitude as the variable

reservoir volume approach.

The only constraint on reservoir temperature is that it always be above

the temperature at the reservoir entrance, or else vapor would diffuse
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into it, condense,andbe lost to the system. However,it shouldbe noted
that to achievea wide rangein set point control, very large variations in
gas temperatureare required. For example,from Fig. 6-12 wesee that to
vary the set point from60°F to 80°Frequired nearly halving the reservoir
volume. Theequivalent for this systemwouldbe doubling the absolute

reservoir temperature, which would place it hundreds of degrees above the

operating temperature of the pipe. This, of course, is a serious limitation

for spacecraft thermal control applications.

If the reservoir is wicked, set point control is provided through

variations in both the gas temperature and the partial pressure of vapor

within it. Analytically, both TR and PvR vary in Eq. (6-15). In this

case, the reservoir has a maximum rather than a minimum temperature

constraint. As discussed in Sec. 6.1.4.2, it must operate below Tva or

the pipe switches and the reservoir becomes the evaporator. It was also

shown that, as TR approaches Tva_ the control sensitivity provided by the

reservoir ( _Q )
_Tva is diminished. In fact, the rate of loss in control

sensitivity with increasing TR is greater than with a non-wicked reservoir

because of the added influence of changes in PvR within Eq. (6-15).

On the other hand, as T_ approaches T , this same dependence on PvR
va _T

amplifies the set point sensitivity (_va) and reduces the variations
R

in TR necessary to effect changes in the nominal set point.

The result is that, from a practical point of view, the wicked system

offers a substantially wider set point control range for a reasonable

range in reservoir temperature than the non-wicked system.

To summarize this discussion, the nominal operating temperature of a gas-

controlled heat pipe is established by the molar gas inventory. The most

direct approach to altering this set point temperature is to alter the

gas inventory. However, this becomes complex in a practical sense.

Alternative approaches to set point control include varying the reservoir

volume or temperature. In either case, increasing the set point temperature
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(by decreasingVRor increasing

(-_-_--).
va

TR) involves a loss in control sensitivity

From a practical point of view, variable reservoir volume control maintains

the passive nature of the gas-controlled heat pipe, but is mechanically

complex. If thermostatically controlled reservoir heaters are acceptable,

wicked reservoir systems offer wider set point control ranges than non-

wicked reservoir systems.

6.1.9 Feedback Controlled Heat Pipes

All of the previously discussed gas-controlled heat pipes operate

on the thermodynamic feedback mechanism inherent in the differing pressure-

temperature characteristics between a saturated working fluid and a non-

condensible gas. This thermodynamic feedback mechanism operates internal

to the heat pipe and serves to maintain the evaporator va__ap_o_[temperature

close to a nominal set point value.

However, it has been shown that under conditions of varying sink temperature,

there exist definite limits as to the degree of control possible. In certain

cases, these may be insufficient. Also, in many applications, control of

Tva is not the desired end. For example, one might wish to control the

evaporator surface temperature or the temperature of a heat dissipating

source mounted on it. If the thermal resistance through the pipe wall

and wick, or between the heat source and pipe is appreciable, variations

in heat input may yield intolerable fluctuations in temperature of the

controlled element even if Tva remained absolutely constant.

Under such circumstances, one can employ a "feedback controlled heat pipe"

This nomenclature simply refers to the inclusion of an external feedback

control loop which is referenced to the temperature at the point of

interest (eog., heat source) and which controls the heat pipe operating

temperature. The mechanism by which the heat pipe operating temperature

can be controlled can be any of those previously discussed in section

6.1.8 on set-point control. Thus, one can arrange to control the gas

inventory, the reservoir volume, or the reservoir temperature such that
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the reference point (e.g., sourcetemperature)is maintainedat any
desired value.

Themostattractive of theseschemesis to utilize temperaturecontrol of
a wickedreservoir in conjunctionwith anelectronic (or thermostatic)
control circuit, referencedto the sourcetemperature,which controls the
powerto the reservoir so as to maintain the sourceat a preset
temperature. Sucha systemis shownschematicallyin Fig. 6-14.

CONTROLLERi TEMPERATURE SENSOR

CONTROL

HEATER /- LOCATION OF

I I , /GAS FRONT , , ADIABATIC SECTION r

__ T_ i s "_c__/_/_II
VAPOR

|_:z--_-_=_L_±_Izl

GAS RESERVOIR

I

 -Lg-I- La
_c

CONDENSER

HEAT SOURCEJ

FIGURE 6-14. Schematic Diagram of a Heated Gas Reservoir
Feedback Controlled Heat Pipe.
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Thecontroller is set such that whenthe temperatureof the heat source
falls belowa referencevalue, the heater poweris increased. This causes

the reservoir temperatureto increase, andwith it, PvRo Theincrease in
PvRdisplaces gas from the reservoir, therebyblocking moreof the
condenser° This in turn raises the evaporatortemperature- Tva, and
with it, the temperatureof the heat source. Anincrease in source
temperaturecausesthe opposite sequenceof events.

Note that this systemactually permits a lowering of heat pipe evaporator
_Tva

temperaturewith increasing heat input (a negative value of _--_---). With
_Tva

passivesystems,_Q is alwayspositive, andapproacheszeroonly as
VR/Vc approachesinfinity. Thus, the active feedbackcontrol system
inherently permits closer temperaturecontrol of the source thando
passivesystems. However,aswith passivesystems,the degreeof control
possible againdependson the nominaloperating temperature,working
fluid, andrangein effective sink temperature.

Since this systemis fundamentallya wickedreservoir heat pipe with TR
Ts, the characteristic equationderived in Sec. 6.1.4.2 (Eq. 6-15)

still applies. In this caseTR is not fixed, andthis additional
variable complicatesparametricanalysis. However,it still holds true
that the maximumreservoir temperaturemustremainequal to or lower than

Tva, or the reservoir becomesthe evaporator.

Basically, rather than permit reservoir gasandvaporpressurevariations
to degradecontrollability, this systemactually employssuchvariations
to provide the desired control. This results in an interesting variation
from passive control systems. Better control cangenerally be achieved

using working fluids with high values of PvR/Pvaas TRdecreasesfrom Tva.
Thus°whereasFig. 6-4 showedmethanolto be superior to ammoniafor
passivesystems,ammoniais superior to methanolfor heatedwicked
reservoir feedbacksystems.

Further information on the steady-state behavior of feedbackcontrolled
heat pipes canbe foundin the literature (V7, V8, VII). TRWSystems'
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work in this area is not related to this programand the limited
discussion presentedin this report is included for completenessonly.

6.2 Accuracy of the Flat-Front Theory

6.2.1 Potential Limitations

The flat-front model was built on several assumptions which were

listed in Sec. 6.1. Of particular importance, the model assumes that the

interface between the active and inactive portions of the condenser is

very sharp, and that axial conduction in the pipe wall (and any attached

fins) is negligible. Thus, the model presumes that the temperature in

the "shut-off" portion of the condenser is everywhere equal to the

effective sink temperature - Ts.

These assumptions are, of course, not realistic. If one considers a

typical gas-loaded condenser profile (Fig. 6-15), it is clear that axial

conduction and diffusion tend to spread the vapor-gas front. Defining

the active condenser length as that portion at temperature - Tva, one

sees that the flat-front model underestimates both the average gas

temperature and the partial pressure of vapor within the gas-blocked

zone. This should cause an actual heat pipe to operate at a higher

temperature than predicted by the theory.

Furthermore, under conditions of high condenser utilization, the diffuse

vapor-gas front causes the temperature at the end of the condenser to

rise above the sink temperature (Ts/> Ts). For non-wicked reservoir heat

pipes, where the partial pressure of vapor within the reservoir is

established by the temperature at the end of the condenser, such non-

fully-developed fronts result in higher reservoir vapor pressures than

predicted by the theory. Again, this should cause the flat-front theory

to predict lower operating temperatures than those actually achieved.

6.2.2 Experimental Verification of Flat-Front Theory

6.2.2.1 Experimental Measurements

It has been qualitatively argued that neglecting axial conduction

and diffusion in the flat-front model would cause it to underestimate the

heat pipe operating temperature.
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Ts,

In order to demonstrate this effect, experimental measurements were made

with a non-wicked hot reservoir heat pipe. A schematic of the experimental

heat pipe, which utilized an internal gas reservoir, is shown in Fig. 6-16.

The design details are presented in Table 6-I. The pipe was instrumented

with twelve thermocouples along its length and a pressure transducer

attached to the fill tube. Heat was supplied by resistance wire wrapped

around the pipe and insulated. The pipe dissipated heat by natural

convection and radiation to ambient.

Figure 6-17 presents steady-state temperature profiles measured at various

input power levels. The data were taken by altering the input power and

allowing the system to operate until all temperatures and the total

pressure measurement were constant for a period of one hour.
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TABLE6-I
HEATPIPEDESIGNDETAILS

WorkingFluid:

Inert Gas:

Pipe:

EndPlates:

Gas R_s;e_rvo,iir:

Wi cki ng:

Methanol

Nitrogen at I0 psia

Materi a_l:

Inside Diameter"

Outside Diameter:

Length :

Stainless steel

0.800 in.

0.8750 in.

23 in.

Material :

Thi cknes s :

Stainless steel

0.125 in.

M_teri a] :

Inside Diameter:

Outside Diameter:

Length :

Stainless steel

0.490 in.

0.5625 in.

2].875 in.

Material :

Descri pti on :

94 mesh 304 stainless steel screen

2 wraps on heat pipe I.D.

1 wrap on gas reservoir O.D.

Multi-wrap transfer wick at end

of evaporator
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6.2.2.2 Flat-Front Theory Predictions

The experimental heat pipe does not exactly fall into any of the

categories previously discussed. This is because the reservoir is not at

a uniform temperature, but exhibits an axial gradient along its length.

However, assumfng that (I) radial heat transfer within the pipe is

sufficiently good to assure that the axial temperature profile along the

reservoir is the same as that along the pipe wall, and (2) thermal

diffusion is negligible compared with ordinary mass diffusion, the

appropriate characteristic equation can be derived with the same techniques

as used before.

Using the analytical model shown on Fig. 6-18:

within the inactive portion of the condenser and reservoir:

= Pva 1

Pg - Pvs

Tg Ts

(6-28)

within the active portion of the reservoir:

Pg = Pva- Pvs I

Tg Tva

(6-29)

Summing the molar inventory of gas in the pipe now yields:

n =_ _ fPva-Pvs%_[Ap (Lc-La)] (Pva-Pvs_ (Le+La)]RuTg :\. RuTs / ' +k_7 [ AR

where :

V - total void volume of pipe
P

Le - length of insulated evaporator section

A - internal cross-sectional area of pipe envelope
P

AR - internal cross-sectional area of reservoir

(6-30)
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FIGURE 6-18. Definition of Analytical Model for Experimental
Hot Reservoir Heat Pipe.

Solving Eq. (6-30) for L a, and performing a little algebra yields:

V nR
_p__ u
T (Pva-Pvs)

La = s L
__ AR e
Ts Tva

(6-31)

One can now substitute Eq. (6-31) into Eq. (6-I) to obtain a characteristic

heat transfer equation as before. However, because the coefficient of

heat transfer - h is itself a function of Tva: it is preferable to

eliminate this variable when comparing predicted and measured results.

Since Eq. (6-31) provides an expression for the active length - L a which

can be directly measured from the temperature profiles of Fig. 6-17, one

actually need carry the analysis no further. However, the comparison of

data and predictions can be visualized more clearly if the active length

is normalized with respect to the total condenser length - Lc. Thus,

dividing Eq. (6-31 by L c yields an expression which represents the
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fraction of condenserwhich is active, andwhichshould theoretically
vary betweenzero andone.

La Ts - (Pva_Pvs) Le
0 _ Ycc= LcAp LcAR -

Tva

1 (6-32)

6.2.2.3 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Results

One can now compare the measured results for La/L c from Fig. 6-17

with Eq. (6-32), all of whose terms are known or measured with reasonable

accuracy, The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 6-19 (solid

lines), which presents predicted and measured operating pressure (Pva) and

temperature (Tva) as a function of La/L c. Apparently, the model is fairly

good at low values of La/L c but is in serious error as La/L c approaches

unity.

If one examines Fig. 6-17, it is clear that the major drawbacks in the

theoretical model discussed earlier are indeed significant. The fact that

the transition length from Tva to Ts is not zero but substantial means that

the average values assumed for the gas temperature in Eq. (6-32) are

appreciably too low. This causes Eq. (6-32) to underestimate the operating

temperature for all values of La/L c, but particularly for values near zero

where the gas-front zone is longest and the total system pressure is lowest.

More important at high values of La/L c is the fact that axial conduction

causes the temperature at the reservoir entrance to rise well before the

full-on region reaches it. Consequently, the partial pressure of vapor

in the reservoir becomes substantially higher than the vapor pressure

corresponding to Ts, causing a displacement of gas, and thus a further

rise in pressure and temperature of the system above those predicted by

Eq. (6-32). This effect becomes very significant as La/L c approaches

unity.
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That this is actually the dominant cause of the discrepancy between theory

and data is also shown in Fig. 6-19, by the dotted lines. These curves

also represent Eq. (6-32) but the measured wall temperature at the

reservoir entrance (Tsz) has been substituted for Ts (and Pvs/for Pvs )

within the brackets. With this substitution, Eq. (6-32) much more

closely correlates the data at the higher values of La/L c. Precise

agreement is not expected since these measured wall temperatures do not

precisely control the vapor pressure conditions at the reservoir entrance.

They do not account for radial wick resistance, cooling effects of the end

cap and fill tube, or variations in axial temperature distribution between

the reservoir tube and pipe wall.

6.2.3 Summary

The previous section shows the relative merits and inadequacies of

the flat-front theory when applied to a non-wicked reservoir heat pipe.

To bring the theory more closely into line with observed behavior, one

must account for the actual temperature and pressure profiles at the

vapor-gas interface. This will be dealt with in the next section.

However, it should be noted that the non-wicked reservoir heat pipe is the

most severe test of the theory. The largest discrepancies between predicted

and measured results corresponded to non-fully developed vapor-gas fronts

(TsJ > Ts), where the theory involved serious underestimates of the partial

pressure of vapor within the reservoir. In the case of wicked reservoir

heat pipes_ the reservoir vapor pressure depends on the reservoir temperature

- not Tsa By designing the heat pipe so that TR is relatively de-coupled

from Ts/, the flat-front theory will yield better results for high values

of La/L c than those obtained with the system tested.

6.3 Diffuse-Front Theor_

As shown in the last section, the "flat-front" model is inconsistent

with experimental observations which show that the decrease in vapor

concentration and the corresponding increase in gas concentration occur

smoothly over an appreciable length of the heat pipe; i.e., the vapor-gas

front is diffuse. As a consequence, the flat-front theory does not predict
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performancevery well, particularly in the caseof non-wickedreservoirs
near "full-on" condenserconditions.

Furthermore,by neglecting the diffuse nature of the vapor-gasfront, the
flat front modeldoesnot permit accuratecalculation of the axial "heat
leak" whenthe condenseris filled with gas (whenLa = 0).

Finally, the flat front modelyields no information on the rate of vapor
diffusion into the gas-blockedzoneof the condenser. This canbeparti-
cularly important whenthe effective sink temperatureis belowthe melting
point of the working fluid anda portion of the gas-blockedregion is
frozen. Undersuchcircumstances,there is a continuousdiffusion of
vapor into the sub-freezing zonewherethe vaporfreezes andis lost to
the system. If appreciable, this caneventually lead either to a
deficiency of liquid in the pipe, or the local plugging upof the condenser
vaporcore with frozen fluid. In the former case, the pipe maysuffer a
hydrodynamicfailure, particularly if it employsan arterial wick structure
(whichcannotoperate in a partially de-saturatedmode). In the latter
case, the reservoir becomesisolated from the condenser,andthe pipe
loses its temperaturecontrol capability.

In view of these limitations in the flat-front theory, an analysis was
performedfor gas-loadedheat pipes which includes (I) simultaneous
radiation andconvectionfrom a finned condenser,(2) axial conduction
in the walls, fins andwicks, (3) binary massdiffusion betweenthe vapor
andgas, and (4) anapproximatetreatmentof radial wick resistance which
is accurate for high conductancewicks (e.g., circumferentially grooved
walls).

6.3.1 Analytical Formulation

The condensing section of the pipe is assumed to reject heat by

radiation and convection from a fin of perimeter P with an effectiveness

n as shown in Fig. 6-20. The net heat loss from a length of condenser

dz is thus taken to be

dO= L[s_Tw4 + h(Tw-Tf) - qabsl J nPdz (6-33)
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where_ is total hemisphericalemittance, _ the Stefan-Boltzmannconstant,

Tw the wall temperature,h the convectiveheat transfer coefficient, if
any, Tf the external fluid temperature,andqabsis the powerabsorbedper
unit area from the surrounds,_H in the caseof irradiation Honto the
condensersurface of absorptance_. For simplicity all parametersare
taken to be constants.

FIGURE6-20. Cross-sectionof Condenser:Diffuse-Front Model

In the usual heat pipe application the difference betweenthe wick-vapor

interface temperatureTi andthe condenserwall temperatureTw is small
comparedto absolute temperaturelevel. For this reasonEq. (6-33) is
written in a linearized form

where

and

dQ= Sdz(Tw-Ts)

S(z) : [4caTi3+ hi nP

3_dTi4 ÷ + hTf
Ts(Z ) = qabs

4EAT. 3 + h
1

(6-34)

(6-35)

(6-36)
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Weadoptthe unusualsign conventionthat the powerQ is measuredin the
negative z direction. Then Fourier's law is written without the usual

negative sign. Heat flows into an element of pipe dz long at z+dz and

out at z by axial conduction. Heat also flows across the wick by conduction

at the rate

2_k dz

e (Ti-Tw) = Kdz (Ti-T w) (6-37)
Di+2_

#n D.
1

where ke is the equivalent thermal conductivity of the liquid-filled wick,

Di the inside diameter of the wick, and a the wick thickness. Equation

(6-37) defines K. The heat balance on an element of condenser is then

d2T

C w+ K(Ti_Tw) _ S(Tw_Ts) = 0 (6-38)
dz 2

where C is the axial conductivity-area product for the condenser cross-

secti on
N

C = n_-- knAc'n (6-39)

In Eq. (6-39) kn is the effective axial conductivity, allowing for slots

or other anisotropies, and A the cross-sectional area of the nth element
c,n

in the pipe. These elements may include the pipe wall, the wick and any

arteries, and the fin wall, as shown in Fig. 6-20. Even if the wick artery

is not in intimate thermal contact with the condenser wall, its axial

conductance is included in Eq. (6-39), because the temperature gradient

in it tends to follow dTi/dz which in turn tends to follow dTw/dZ, when

K is large compared to S.

The wick interface temperature T i is the saturation temperature for the

partial pressure of the vapor above the interface, since the net condensa-

tion rate is far from the absolute rate of condensation° Other simplifying

assumptions introduced, which are reasonable for most applications, are

negligible vapor side pressure loss and a simple vapor pressure law derived

from the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. The mole fraction of the non-

condensible at the interface x i and the interface temperature T i are then

related in the following way
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<

x i : 1 - exp [-(_/RTev)(Tev/T i - I)] (6-40a)

T T
ev ev (6-40b)Ti = RT = T

1 + e----Lv/_n 1 1 + even 1
1-x i To 1 -x i

Conservation of non-condensible gas requires that the diffusion plus

convection in the tube sum to zero,

dx s
-c_)Jd--_- -cVx b = 0 (6-41)

where c is the molar concentration,_{the diffusion coefficient for the

non-condensible diffusing in the vapor, xs the spatial or area-weighted

average mole fraction, V the mole average velocity, and xb the bulk (area-

velocity weighted) average. At least in the region of the condenser which

is gas-controlled, the radial velocity rates will be sufficiently low so

that the bulk, spatial, and wall values of mole fraction of non-condensible

will be nearly the same. This assumption is made for the entire condenser

so that the subscripts i, s, and b on x will be dropped in what follows.

To obtain an equation having the grouping _ = CVAvM, the condensible flow

rate, Eq. (6-41) is multiplied by AvM, where M is the molecular weight of

the condensible working fluid. In addition, the dependent variable is

transformed from mole fraction x to _ by introducing

1 x = e -_ (6-42)

Equation (6-41) then becomes

AvM_---_z+ _ = 0 (6-43)

Conservation of mass shows that increase in mass flow rate with distance

from the end of the condenser is equal to the condensation rate which in

turn is equal to the product of wick conductance and temperature difference

across the wick divided by the latent heat of vaporization or sublimation.

d_ K(Ti_Tw)/_ (6-44)
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Equations(6-38), (6-43) and (6-44) form a set of three simultaneous

differential equationsin three unknowns:Tw, 0, and_. Thetemperature
Ti is related to _ throughthe highly non-linear relations, Eqs. (6-42)
and (6-40). Thecoefficient S defined by Eq. (6-35) is also non-linear.
Anexplicit energyequation for the liquid or vaporis not written,
becausesubcoolingof liquid in the wick andsuperheatingof the vapor
in the pipe are not consideredto bekey physical phenomena,andare
neglectedin the present treatment. Equations(6-44) and (6-38) will

give an entirely correct energybalancewhenxi, xs, andxb are identical,
the wick resistance small, andno freezing occurs.

A boundarycondition on (6-38), (6-43) and (6-44) is taken to be

= 0 at z = 0 (6-45)

In addition, either oneof two conditions maybe prescribed:
heat rate rejected

Q=jr Lc S(Tw-Ts)dZ
0

or a total numberof molesof non-condensiblepresent

a total

(6-46a)

n = Avf Lc [Pgi(Ti(z))/RuTi] dz
0

(6-46b)

In computingn a moreaccuratevapor pressurelaw than Eq. (6-40) is

required. Anexponential of a polynomialin the reciprocal of Ti is
used.

Strictly speaking, since Eq. (6-38) is secondorder, two moreconditions

mustbe specified, suchas a zero CdTw/dZat z = 0 andz = Lc. However,
by assuminghigh radial wick conductance,Tw is close to the wick inter-
face temperature- Ti, andthe first andsecondderivatives of Tw andTi
with respect to z canbe assumedequal, respectively. It will beshown
that this approximationreducesthe set of equations to twofirst order
onesso that Eq. (6-45) and (6-46) are sufficient. Thecondition on

CdTw/dZis met at z = O, andat z = Lc it is metin practical effect when
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the evaporator is purgedof gas. Theapproximationregarding the

derivatives of Tw andTi is, of course, exact whenthe wick resistance

is zero.

Beforeproceedingfurther with the analysis, it is convenient to non-

dimensionalize the parameters for convenience in numerical solution.

The dimensionless quantities are:

z* - z/D e

V* - m_/Qnominal

_* - M(Cev_);ev/De)Av_/Qnomi nal

Ti* - T'/Tevl

Tw* - Tw/Tev

TO* - To/Tev

Ts* - Ts/Tev

TR* TR/Tev

dQ* = S* (Tw*-Ts*)Qe* dz*

S* - F* (4_Ti'3 + H*)

F* T4
- nPDe_ ev/Qnominal

H* - h/_T_v

C* - CTev/DeQnomi nal

where T is the evaporator temperature which sets the total pressure in
ev

the system, and De is an equivalent diameter allowing for the presence

of arteries within the pipe,

De = (4A,v/_)½ ' (6-48)

where Av is the cross-sectional area available for vapor flow. An

exponent E is an empirical factor to account for the temperature

variation of the mass diffusivity defined by
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cJ: Cev_ev(Ti/Tev )E (6-49)

Equations(6-38), (6-43), (6-44). and (6-40) written in dimensionless
form become

. d2T . . . . .
C w+ K*(T i _ Tw ) _ S (T w - Ts) = 0 (6-50}

dz .2

d_ _ V (6-51)
dz* _f*T. *E

1

dV K* * *
. = (T i - TW) (6-.5:2)

dz

-To(I/Ti-I )
1 - e -_ = e (6-5.3)

Using the assumption of high radial wick conductance permits replacing

2*
d TW d2T *.

with 1 and Eq. (6-50) can be approximated as:
dz*2 dz*2 o

2 *

.dT i
C

dz .2

* * * * fc

--+ K (Ti-T w) - S (Tw-T s) = 0 (6-54)_

The simplifying feature of this approximation is that the second_

derivative in Eq. (6-54) can now be eliminated. Eq,uation (6-53) is

differentiated with respect to z , an:d: Eq. (6-51) #s used to eli:minate

d#/dz The resu:It multiplied by C is

* -_ T.*2-E
. dT i . e .

C . C- _.. V (6-55)

dz l-e-#_T 0

Equation (6-55) is differentiated again with respect to z , Eq. (6-51)

is used again to eliminate d@/dz*, and Eq. (6-55) itself is used to

eliminate dTi/dz .

, d2T# dV_
C --= _I * _I _2 _3 (6-56)

dz .2 dz
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wherethe functions _I' _2' _3 are

. e-# T#2-E
_I (_) = C . . (6-57)

(l-e -#) ,_F 0

H

. .
_2(_) = 1 (2-E)(Ti/To)e- (6-58)

{3(q_,V* ) = V*2/ (I-e-#)YT_ E (6-59)

Equation (6-54) together with Eqs. (6-52) and (6-56) now can be written

where

dV *
= Qe - _I °4 (6-60)

dz

. Qe(#)-#2(+)_3(#, V )

_4(_'v) - l + _l(+)
(6-61)

Equations (6-51) and (6-60) together with (6-53) and the definitions of

#j in Eqs. (6-57), (6-58), (6-59) and (6-61) form a set of two simultaneous
non-linear first order ordinary differential equations which are amenable

to numerical solution. The initial conditions are V = 0 and # = 00 at

z = O. Values of n and Q for a pipe with condenser length L c can be

obtained versus 00 for a given set of parameters and an evaporator

temperature Tev. An iterative routine can be used to find 00 for a

prescribed value of either n or Q.

A review of the features of the analysis and assumptions made are as

follows:

I.

,

Radiation and convection from a finned pipe is considered°

Absorbed radiation from the surrounds is included.

The condenser wall temperature Tw is assumed close to the

wick interface temperature Ti. The first and second
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derivatives of Tw andTi with respect to z are assumed
equal_respectively. In essencehighwick conductance
is assumed.

3. Axial conductionof heat in the pipe wall andfin and
one-dimensionalaxial diffusion of the condensible
species, whichcarries latent heat, is accountedfor.

4. Vaporpressuredrop in the pipe is neglected. In
calculating the shapeof the wall temperatureandwick
temperaturedistributions, anapproximatevaporpressure
law derived from Clausius-Clapeyronis used. But in
calculating the pressurein the pipe andthe amountof
non-condensiblepresent a moreaccurateexpressi_n__s
used.

5. Thecondition of zerowall temperaturegr'_dilen_tis m_t
at z = _. Either the total n_umberof moIesof no,n-
condensiblepresent in the pipe o,r theeto_i_allh:e:at
rejected by the pipe is specifi_ed.

6.3.2 TRW Gaspipe Computer Proqram

The equations resulting from the analysis of section G.3.1 ha_e _

been programmed for solution on a digital computer. In the numerical

solution of these equations, an initial value o_f T i slightly iln exces_

of the sink temperature is used to fix _(0), and a fourth or_d_r Rum_e_-

Kutta routine is used to solve for _(z) and V*(Z)o Eitl_er the amount _

of gas in the pipe or the total heat rejection is_ i:hen_ cQmparedi wJiitb_ the

input value: and an iterative routine followed untiil_ ag_reemen_t i_ r_e;acbed

within one-tenth of one percent.

The program has been generalized to, _n_crease i:t_ us_efullness to ti_e he.at

pipe engineer. Although the equations were deri_e_dl fe.r _ the mod_ll show,n

in Fig. 6-20, the program is not _imited to this geometry. Non-circular

and non-axisymmetric configurations can a_so be stu_ie_ by calculat_ing

equivalent diameters, thicknesses, etc. consistemt with the formulatio_

of the equations.
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In its current form it allows one to:
o Calculate the wall temperatureprofile alonga gas loaded

heat pipe.
o Calculate the gas inventory necessaryto obtain a desired

evaporator temperatureat a desired heat load.
o Calculate the heat andmasstransfer along the pipe_

including the vapor-gasfront region.
o Calculate the heat leak whenthe condenseris filled with

gas.
o Calculate whetheror not freezing occurs in the condenser

and, if so, at what rate.
o Determinethe information required to size the gas reservoir

for variable conductanceheat pipes.

Theprogramcontains numerousreservoir options which allow it to be used
for hot or cold reservoir passive control, as well as heatedreservoir
feedbackcontrol heat pipes. Additional input options permit its
convenientuse for parametricstudies andoff-design performance
predictions as well as heat pipe design. Provision is also madefor
twocondensersections with a step changein the condenser/finproperties
or environmentalconditions. Thus_it canaccommodatecold traps or
adiabatic sections in addition to the primary condenser.

Theprogramrequires the following input information:

Fluid Characteristics_
Vaporpressurelaw constants_molecularweight of
condensible,binary massdiffusivity of non-condensible
into condensible, temperatureexponentof diffusivity
andlatent heat of vaporization.

VaporFlow, Pipe andWickCharacteristics:
Outsidediameter, wall thickness and thermal conductivity
of pipe; thickness andeffective thermalconductivity of
wick; diameterof internal artery, reservoir or reservoir
feed tube, if any.
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CondenserCharacteristics for Eachof TwoCondenserSections:
Perimeter, length, effectiveness, heat transfer coefficients,
emissivity, thickness andeffective axial conductivity of the
fin; ambientfluid temperatureandpowerper unit area
absorbedon the heat transfer surface.

OperatingConditions:
(a) Evaporatortemperatureand total heat dissipated, or
(b) EvaDoratortemperatureandmolesof gas present in

the pipe (in this casea nominalestimate of Q

(Qnominal)mustbe input becauseit is usedin
non-dimensionalizing the equations.

Theprogramoutput consists of profiles of xi, Ti, Tw, _ andQ(z) vs. z.
In addition, the missing value of n for case (a) aboveor a correct value

of Q(Lc) for case (b) is obtained,

A description of the actual programis beyondthe scopeof this report°
However,a documentis available whichpresentsa listing andflow charts
of the program,instructions on its useanda samplerun, as well as the
analysis uponwhich it is based. This report, entitled "User's Manual
for the TRWGaspipeProgram",waspreparedunder this contract andis
available uponrequest (reference VI5).

6.3.3 Experimental Verification of TRW Gaspipe Program

A series of measurements were made with a laboratory gas-loaded

heat pipe to provide a basis for testing the predictive capability of

the TRW Gaspipe Program. The design details of the heat pipe are

presented in Figure 6-21 and Table 6-2.

The heat pipe was instrumented with 24 chromel-alumel thermocouples, 23

on the outside wall and one within the vapor core in the evaporator.

In addition, a strain gage pressure transducer was attached to the fill

tube. Heat input to the 12 inch evaporator was supplied with glass-

insulated Nichrome heating wire close-wound around the pipe wall. The
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TABLE6-2

EXPERIMENTALHEATPIPEDESIGNDETAILS

WorkingFluid:

Inert Gas:

Water

Air (2.67 X 10-6 +5%Ib-moles)

Pipe: Material:
OutsideDiameter:
Wall Thickness:
Overall Length:
CondenserLength:
EvaporatorHeat

Input Length:
Adiabatic Section

Length:

Stainless steel
0.565in.
0.036 in.
54.75in.
30.25in.

12.5 in.

12.0 in.

WickStructure:
Material:
Description:

200meshstainless steel screen
Concentricannulusartery
(0.015 in. gapwidth) with
twowrapsof screenheld in
place by a spring.
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evaporatorandadiabatic sections wereinsulated with 2 inchesof poly-
urethanefoam. Heattransfer from the condenserwasby radiation and
natural convection to ambient.

Additional instrumentation included an ammeterandvoltmeter for power
measurements,a multipoint recorder anda handbalancedpotentiometer
for temperaturemeasurements,a digital voltmeter andtransducerpower
supply for pressuremeasurements,anda precision thermometerand
barometerfor measuringambientconditions.

Theexperimentalprocedureinvolved simply setting a fixed powerinput
to the heater, allowing the systemto equilibrate (using the multipoint
recorder as an indicator), andthen recording the appropriate data
(using the potentiometerfor accurate temperaturemeasurements).Five
runs weremadein total, suchthat the vapor-gasinterface traversed
the entire condenser.

Thenon-condensiblegas inventory wasdeterminedusing the pressure
transducerattached to the fill tube. Theprocedurewasto turn off
the powerto the heaters andallow at least twelve hours for the pipe
to equilibrate. This rather lengthy equilibration period wasrequired
for the vapor andgas to thoroughly diffuse yielding a uniform mixture.
Theinternal total pressurewasthen measured.Thepartial pressureof
gaswasdeterminedby subtracting the vaporpressureof water at measured
ambienttemperaturefrom the total pressureas measuredby the transducer.
Themolar inventory of gaswasthen calculated from the perfect gas law
since the total void volumeof the pipe andthe gas temperaturewere
also known. Suchmeasurementsweremadeat the beginningof the test
program,midwaythroughit andat the end. All measurementsyielded
the samegas inventory indicating that no leakageor gasgeneration
occurredduring the test program.

TheTRWGaspipeProgramwasthen utilized to obtain performancepredictions
for eachof the test runs. Therequired input data for the programwere
listed earlier. All but oneof the required inputs are either known
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properties of the materials or directly measuredquantities. Theexception
is the coefficient of heat transfer - h. Sincethe predicted heat
dissipation for a given temperaturedistribution is quite sensitive to
the assumedvalue of h, this value wasdeterminedfor eachtest run by
using Newton'scooling law, q = hAT,in conjunctionwith the measured
powerand temperaturedistribution. Thecalculated values of h represent
both radiative andnatural convectionheat transfer. Theyare of appropriate
magnitudefor sucha heat transfer mode.

Figure 6-22 presentsboth the measuredandpredicted temperatureprofiles.
As is apparent, the computerprogrampredicts the position of the gas
front quite well. This is particularly true in view of the sensitivity
of the systemto gas inventory andevaporatortemperature. Theshaded
bandaroundone curveon Fig. 6-22 representsthe predicted front positions
for a +__5%variation in gas inventory. This is about the limit of accuracy
estimatedfor this measurement.Theeffect of a +2°Fmeasurementerror in
evaporator temperatureis shownas a shadedbandon the secondcurve.
Again, this representsthe limit of accuracyestimatedfor absolute
temperaturemeasurementswith the systemused.

Theprogramalso doesa credible job in predicting the shapeof the
temperatureprofile, particularly at the low temperatureend. At the
high end, the predicted profile rises somewhatmoresteeply than the
measureddata. This is due to the approximatemethodusedto account
for the radial wick resistance. Theanalysis allows a somewhathigher
condensationrate in this region then actually occurs, leading to a
slightly sharpergas front.

Also of interest is the ability of the analysis andcomputerprogramto
predict the heat rejection vs. evaporatortemperaturecharacteristic of
the heat pipe. This characteristic describes the steady-state performance
of gas loadedheat pipes from a systemdesignpoint of view. Figure 6-23
showsthe comparisonbetweenmeasureddata andthe computerpredictions.
Verygoodagreementis evidencedbetweenmeasuredandpredicted results.
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6.3.4 Parametric Study of Gas Front Behavior

With the analysis and computer program experimentally verified,

a series of computations were performed to examine the influence of

pertinent variables on the natu_.e of the va_por-gas front. Several of

the most i_mportant results, showing _he i_nfluence of working fluid,

axial wall conductivity and ,o_er_ting (evaporator) temperature are

9resented here.

A single geometry was used for all calculations so as to isolate the

effect of the variables under study. This consisted of a five foot t,ubular

condenser section which was assumed to radiate heat from its surface to an

arbitrary heat sink.

The parameters defining the cases studied are presented in Table 6-3.

All are self-explanatory except for the "Nominal Gas Length". An input

option in the computer program allows one to specify the gas inventory

either as the number of moles present or the length of condenser which

the gas would occupy based on flat front theory. Using the latter option

it was possible to position the fronts approximately midway up the

condenser for all cases without tedious calculation of appropriate molar

inventories. This permitted a clear comparison of the profiles when

comparing different fluids or operating temperatures (and pressures).

6.3.4.1 Effect of Wall Conductivity_

It was expected that axial conduction in the pipe wall and

radiator fins (if any) would play a substantial role in defining the

vapor-gas interface. To examine the magnitude of this effect, calculations

were performed for titanium, stainless steel, nickel and aluminum heat

pipes with methanol and ammonia as the working fluids.*

*The known chemical incompatibility of aluminum and methanol was not
of concern in this study.
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TABLE6-3
SUMMARYOFCASESSTUDIED

Common Variables:

Condenser length

Outside diameter

Wall thickness

Wick thickness

Surface emissivity

Non-condensible gas

Nominal gas length

5 feet

0.5 inches

0.022 inches

0.020 inches

0.8

nitrogen

2.5 feet

Variable Matrix:

Run Fluid

1 Methanol
2 Methanol
3 Methanol
4 Methanol
5 Ammonia
6 Ammonia
7 Ammonia
8 Ammonia
9 Ammonia

I0 Water
II Ammonia
12 Ammonia
13 Methanol
14 Methanol
15 Methanol

Material

Titanium
Stainless Steel
Nickel
Aluminum
Titanium
Stainless Steel
Nickel
Aluminum
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

Evaporator
TemP. (°R)

55O
55O
55O
55O
55O
55O
55O
55O
55O
55O
5OO
45O
550
5OO
45O

Effective
Sink TemD (°R)

35O
350
350
350
300
3O0
3OO
3O0
35O
350
300
3O0
300
300
3OO
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The calculated temperature profiles along the condenser for methanol are

shown on Fig. 6-24. One clearly sees that wall conductance tends to

spread the front over the condenser, and that this can be a very large

effect with high conductivity materials like aluminum. Diffuse vapor-gas

fronts are undesirable in gas-controlled heat pipes. They tend to decrease

control sensitivity.

The calculations also yielded the heat transfer from that portion of the

condenser which is downstream of the point at which T i has risen 99% of

the way from the sink temperature to the evaporator temperature. This

transfer represents the minimum power required to keep the gas blocked

zone from entering the evaporator (or adiabatic section if there is one)

to any appreciable extent. The results, which are presented in Table 6-4

clearly show that this value is also sensitive to wall conductance,

increasing with increasing k. A large Qmin is also undesirable in gas-

controlled heat pipes in that it decreases the variable conductance ratio.

The comDuter program also yields the axial mass transport at any position

along the condenser. This quantity at the position where the wick reaches

the freezing point of the fluid yields the rate at which diffusing vapor

freezes and is lost to the system. This "diffusion freezeout rate" is also

tabulated in Table 6-4. There are no results shown for the runs corresponding

to Fig. 6-24 because the sink temperature (350°R) was above the freezing

point of methanol (322.7°R). However, the ammonia results with a sink

temperature below the freezing point show th,at the freezeout rate increases

with decreasing conductivity. This behavior is not surprising in that one

expects the diffusion rate to vary with the temperature gradient. Sharp

fronts representhigh temperature gradients and thus high diffusion rates.

Thus, one must examine the magnitude of the diffusion freezeout rate in a

given application and, if of consequence, trade this off against the

advantages of sharp fronts (lower Qmin' better temperature control) in

establishing the axial conductance.

6.3,4.2

methanol

Effect of Working Fluid

The effect of working fluid is shown on Fig. 6-25 for water,

and ammonia in a stainless steel heat pipe. The results are
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quite significant. One sees that the profiles are very similar, indicating

a relative lack of fluid influence. Such behavior suggests that heat

transport by mass diffusion is minimal and axial conduction dominates.

This observation is substantiated by the minimum power predictions, which

are also nearly equal for the three fluids (Table 6-4).

Although axial mass diffusion does not appear to significantly affect the

wall temperature profile, it is both finite and important, for it is the

mechanism behind the diffusion freezeout phenomenon. In this regard,

Table 6-4 indicates substantially different values of predicted diffusion

freezeout rates for the three fluids. This variance is due to a combination

of factors including differences in vapor-gas diffusivity, total pipe

pressure, and freezing point. Thus, in situations where diffusion freeze-

out is of potential concern, the choice of working fluid can be of principal

importance°

6.3.4.3 Effect of Operating Temperature

The primary influence of operating temperature (evaporator

temperature) is to alter the pressure in the system. Thus, in view of

the previous discussion, one would expect similar temperature profiles

as Tev is varied. This is clearly seen in Fig. 6-26 for ammonia. Varying

the operating temperature from 450°R to 550°R has little effect on the

shape of the profile. In each case the curves exhibit the characteristic

conduction-dominated shape.

Although the effect of pressure on axial diffusion is not reflected in

the conduction dominated temperature profiles, it is obvious when one

examines the predicted diffusion freezeout rates. Table 6-4 shows that

for both methanol and ammonia, the diffusion freezeout rate increases

as the operating temperature and, hence, total pressure is lowered.

6.3.5 Summary and Conclusions

A study was performed on the heat and mass transfer characteristics

of heat pipes containing non-condensible gases. An analysis was formulated

based on a one-dimensional model which included (I simultaneous radiation
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and convection from a finned condenser, (2) axial conduction in the walls,

fins and wicks, (13) binary mass _iffu_sio,n: be_een the vapor and gas, and

(4_ an approximate treatm_n_t o_f wick resi!stance which is accurate for high

conductance wicks. Th:e, governing equations were programmed for numerical

sol_tion on_ a dlig, ital computer such that the program can be used for heat

pipe.design or performance predicti on cal cul ati ons.

Parametric calcula, tions showed an importan't influence o,f axial conductance

upon, the beh_avior of gas loaded heat pipes. In fact, _ver the range of

v,'a,ri:a'b,lies: considered, axia;ll diffusion had: negligib, le i:mpact on the. shape

of tlb,e, wall temperatu_re pro:files comparedi with the conduction effect.

Thus, the choice of working fluid had little effect on the tempe:ra_,t_re

profiles. Axia_l! diffusion is, however, important in establishing the

_ilffusion freezeout rate for condiiti;ons under which this occurs. The

freezeout rate varies wildmliy, with_ w,o_rkin_ fluid and, for a given fluid,

iincreases with decreasing operating temperature (total, pressure).

Experimenta_l! m_as:u_r_em_n,tm;_ade with a laboratory heat pipe were in

excellent agreement with_ ca]cu:lated performance. In particular, the

temperature profiles along the pipe wall and the operating characteristic

for the pipe (heat rejecti_on vs. evaporator temperature)' were correctly

predi_cted.

The: experiimental_ ve_rification of the analysis and assoc:iated computer

p:,,m_ram_ s,uggests thwart; _h_me maw be useful too'Is for designing gas loaded

heat pi!pes.,

61._ Tran,s,i_en,t Performance ef Gas-Contro,lled Heat Pipes

All of the material heretofore discussed relates to the steady-state

performance of _as-co,n_trolled heat pipes (exc:e_,t for diffusion freeze-out

_b,i_ch is treated' as: a qu_asi-steady-state process). It iim necessary,

however, from a system design_ point of view, to also understand and be

able to pre4ict their transient performance. This includes their response

t_ start-up, shut-dow, n, an6 changes in inpu:t, reservoir or sink conditions.
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As onemight imagine, seekingan accuratepredictive capability for heat
pipe transient behavioris a substantially moreambitioustask than the
developmentof steady-state theory. This is particularly true if the
internal liquid andvapordynamicsplay a significant role in the
transient. Suchis the case, for example,in the start-up of liquid metal
pipes wherethe vaporpressuresare so low andvaporvelocities so high
that onemustaccountfor compressibility, recovery, sonic flow, etc. in
the vapor phase.

Z

Such phenomena may also be of importance with ordinary working fluids in

conventional heat pipes if they experience very low temperatures and

pressures at some point in the transient.

Fortunately, though, gas-controlled variable conductance heat pipes which

use working fluids of interest in spacecraft thermal control are generally

not subject to these phenomena. The presence of the non-condensible gas,

at pressures corresponding to the relevant range in operating temperature,

maintains the total system pressure high enough such that vapor dynamics

do not contribute appreciably to transient behavior. * In fact, it is

generally true for these systems that the steady state vapor flow losses

have little impact on performance. As a consequence, the transient

response of such heat pipes is primarily controlled by sensible heat

transfer (i.e., the thermal capacity of the system's elements) and/or

vapor-gas diffusion effects.

In treating this subject, it is convenient to separate gas controlled

heat pipes into two classes; depending on whether the gas storage

reservoir is wicked or non-wicked.

6.4.1 Wicked Reservoir Heat Pipes

In wicked reservoir heat pipes: the partial pressure of vapor

everywhere in the system tends towards equilibrium with the local

_Except for diffusion between vapor and gas.
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temperatureof the wick surface. As a consequence,diffusion effects
betweenthe vaporandgasare minimal. Thediffusion lengths involved
correspondto the _istance of a given point in the vaporcore or reservoir
from the nearestwick surface, and these tend to be very small.

If onealso neglects the internal liquid andvapordynamics,the thermal
responseof the systemsimply correspondsto changesin sensible heat
storage of its various elements. Consequently,ordinary thermalmodeling
techniquescanbe usedto predict transient behavior.

TRW_Systemshasperformedsuch thermalmodelingstudies, althoughnot as
part of this contract. However,for completeness,an outline of the
approachanda comparisonwilth experimentaldatawill bepresented.
Details of the modelingtechniquecanbe found in reference [VII].

6.4.1.I Nodal Model

The first step is to generate a nodal model of the system such

as shown in Fig. 6,-27. The active portion • of the heat pipe (evaporator:

adiabatic section and active condenser length) is assumed to be at uniform

temperature. Variable conductors between the heat pipe vapor and heat

pipe wall nodes simulate the variable posit:ion of the vapor-gas interface.

The position o_f the vapor-gas interface can be obtained from an analysis

similar to the diffuse-front theory presented in_ section 6.3. However,

the parametric analysis of diffu_se fronts (section 6.3.4) showed that the

wall temperature profile is conduction domin_ated and diffusion can be

neglectec[. Thus, it is generally adequate to locate the gas front using

a technique similar to that in section 6.1. That is: calculating La/L c

by integrating the molar inventory of gas in the heat pipe (integrating

Eq. 6-2 along the reservoir and condenser). Note that this does not

imply using the flat-front theory in its entirety. The wall temperature

in the gas-blocked portion of the pipe is not set equal to the sink

temperature, but is calculated. It is only assumed that, within the vapor

core, condensation becomes negligible at the start of the vapor-gas front.

Parametric studies with the TRW Gasoipe Program have shown this to be an

excellent assumption.
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Thus,if a nodeis totally blockedby gas, the variable conductoris set
equal to zero. For partially blockednodes,the ratio of the blockedto
total nodelength is multiplied by the conductanceof a fully active node.

6.4.1.2 Solution Technique
Theappropriate solution techniquedependson the thermal analyzer

programused. At TRWSystems,the modelhasbeensolved using the SINDA
forwarddifferencing routine CNFRWDandtaking advantageof the fact that
this routine canbe integrated with Fortran routines andstatementswritten
for this specific problem. Details of this techniquecanbe found in
reference [VII].

6.4.1.3 Experimental Verification

The transient thermal model and solution technique described are

applicable to all wicked reservoir systems. If the reservoir sees a

different environment than the condenser, the appropriate reservoir sink

temperature is assigned to node 13 on Fig. 6-27. If the reservoir is

controlled at a fixed temperature (e.g., thermostatic heater), that

temperature is assigned to node 7. If the system involves feedback

control of a reservoir heater, this is input based on the temperature

of the reference point; e.g., the source temperature-node 8.

To demonstrate the predictive capability of this modeling technique,

results for a feedback controlled heat pipe will be presented. A schematic

of the experimental system is shown on Fig. 6-28. It consists of an

aluminum-ammonia-neon heat pipe with a heated wicked reservoir. Electrical

heat is supplied to a large thermal mass (copper block) mounted on the

evaporator. Condenser heat rejection is by conduction through a thin gas

layer between the condenser wall and a cooled copper sleeve. Further

details can be found in reference [VII].

This system has been tested with both an electronic proportional feedback

controller (as shown in Fig. 6-28) and a bi-metal thermostat controller

mounted on the thermal mass. In the latter case, the reservoir heater

operates in an on-off mode and, thus, the system is never in thermal

equilibrium. This provides the ultimate test of a transient thermal model.
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A sample comparison of measured and predicted transient behavior for the

thermal mass (heat source) is presented on Fig. 6-29. The curves depict

the oscillatory behavior characteristic of the on-off power to the

reservoir control heater at constant source power input. They also

depict the system response to a temporary increase in source input of

such magnitude as to exceed the control range and overdrive the pipe.

That is, the entire condenser becomes active whereupon the pipe rises in

temperature as would a non-controllable heat pipe.

The results are impressive, indicating that the assumptions made in the

analysis are reasonable, and the thermal model adequate.

6.4.2 Non-Wicked Reservoir Heat Pipes

The transient behavior of non-wicked reservoir heat pipes differs

from that of wicked reservoir systems in one all-important respect. The

partial pressure of vapor within the reservoir of non-wicked systems is

established by diffusion of vapor to and from the end of the condenser

rather than the reservoir walls. As opposed to wicked reservoir systems,

the diffusion paths are no longer small. Thus, diffusion rates have a

substantial impact, and often dominate the transient behavior of these

systems.

Not only must diffusion serve to regulate the partial pressure of vapor

within the reservoir_ it may also have to provide a mechanism for removal

of liquid. It is quite possible that circumstances might arise (e.g.,

adverse body forces or vibration during launch) such that liquid is forced

from the wicks into the reservoir. Under such conditions, when the heat

pipe is started up the liquid in the reservoir will vaporize, establishing

a vapor pressure corresponding to the reservoir temperature rather than

that at the end of the condenser. Since the reservoir temperature must

be higher than the sink temperature Ts (see section 6.1.4.3) and may even

equal the evaporator vapor temperature - Tva (see Fig. 6-8), the reservoir

vapor pressure will be excessive, forcing gas out, and resulting in an

operating temperature and pressure considerably higher than design

conditions. These conditions will prevail until the liquid is removed
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from the reservoir by diffusion to the end of the condenser where it is

re-captured by the wick structure.

6.4.2.1 Experimental Observations

Several laboratory experiments were performed to demonstrate the

phenomena described above. Two internal reservoir heat pipes as shown in

Fig. 6-16 were used. The design details were presented in Table 6-I. Both

heat pipes were identically fabricated and processed except that pipe no. 2

had a perforated Teflon plug blocking the opening of the reservoir. The

purpose of the Teflon plug was to prevent liquid from entering the reservoir

while permitting the gas to pass through. The instrumentation was described

in section 6.2.2.

Liquid Penetration Experiments:

Figure 6-30 shows the results of several transient experiments with pipe

no. 1 (without the Teflon plug). Two pressure-time histories are shown--

one for a start-up with the reservoir free of working fluid and one for

which the pipe was vigorously shaken to assure its presence. (Pressure

is used as the ordinate rather than temperature, for it is a much more

sensitive variable. The solid lines represent smoothed continuous data

taken with a strip chart recorder). The dry-reservoir run was made in the

heat pipe mode (evaporator elevated) and its start-up transient came

directly to operating conditions and remained there (slight variations

with time represent changes in ambient temperature).

The wet reservoir run was initially started in the reflux mode (condenser

elevated) to prevent the liquid from running out by gravity. In this case

the start-up transient came up to a pressure (and temperature) considerably

above design conditions and remained there. If undisturbed, it would have

remained at this condition until all the liquid in the reservoir vaporized

and diffused out. Instead, after a period of time the pipe was simply

tipped to the heat pipe mode allowing the liquid to run out by gravity.

After a short pulse due to excess fluid moving from the hot to the cold

end, the pipe exhibited a slow recovery transient as vapor remaining in

the reservoir diffused out. Ultimately, the pipe reached equilibrium at
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conditions similar to those reached directly in the dry-reservoir start-up.

Once at this condition, subsequently tipping the pipe mode had no effect

other than to generate the short thermal transients caused by the slight

excess fluid moving from the cold to the hot end and vice versa.

When heat pipe no. 2 was tested in a similar way, no such temperature or

pressure excesses were observed (Fig. 6-31). The Teflon plug apparently

prevented liquid from entering the reservoir when the pipe was shaken, for

both start-up transients came directly to design operating conditions, and

tipping the pipe back and forth between the reflux and heat pipe modes had

no effect other than that due to excess fluid.

These results clearly demonstrated that the presence of liquid in the

reservoir gave rise to high operating pressures and temperatures, as

hypothesized, and that a perforated Teflon plug is apparently an effective

method of impeding the mechanical insertion of liquid into the reservoir.

Vapor Penetration Experiments:

Although the perforated Teflon plug apparently prevented the passage of

liquid, it certainly does not prevent the flow of vapor. In fact, the

theory of non-wicked reservoir heat pipes, as presented in section 6.1.4.3,

is based on diffusion equilibrium between the reservoir and the end of the

condenser. However, if one is to design for such diffusion equilibrium, it

is important to appreciate the transient response rates involved. For

example, if conditions are temporarily such that a large quantity of vapor

is driven into the reservoir, a subsequent return to normal operating

conditions will be characterized by a relatively long diffusion transient

as the vapor comes back out. This is clearly seen in Figure 6-32 which

shows three pressure and temperature histories measured with heat pipe

no. 2.

The top curves show the result of overdriving the pipe: that is, raising

the power beyond the control range so that it operates as an ordinary

heat pipe. Under such conditions, the active zone of the condenser extends

to the reservoir entrance_ allowing vapor penetration. Given sufficient
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time under such circumstances, vapor will continue to diffuse into the

reservoir, displacing gas, until the vapor pressure in the reservoir

equals that at its entrance. When the power was returned to its starting

value, the pressure and temperature did too, but with the slow transient

characteristic of the diffusion process necessary to rid the reservoir of

the vapor which had occupied it.

The second history shows the result of operating the pipe backwards for a

period of time. This was accomplished by placing a heater at the condenser

end as well as the evaporator end and simply reversing heaters while

maintaining power constant. Once again, when the heat supply was returned

to normal, the pressure and temperature recovery of the heat pipe showed

the now familiar diffusion characteristic. The initial dip in pressure

observed each time the heated end was reversed is a reflection of the

thermal capacity of the heat pipe. The previously cold end had to be

heated while the previously hot end cooled. This gave rise to a temporary

situation in which all portions of the pipe were cooler than the evaporator

prior to switching heaters, which resulted in a lower pressure.

The third history is shown for comparison and represents a simple step

change in power while the pipe was functioning within its control range.

In this case the transient is an ordinary thermal one involving no diffusion

and consequently is much more rapid.

6.4.2.2 Theoretical Considerations

The dynamic behavior of non-wicked reservoir heat pipes is

considerably more difficult to model than wicked reservoir systems

because of the influence of diffusion. It is necessary to simultaneously

solve the coupled diffusion and heat transfer equations for the entire

heat pipe system.

This is a task on which TRW is currently working. The analysis has been

formulated and a computer program written. However, the program is not

yet operational and thus the analysis not yet verified. It is therefore

premature to present it here. It will be presented as part of a future

report on this program.
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In the absenceof a detailed thermal modelingcapability, it is still
possible to obtain order-of-magnitudeestimatesof transient thermal
responsefor the conditions of primary concern. This refers to conditions
wherediffusion dominatesthe transient. That is, the diffusion time
constant is so large with respect to the thermal time constant that the
thermal aspectsof the problemcanbe neglected. Theproblemcan then
be reducedto modelingthe diffusion processbetweenthe reservoir and
the endof the condenser.

Evenin this case the problemis complex,for there exists a temperature
gradient across the reservoir feed tube throughwhich the vapordiffuses,
andthe temperature,total pressureandgradient in partial pressureof
vaporare changingwith time.

However,to obtain order-of-magnituderesults, onecanmakefurther
simplifications.

6.4.2.2.1 Lumped-Parameter, Quasi-Steady-State Diffusion Model

The following assumptions are made:

I. The system geometry is as shown in Figs. 6-7 or 6-8.

2. Conditions in the reservoir are uniform (lumped

parameter reservoir).

3. A one-dimensional diffusion model through the

reservoir feed tube adequately represents the

process.

4. The transient can be treated as a quasi-steady state

process at constant temperature and pressure for each

instant of time.

5. Thermal diffusion can be neglected (see section

6.1.4.3.1).

To describe the diffusion process through the reservoir feed tube,

assumptions 3 and 4 imply that Fick's first law applies in the following

form:

Pv V = _J__Q_V (6-62)
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where:
o density of vaporv
V - velocity of vapor

- massdiffusivity for vapor-gaspair

For a quasi-steady-state process, the density gradient acrossthe reservoir
feed tube is linear. Thus, the vaporflow rate throughthe feed tube is
given by:

where:

= - A _(PvR-Pvs_
PvVAF F FFF "

(6-63)

AF - flow area of feed tube

L F length of feed tube

PvR vapor density at reservoir and of feed tube

Pvs / - vapor density at condenser end of feed tube

(at temperature - Ts/).

In view of assumption 2, the mass of vapor within the reservoir is simply

m = PvRVR , where VR is the reservoir volume. The mass flow rate into or

out of the reservoir can thus be written _ = 6vRVR . Equating this to

Eq. (6-63) for the feed tube yields:

= A _(pvR-pVS/)
°vRVR - F _ (6-64)

Assuming _constant, equation (6-64) is simply a first order, linear

differential equation with constant coefficients which describes the

response of the reservoir (PvR) to changes in conditions at t_e end of

the condenser - (PvsJ)O It yields an exponential solution:

PvR-Pvs / AF_
(--) = exp ( ) (6-65)
PvRo-Pvs/ L F VR

where: PvRo- initial reservoir condition.

Equation (6-65) is, of course, only a highly simplified approximation to

the transient behavior of non-wicked reservoir heat pipes° However, it

yields an expression for the relaxation time constant,
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LF V
T_ = _ (6-66)

which is useful in identifying the key parameters controlling the diffusion

process.

For the heat pipes discussed in section 6.4.2.1, Eq. (6-66) yields T_

250 minutes. Comparing this with the diffusion transients of Fig. 6-30

and Fig. 6-32a & b, we see that Eq. (6-66) does give order-of-magnitude

agreement with experimental results.

6.4.2.2.2 Start-up With Liquid in the Reservoir

The experiments described in section 6.4.2.1 demonstrated two

important characteristics of non-wicked reservoir heat pipes: (I) they

can be subject to relatively long, diffusion-dominated transients when

conditions at the end of the condenser (Ts_ are altered, and (2) they can

experience substantially higher temperatures and pressures than those

corresponding to steady state conditions if liquid should penetrate the

reservoir and if the reservoir is maintained at a temperature significantly

higher than T
S"

In the absence of a detailed thermal modeling capability° Eqs. (6-65) and

(6-66) provide a criterion for estimating diffusion-dominated transient

response. Clearly, a similar criterion is needed to estimate the maximum

pressure the system might experience should liquid penetrate the reservoir.

Although the liquid will automatically be purged From the reservoir, it is

necessary to design the heat pipe to withstand the temporary high pressures

it would experience.

Such a criterion can be simply obtained, for an upper bound to the pressure

corresponds to a quasi-steady-state situation where the reservoir vapor

pressure is that corresponding to its own temperature - TR, rather than

that at the entrance to the feed tube - Ts/.

The best approach to calculating this value is to use the TRW Gaspipe

Program. However, an estimate can also be achieved using the flat-front
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theory of section 6.1. It wasshownin section 6.1.4 that the characteristic
equationfor a reservoir heat pipe wherePvRcorrespondsto TRis given by
Eq. (6-15), andfor onewherePvRcorrespondsto Ts is given by Eq. (6-17).
Thus, Eq. (6-15) will provide an upperboundfor the pressureandtemperature
of a non-wickedreservoir heat pipe with liquid in the reservoir: and for
which Eq. (6-17) hasbeenusedto size the reservoir volume- VRand the
molar gas inventory - n.

To appreciate the potential magnitudeof the over-pressureproblem,consider
the casewherereservoir temperatureequals the evaporatortemperature(e.g.,
an internal reservoir as shown in Fig. 6-8). Also, for simplicity, assume

that P << P
VS va

An expression for n can be obtained from Eq. (6-17) by considering that,

at the maximum end of the control range, L a = Lc and,

VR Ts nRuT s
- (6-67)

Av Tvamax Av (Pvamax-Pvs)

where: p = p
vamax va

reservoir).

at maximum steady state conditions (no liquid in

Solving Eq. (6-67) for no substituting into Eq° (6-15) with TR = Tva

yields :

L VR T Pvamax. lQ = hA/ (Tva-Ts) c Av TSva Pva ] (6-68)

A little further algebra and substituting Vc = LcA v yields an expression

for Pva/Pvamax, the system overpressure ratio, as a function of the power

throughput.

Pvamax Vc Tva 1 hA/Lc(Tva-T s)

*Ts/ = Ts when using flat-front theory
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Equation(6-69) is very revealing. At low valuesof Q, the term in
bracketsapproachesunity. Undertheseconditions, the systempressure
will exceedthe maximumsteady-state designpressureby a factor of

VRTs
V T Since VR/Vc ratios are generally large (_5 - 20) to achieve

C va

good control sensitivity, and Ts/Tva ratios are generally not very small
VR Ts

(_0.5 - 0.9), this suggests that the factor _----is typically of order
I0. c Tva

Furthermore, as Q increases the term in brackets increases, yielding even

greater (Pva/Pvamax) ratios, the maximum corresponding to the maximum

design heat rejection rate - Qmax = h_Lc(Tvamax-Ts).

Obviously, the Dotential for transient overpressures on the order of I0

times the nominal design pressure is an important consideration in

designing non-wicked reservoir heat pipes. With low pressure fluids

like methanol (_2 psia at 70°F), the potential overpressures pose little

problem. However, this phenomenon w_uld certainly be troublesome with

an ammonia heat pipe (vapor pressure _130 psia at 70°F).

6.5 Designing Gas-Controlled Heat Pipes for Spacecraft Thermal Control

6.5.1 Summary of Control Schemes

The purpose of gas controlled heat pipes is to control the

operating temperature of a component, platform or any other heat source

against variations in heat dissipation and/or environmental conditions.

Under certain conditions extremely close temperature control is possible.

However, as we have seen, the degree of control which can be achieved is

a strong function of the operating temperature and the thermal boundary

conditions involved in a given application.

For applications to spacecraft thermal control, the limiting factor in

controllability is generally the magnitude and degree of variation in

the thermal environment of the condenser and non-condensible gas reservoir.

Variations in the non-condensible gas temperature and the partial pressure

of vapor within the condenser and gas reservoir impact the total pressure
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and, hence, the operating temperatureof thesedevices. In spacecraft
applications, it is not unusualfor the effective absolute sink temperature
to vary by nearly a factor of two (leading to large variations in the
reservoir partial pressureof gas), andfor its upperboundto approach
within 50 - 60°Rof the heat pipe ooerating temperature(leading to large
variations in the reservoir partial pressureof vapor). Suchadverse
boundaryconditions require special techniquesto achieveclose temperature
control limits.

ColdReservoirHeatPipes:
Thesimplest gas-controlled heat pipe utilizes a wicked, cold reservoir as
shownon Fig. 6-33a. This device is simplest andleast costly to fabricate
andintegrate into the spacecraft design. It also provides the ultimate in
transient responseandreliability. However,becausethe gas reservoir is
exposedto the sameenvironmentas the condenser,this type of heat pipe
is mostsensitive to environmentalvariations and, thus, offers the poorest
control capability.

Hot ReservoirHeatPipes:
If the cold wickedreservoir designcannotoffer sufficient temperature
control for a particular aoplication, this canbe improvedby utilizing
a hot non-wickedreservoir thermally coupledto the evaporator.* This
configuration, shownin Fig. 6-33b, minimizesthe effects of gas
temperaturevariations, andprovides for closer control ranges.

Thehot non-wickedreservoir heat pipe minimizesgas temperature(and,
hencegaspressure) variations. It doesnot prevent variations in
partial pressureof vaporwithin the reservoir, but rather alters its
dependencefrom the reservoir temperatureto that of the condenserat
the reservoir entrance(the closest point to the reservoir wherethere

*Or anyother convenient_relatively constant temperaturepoint where
TR > Ts_ax.
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exists liquid). Becauseof this° the partial pressureof vaporwithin the
reservoir is controlled by diffusion to andfrom the condenser. This gives
rise to diffusion-controlled transient ohenomenaandcausesthe heat pipe
to respondmoreslowly to changesin environmentalconditions, as discussed
in section 6°4.2.

Active Control HeatPipes:
Thehot andcold reservoir heat Dinesreviewedso far are passivedevices.
Theyhaveno movingDarts andreeuire nopowerto operate. Consequently_
they promisevery high reliability. However,as pointed out, their
controllability is limited whenusedin applications involving widely
varying thermalenvironments.

Undersuchcircumstances,or wheneververy close temperaturecontrol is
required, onecanemoloyheaters for reservoir temoeraturecontrol. These
are modifications of the cold wickedreservoir systemin that the reservoir
is orovidedwith a heater andcontrol circuit (or thermostat) which is
activated in accordancewith a reference temperaturesignal. Thereference

point canbe the reservoir itself, in whichcaseTR is held constant°
Alternately, it canbe the temoeratureof the evaporatorheat source, in
whichcase the reservoir temperatureis actually varied to provide closer
control over the sourcetemoerature. Thelatter scheme,knownas feedback
control° is depicted in Fiq. 6-33c.

Active reservoir temoeraturecontrol (i.e., the useof heaters) offers
closest sourcetemperaturecontrol in mostapplications. However,it
representsa morecomplexsystemwith a related decreasein reliability,
and it introduces a requirementfor heater power.

6.5.2 Design Approach

The first and most important steo in designing a gas-controlled,

variable conductance heat Dine is to realistically define the thermal

control problem. This, of course, includes the range in heat rejection

required (qmax and Qmin ) as well as the range in effective sink

temperatures anticipated (Tsmax and Tsmin). But, most important, one
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mustdefine the necessary control range (Tvama x and Tvamin). This is

emphasized because, as shown previously, the degree of control which can

be achieved for a given range in Q and Ts varies considerably with the

working fluid and reservoir system chosen. As it happens, improved

controllability is accompanied by increased system complexity. Thus,

one should not sDecify a control range any smaller than is actually

required, if this would require choosing a more complex system over a

simpler one.

It is recommended that the preliminary control design calculations, leading

to selection of the control technique, be performed using the flat-front

theory of section 6.1. It is a relatively simple matter to generate

parametric curves of VR/V c vs. ATva: as shown on Figs. 6-9 and 6-10, for

various working fluids and reservoir conditions (fixed or variable

temperature, wicked or non-wicked). This will permit identification of

the simplest control technique which will meet the requirements.

After a tentative control scheme and the general system configuration is

established, the TRW Gaspipe Program can be used to refine the design,

size the reservoir, determine the gas inventory, and examine heat pipe

performance for both design and off-design conditions.

6.5.3 Design Considerations and Trade-offs

This section summarizes some of the specific parameters involved in

the design of typical gas-controlled heat pipes and identifies trade-offs

which must be made. The task is facilitated by separating the field into

four categories; (I) passive wicked reservoir systems, (2) passive non-

wicked reservoir systems, (3) heated reservoir systems - TR constant, and

(4) heated reservoir systems - feedback control.

6.5.3.1 Passive Wicked Reservoir Systems

Condenser Geometry: It is always desirable to minimize the

condenser void volume - Vc, for this allows utilizing smaller reservoirs

for a given temperature control range. Both the condenser length - L
c

and the vapor core flow area can be minimized, consistent with heat
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rejection area requirementsandavoiding excessivevapor flow losses.

WorkingFluid: Several factors enter into the selection of the working
fluid in addition to thosewhichare important in conventionalheat pipes
(compatibility, liquid transport factor, g-field factor, nucleation
tolerance, etc.). Best control will be obtainedusing fluids with high
GasControl Sensitivity Factors (Fig. 6-3).

However,if the rangein sink temperaturefalls belowthe freezing point
of the fluid, onemustalso consider the diffusion freezeout phenomenon
(section 6.3.4). If possible, it is preferable to utilize a fluid which

doesnot freeze over the entire rangein Ts. However,if this is not
possible, the TRWGaspipeProgramshouldbe usedto assurethat the
diffusion freezeout rates are not problematicfor anygiven fluid.

Note that thesecriteria often imply a trade-off against hydrodynamic
capacity. For example,ammoniaexhibits a higher liquid transport factor
than methanolfor operating temperaturesof interest in spacecraft thermal
control. However,methanolhasboth a higher GasControl Sensitivity
Factor (Fig. 6-3) anda lower freezing point (-137°Fvs. -I08°F) than
ammonia.

Qmin: This parameterreferstothe axial heat leak by conductionand
diffusion whenthe condenseris fully turned off° In manycases, it is
desirable to render this heat leak as small as possible; i.eo_ provide
For a minimumheat pipe conductanceapproachingzero. Thebest approach

to achieving a low Qminis to (I) provide sufficient gasso that the
front movessomewhatupstreamof the condenserin the full-off condition,
and (2) provide for a very low axial conductancein this region.

ColdTraps: Variations in reservoir temperaturelimit the degreeof
evaporator temperaturecontrol achievable,due both to variations in gas

andvaporpartial pressures. Fluctuations in TRcanbe minimizedby
assuring that axial conductiondoesnot causeTRto increaseaboveTs
underconditions of high condenserutilization° This canbedoneby
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providing a low-axial conductivity region betweenthe primary condenser
an_dthe reservoir to assurea fully-developed front at the reservoir
entrance.

Materials of Construction: Aside from considerationscommonto
conventionalheat pipes (compatibility, fabricability, etc.), it is
generally preferred to usematerials with low thermal conductivity for
the heat pipe tube andwicks. Thebasic principle of gas-controlled
heat pipes rests on the generationof anaxial temperaturegradient
alonq the condenser. Lowk materials facilitate the generationof sharp

gradients, helping to provide low Qminvaluesandmoreeffective cold
traps.

Onthe other hand,sharp temperaturegradients increase the diffusion
rate of v,aporinto the gas-blockedzone,andaggravatethe diffusion

freezeout problemif oneexists. Thus, if Tsminfalls belowthe freezing
point of the working fluid, diffusion freezeeut rates shouldbe considered
in establishing the axial conductanceof the condenser.

Transient Performance:
Thetransient performanceof a wickedreservoir heat pipe is primarily a
function of the systemthermal capacity. Diffusion effects are minimal,
andthe systemrespondsrapidly to changinginput or environmental
condlitions. Thetech,niquesof section 6.4.1 can beusedto model
transient behavior.

LSMPrototypeHeatPipe:
A prototype variable conductanceheat pipe for temperaturecontrol of
NASA'sLunarSurfaceMagnetometer(LSM)wasdesignedand fabricated bv
TRWSystemsas part of this program. Thefunction of this heat pipe is
to supplementheat rejection during the lunar day (preventi_Qexcessively
high operating temperatures)while shutting off during the lunar night
(to avoid excessively low operating temperatures).It is a passivegas
controlled heat pipe utilizing a cold, wickedgas reservoir_ andserves
as a goodexampleof the design technologydiscussedabove. A schematic
of the LSMheat pipe is shownon Fig. 6-34.
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In order to help minimize the required reservoir volume, Vc was made small

by using only I/4 inch O.D. tubing. Methanol was selected as the working

fluid in view of its low freezing point, smaller VR/V c requirement, low

operating pressure,* and compatibility with the low conductivity stainless

steel used for the tube and wicking. To reduce Qmin' a 5 mil wall bellows

was placed between the evaporator and condenser, and the gas inventory

adjusted so that the front moved upstream of the bellows under shut-down

conditions. This bellows, in conjunction with a circumferential groove

condenser wick design, provided the LSM heat pipe with a variable

conductance ratio of 600:1 between full-on and full-off conditions.

Finally, the last 4 I/2 inches of aluminum fin were slotted to provide a

low axial conductance cold trap which assured that the reservoir operated

near sink temperature under "full-on" conditions.

6.5.3.2 Passive Non-Wicked Reservoir Systems

When dealing with hot non-wicked passive reservoirs, similar

criteria apply with respect to condenser geometry, Qmin' and materials

of construction as with wicked systems. Also, cold traps are again

desired, but in this case to minimize fluctuations in the temperature

at the end of the condenser (Ts/) rather than the reservoir temperature

itself (which is presumably relatively constant).

The principal difference in design technology has to do with the transient

behavior of these systems. As shown in Section 6.4.2, non-wicked reservoir

heat pipes are characterized by relatively slow diffusion-controlled

transient response to changes in reservoir entrance conditions. Also,

they are subject to considerable temporary overpressures if liquid should

penetrate the hot reservoir.

Both of these factors dictate the use of low pressure working fluids such

as methanol. Diffusion rates vary inversely with system pressure and

*This was required by the 5 mil wall bellows discussed below.
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thus low pressure systems will exhibit faster response characteristics.

Also, this constrains the maximum temporary overpressures to within

tolerable limits (e.g., usually I0 - 30 psia with methanol) should liquid

penetrate the reservoir.

Aside from using low pressure fluids, the system response characteristics

can be maximized by utilizing short, large diameter reservoir feed tubes

(Eq. 6-62). in this way, the Ames Heat Pipe Experiment on the OAO-C

spacecraft* [V6] was designed with a diffusion time constant of only

about two hours. A drawing of this system, showing the short, relatively

large diameter reservoir feed tube between the non-wicked internal

reservoir and the cold-trapped end of the condenser, is shown on Fig.

6-35.

It should be noted that Hinderman et. al. [V9] suggest an entirely

different approach to the problem of diffusion into and out of non-wicked

reservoirs. They suggest de-coupling the reservoir from conditions at

its entrance by making _ extremely large (e.g., using very long, small

diameter feed tubes). In this way, the partial pressure of vapor in the

reservoir will seek a time-average value of conditions at its entrance

and will not fluctuate with relatively short term changes.

Such an approach promises better control capability than allowing PvR to

fluctuate with Pv_" However, there is a serious inherent danger with this

approach° If conditions are temporarily such that (I) the condenser is

overdriven and vapor is forced into the reservoir, or (2) liquid is forced

into the reservoir, the very large value of _ will act to prevent the

system from recovering to normal operating conditions for a very long time.

*Designed and fabricated as part of this program.
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6.5.3.3 Heated Reservoir Systems - TR Constant

The design of active heated reservoir heat pipes where TR is held

constant is similar to that of passive systems except for the region of the

reservoir. Because the reservoir is held at constant temperature, it is

best that it be wicked since that provides control over both the gas

temperature and the partial pressure of vapor within it. Thus, one achieves

both better control and better transient behavior than with non-wicked

sys terns.

To minimize heater power requirements, it is preferable to both insulate

the reservoir and operate it at as low a temperature as possible. The

required power then corresponds to insulation leakage, and conduction

plus diffusion along the reservoir feed tube to the end of the condenser.

This can be minimized by using long, thin-walled, low conductivity feed

tubes.

Under such conditions, if TR is to remain constant it must operate at a

temperature exceeding the maximum temperature at the condenser end of

the feed tube, since this point represents its heat sink. Also, as

shown in section 6.1.4.2, TR must be much lower than the minimum operating

temperature. Thus, the reservoir should be designed to operate at:

Ts_max<- TR << Tvami n.

Considerations pertaining to condenser geometry, working fluid, Qmin'

materials of construction and transient behavior are the same as for

wicked reservoir passive systems (section 615.3.1). In addition, cold

traps are again desirable. However, in this case they serve to lower

T/ and thus T (and heater power) rather than to reduce fluctuations
smax R

in TR.

6.5.3_4 Heated Reservoir Systems - Feedback Control

This system is ostensibly similar to the previous one except

that the reservoir heater is referenced to the source temperature rather

than the reservoir temperature itself. However: this results in a

completely different operating principle_ as discussed in section 6.1.9.

Rather than allowing reservoir temperature variations to degrade control,

this system employs such variations to provide it.
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Thedesignof suchheat pipes is somewhatmorecomplexthan thosediscussed
Dreviously, for it involves trading off steady-state versus transient
performance. Becausethe transient responseof this systemis basedon
changesin reservoir temperature,it is subject to sourcetemperature
overshootsand undershootsdependingon (I) the thermal capacities of its
various elements, (2) the thermal coupling betweenthe reservoir andits
heat sink, and (3) the changein reservoir temperaturerequired to
accommodatechangesin input or environmentalconditions.

Thus: sourcetemperaturestability is improvedby minimizingreservoir
temperaturechangerequirements. Onthe other hand, reservoir volume

requirementsare minimizedby allowing TRto vary over its maximum
tolerable range.

It is TRW'sexperiencethat the designof suchheat pipe systemsis best
performedon a transient basis using the modelingtechniquesdiscussed
in section 6.4.1. A description of this designapproachis beyondthe
scopeof this reoort. However,certain designguidelines canbe
enumerated.

o Aswith constant temperatureheatedreservoir systems,
heater powerrequirementsare minimizedif the reservoir
is insulated and usesthe condenseras its heat sink.
However,the thermal coupling betweenthe reservoir and
condensershouldnot be minimized,but established to
provide adequatereservoir cooling rates (high coupling)
while avoiding excessiveheater powerrequirements(low
coupling). Thus, a trade-off is involved.

o Thethermal capacity of the reservoir shouldbeminimized
to increase its thermal responsecharacteristics.

o Froma steady-state point of view, a minimumreservoir
volumewill result if the reservoir is allowedto vary

betweenTs_axat full-on condenserconditions andTvamin
at full-off conditions.
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o Froma transient point of view (stability of the source
temperature), it is preferred to use larger reservoirs
andoperatewith a narrowrangein TRnear Tva.

o As opposedto the previoussystemsdiscussed, the
preferred working fluid hashigh rather than low values

of PvR/Pvafor anygiven value of TRbelowTva. Thus,
whereasammoniaoffered the poorest control of the fluids

consideredfor passiveor constantTR active systems
(Fig. 6-4), it is the best for the feedbacksystem.

o Considerationspertaining to condensergeometry,Qmin
andmaterials of construction are similar to those for
passivesystems. However,cold traps mayor maynot be

desirable dependingonwhetherTs_axwithout a cold trap
provides a sufficiently low temperaturesink for the
reservoir.

Further information on the design of heatedreservoir feedbackcontrol
systemscanbe found in the literature [V7, V8, VII, VI3].
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7.0 VARIABLECONDUCTANCETHROUGHTHEUSEOFEXCESSWORKINGFLUID

This control techniqueis closely related to non-condensiblegas
control. It utilizes the samefundamentalcontrol approach--thatof
passively varying the condenserarea to accommodatechangingheat
rejection requirements. However, it differs from ordinary gas-control

concepts in two principal ways. Rather than rely on the compressibility

of a non-condensible gas to accommodate changes in the inactive volume

of the condenser, this scheme utilizes a bellows (or bladder, etc.)

containing a two-phase control fluid. Also, excess working fluid is

used to block the condenser rather than a gas diffusion barrier. Such

a system is schematically shown on Fig. 7-I.

Figure 7-2 shows the pressure-temperature diagram for this system.

Since both the control and working fluids are two-phase systems, the

P, T curves are unique for each of them. As long as the control fluid

curve has a smaller slope at the point of intersection than that of the

working fluid, the system will function properly; i.e., a drop in

operating temperature will cause a decrease in condenser area and vice

versa.

If the bellows containing the control fluid offers no resistance to

displacement, the operating temperature will be at the point of inter-

section of the two curves (TA). Thus, for a given set of working and

control fluids, there exists only one operating temperature. Of course,

the control fluid can be a mixture of several fluids and, hence, its P,

T curve can be tailored to intersect the working fluid curve at any

desirea point.

In comparison with ordinary gas-controlled heat pipes, the use of a two-

phase control fluid bellows to directly vary the inactive condenser

volume permits using much smaller reservoirs for equivalent control°*

*The use of a control fluid to vary the reservoir volume in gas-controlled

heat pipes, providing closer "feedback" control, has been suggested by
Bienert IV7].
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In fact, if the bellows (or bladder) offered no resistance to displacement
andcould fill the reservoir, a reservoir to condenservolumeratio near
unity wouldyield precise temperaturecontrol. In other words, the
expandabletwo-phasecontrol fluid reservoir potentially provides this

schemewith a very high control sensitivity (_i_Qva,_"

However,the principal potential advantageof excessfluid control lies
not in its high control sensitivity, but in its insensitivity to variations
in sink conditions. As emphasizedin section 6.0, one of the serious
limitations on gascontrolled heat pipes is their sensitivity to changes
in sink temperature,which alters both the gas temperatureandpartial
pressureof vaporwithin the gas-blockedregion. This, in effect, alters
the volumeof the gas-blockedregion for a given total systempressure.
In contrast, the liquid usedto block the condenserin the excessfluid
control schemeis relatively incompressible,andchangesin sink temperature
do not appreciablyalter its effective volumeat constantpressure.
Consequently,changesin sink temperatureshouldnot effect the control
temperatureof the device other than throughchangingheat rejection area
requirements.

Anotheradvantageof liquid condenserflooding is that it is not subject
to diffusion effects betweengasandvapor, since there is nogas in the
system.

Onthe other hand, this techniquealso suffers someobviousdisadvantages.
It introducesdifficulties in l-g testing in that gravity tends to cause
the excessfluid to puddlein the condenserrather than reside as shown
in Fig. 7-I. To permit l-g testing, it is therefore necessaryto provide
the heat pipe with an internal capillary structure to retain the fluid
against gravitational forces.

Also, this approachis limited to applications wherethe effective sink
temperatureis abovethe freezing point of the workingfluid. If the
working fluid freezes in the "shut-off" endof the condenser,the
reservoir is de-coupledfrom the operating portion of the pipe by the
solid plug, causinga loss of control.
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Theexcessfluid control techniqueis undercontinuing study as part of
this program. Systemlimitations, rangeof applicability, working fluids,
control fluids, etc., are underconsiderationwith respect to spacecraft
thermalcontrol applications. Thesestudies, however,are incompleteand
will bedocumentedin a later report.
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8.0 VARIABLECONDUCTANCETHROUGHTHEUSEOFLIQUIDFLOWCONTROL

Liquid flow control involves interrupting or impedingthe condensate
flow in the wick so as to starve the evaporatorof workingfluid. By
somehowservoing the interruption or throttling mechanismto the evaporator
temperature,this schemecouldyield a variable conductancedevicewhich
maintains the evaporatortemperaturewithin a prescribed control band.
Furthermore,by utilizing either a two-phasecontrol fluid bellows (as
in section 7.0) or a bi-metallic elementto actuate the control mechanism
in referenceto the evaporator temperature,the resultant device would
offer passivecontrol.

As pointed out in section 5.1, for dissipative heat sources, liquid flow
control is limited to providing "on-off" thermalswitching° A potential
problemarises, however,in the event of a mismatchin the thermal response
characteristics of the evaporator (andheat source) andthe hydrodynamic
responsecharacteristics for resaturating the evaporatorwick. Depending
on the particular system,the thermal inertia maybe so small in comparison
with the hydrodynamicsas to give rise to large amplitudefluctuations and
non-uniformities in the evaporator for any reasonableon-off switching rate.

Additional disadvantagesassociatedwith this schemeinclude its requirement
for movingparts andthe designproblemsassociatedwith providing high
capacity wick systemswith make-breakor throttling mechanisms.

Theobviousdrawbacksof this control scheme,andthe apparentlack of
advantageswhencomparedwith other conceptshas resulted in its receiving
relatively little developmenteffort. This author is not awareof any
publishedwork in liquid flow control other thanAnand'sexperiments[V2]
in which it wasdemonstratedthat wick interruption leads to evaporator
runaway. Additional workhasalso beenperformedby R. N. Schmidt,et. al.,
at HoneywellSystemsandResearchCenter, whodevelopedan on-off thermal
switch using this principle.
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9.0 VARIABLECONDUCTANCETHROUGHTHEUSEOFVAPORFLOWCONTROL

Interrupting or throttling the vaporflow betweenthe evaporatorand
condensersections of a heat pipe gives rise to a pressuredifferential
betweenthe two regions and, hence,a correspondingtemperaturedifference.
Usingthis principle, the over-all temperaturedrop can bevaried for any
given axial heat transfer rate; i.e., the heat pipe hasa variable thermal
conductance.

If the vapor flow path is interrupted, the evaporator temperatureand
pressurecan increase and/or the condensertemperatureandpressurecan
increaseand/or the condensertemperatureandpressurecandecreaseuntil
the pressuredifferential across the pipe exceedsthe "bubblepoint"
pressureof the wick/fluid combination. At th_s point vaporwill "bliow
through" the wick, short circuiting the vaporblockage,andinterfere
with the l;iq_id flow so as to causeevaporatordryout. This phenomenon
canbe usedto provide on-off control, similar to liquid flow interruption.
Thermalswitchesbasedon this principle havebeendevelopedby TRWand
reported in the literature [VI].

Onthe other hand, if the vapor flow is only throttled, onecancontinuously
control the evaporator-condensertemperaturedifferential. However,the
rangeof continuouscontrol is substantially limited by the fact that _e
evaporator-condenserpressuredifferential mustnot exceedthe bubbl!e
point pressureof the wick fluid combination° Furthermore,whateverthe
magnitudeof this pressurediffere_nt_al, it "comesoff the t_p" ef the
available capillary headand reducesthe hydrodynamic:capaciity'of the
heat pipe.

In spite of these limitations, vapor f_owmodulatiQnis a promisingcontrol
techniquein that it offers several potential advantagesover gascontrolled
heat pipes. Like the excessfluid control technique(section 7.0), it does
not require bulky gas reservoirs. Also, the fact that the entire condenser
is maintainedat a nearly uniform temperaturemayrepresenta better
thermal interface with the rest of the spacecraft. But, mostimportant,
this systemoffers close control underconditions wherethe sink temperature
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varies and is not far belowthe evaporatortemperature. High, variable
sink temperatureconditions seriously limit the control capabilities of
passivegas-controlled heat pipes dueto vaporpressurevariations within
the reservoir andgasblockedcondenserregion (section 6.0). Thevapor
modulationschemedoesnot suffer anyequivalent limit for high sink

temperature. In fact, performanceimprovesas Ts ÷ Tevin that smaller
evaporator-to-condenserpressuredifferentials are required.

To implementthis control techniqueeffectively, a promisingapproachis
to passively actuate the throttling valve with the sametype of two-phase
control fluid bellows discussedin section 7.0. This is shownon Fig. 9-I.

EVAPORATOR CONDENSER

CONTROL
FLUID

Q Q

FIGURE 9-I. Schematic Diagram of a Vapor Modulated
Variable Conductance Heat Pipe

If the evaporator temperature exceeds the control point, the bellows

contracts, enlarging the valve orifice which increases the heat transfer

rate and vice versa. By actuating the throttling valve in this manner,

the P, T diagram shown on Fig. 7-2 characterizes this system in the same

way as it does the excess liquid condenser flooding system.

9.1 Analytical Model

As with the flat-front theory for gas controlled heat pipes, a good

deal of insight into the operational limitations of vapor modulated heat

pipes can be gained with a very simple analytical model. We shall make

the following assumptions:
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(I) Steady-state conditions prevail

(2) Body forces can be neglected (e.g., O-g)

(3) Axial conduction can be neglected

(4) Radial heat transfer is uniform over the evaporator

condenser sections

(5) Fluid properties are constant along the entire pipe

(6) The vapor in both the evaporator and condenser is

in thermodynamic equilibrium with the _iquid in

the wi ck

(7) The vapor pressure drop in the pipe is neg3i_i_ble

when the throttling valve is fully open,; _._.,.

the entire vapor pres, s_u_e _rop oc:cu.rs, acr_s the _

valve

(8) Thee thermal resistance of the wi:ck andl wa_l!l! can bE

_gl ected

With these assumptions, the hydrodynamic pressure balance, for' the vapor

modulated heat pipe becomes:

APc = AP_ + APvt (9-Ii)]

where:
AP

C

APvt

net capillary head

liquid pressure drop

vapor pressure drop across the threttling va,l!ve

The liquid pressure drop for the heat pipe is given by:

AP --
Q (L + La)u _

where :
Q - axial heat transport

L - length of heat pipe

L - length of adiabatic sectio_
a

_ - viscosity of liquid
K wick permeability

(9:-,2)_
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H

- density of liquid

- latent heat of vaporization

R - outside radius of wick
w

Rv - radius of vapor core

Thus, Eq. (9-I) can be written:

/2_K_X(Rw2-Rv2) _

Q = (APc APvt) \ (k + Ca ) _ J (9-3)

If one now writes Eqo (9-3) for the capillary pumping limit (maximum

circulation rate) under conditions where the throttling valve is partially

closed (APvt # 0) and fully open (APvt = 0), and then ratios the two, the

following equation results:

_ APvtQCL APcmax-APvt = 1 - - (9-4)
QCLmax APcmax APcmax

where :

QCL

QCLmax

APcmax

- capillary pumping limit

- capillary pumping limit with throttling
valve fully open

- maximum capillary head for wick/fluid pair

Equation (9-4) describes the effect of vapor throttling on heat pipe

hydrodynamic performance. When the valve is wide open and APvt = 0,

the heat pipe exhibits its maximum capacity. As the valve closes and

APvt increases, less of the maximum capillary head is available for

liquid pumping and the capacity decreases. When APvt equals APcmax,

the capacity of the pipe goes to zero.

9oi.1 Blow Through Limits

The condition where APvt = APcmax represents the "blow through"

limit of the wick. For saturated wicks:* the maximum capillary head

*Partially desaturated wicks cannot sustain a vapor pressure differential
across the throttling valve.
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also representsthe bubblepoint of the wick/fluid pair. If APvtwere
to exceed_Pcmax'vaporwouldblowthroughthe wick from the evaporator
to the comdenser.

Thus, the evaporator-condensertemperaturedifferential correspondingto

Pve- Pvc= APvt= APcmaxrepresentsanupperboundfor continuousvapor-
modulationcontrol. To establish potential operating rangesfor this
control scheme,this temperaturedifferential wascalculated as a function
of evaporatortemperaturefor various wick pore sizes andworking fluids.
To performthese calculations the maximumcapillary headwastakenas
2o
_-- , where_ is the liquid surface tension and re is the effective pore
e

radius.

Results for water, methanolandammoniaare shownon Figs. 9-2, 9-3 and
9-4, respectively. Also shownon the curvesare the freezing lines
correspondingto the temperaturedifferential whichdrives the condenser
belowthe freezing point of the working fluid. This is anobvious
constraint on the vapormodulationflow schemesince it wouldprevent
liquid return to the evaporator.

Thecurveson Figs. 9-2, 9-3 and9-4 represents the outer bounds of the

performance maps for vapor modulation systems. For a given wick pore

size and working fluid, the system can theoretically be operated below

the blow through limit and to the right of the freezing limit. These

maps are general, since there was no reference to a particular heat pipe

configuration in the calculations. They can therefore be used in

selecting a preferred working fluid and pore size for a given application.

For reference, the graphs also contain a table of wire spacing for several

standard wire mesh screens. Taking the effective pore radius as half the

wire spacing establishes a correspondence between several of the blow

through limit curves and these screen mesh sizes.
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The physical significance of the curves on Fig. 9-2, 9-3 and 9-4 can be

seen more clearly with reference to Fig. 9-5. This is a plot of Eq. (9-4)

for .water using a wick with an effective pore diameter of 0.0029 in. (200

mesh screen). For fixed evaporator temperatures (control set points), the

curves show the effect of throttling the vapor (altering the difference

between the evaporator and condenser temperatures) on the axial heat flow

capacity - QcL/QCLmax .

The intersection of each of the fixed T curves on Fig. 9-5 with the
e

abscissa (QcL = O) represents the blow through limits for that particular

value of Te. Thus, the blow through limit curve of Fig. 9-2 for 2r e =

0.0029 in. represents the locus of the points of intersection for all

values of T .
e

Note that for Te = 70°F, the performance curve of Fig. 9-5 does not

intersect the abscissa. This corresponds to the situation where the

absolute pressure corresponding to Te is lower than the maximum capillary

head generated by the wick/fluid pair. Under such circumstances, the

condenser temperature and pressure can be lowered arbitrarily without

reaching a blow through condition. Of course, the freezing limitation

still exists as shown on the curve (F.P.).

9.1.2 Operating Characteristics

The curves of Figs. 9-2, 9-3, 9-4 and 9-5 represent operating

limits for vapor modulation control heat pipes. The actual operating

characteristic is determined by the heat rejection characteristics of

the system.

If condenser heat rejection can be assumed proportional to the condenser-

sink temperature differential, we can write:*

Q = hKL c (Tc-T s) (9-5)

*For radiation heat transfer, Eq. (9-5) is replaced by an appropriate
radiation equation as discussed in section 6.1.
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where:
h - heat transfer coefficient

- heat rejection area per unit length of condenser

L a condenser length
c

T - condenser temperature
c

T - sink temperature
S

Defining the maximum heat rejection rate (when the throttling valve is

wide open and Tc = Te) as Qmax' Eq. (9-5) can be normalized as follows:

Q _ (Tc-Ts)

Qmax
(9-6)

For a given evaporator set point, one can now compare the heat rejection

characteristic with the heat pipe capacity by plotting both Eq. (9-6)

and (9-4) on a single graph. However, in terms of design requirements,

the graph can be made more informative by first defining a hydrodynamic

safety factor as the ratio of the maximum capillary limit to the maximum

heat rejection requirements:

QCLmax = SF x Qmax
(9-7)

Now Eq. (9-4) can be written:

QCL _ SF (I APvt ) (9-8)
Qmax APcmax

Figure 9-6 shows OcL/Qmax from Eq. (9-8) and Q/Qmax from Eq. (9-6)

plotted against condenser temperature for water with a 200 mesh screen

wick and an evaporator temperature of 90°F. Curves of QcL/Qmax are

shown for safety factors of I, 2 and 3. Curves of Q/Qmax are shown for

sink temperatures of 50°F and 40°F.

This example serves to illustrate several of the design requirements for

vapor-modulated heat pipes. The operating range of such a heat pipe

corresponds to those conditions for which the axial heat transfer capacity

exceeds the heat rejection requirements. Comparing the heat rejection
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curve for a 50°F sink with the SF = 1 curve for axial capacity (capillary

pumping limit), one sees that the pipe cannot operate over most of the

potential range of condenser temperatures (50 - 90°F). This is because

the axial heat transport capacity falls off more rapidly with T than does
c

the condenser heat rejection as T is lowered from T . Thus, it is
c e

necessary to design the heat pipe so that, with the throttling valve fully

open, the maximum axial capacity is somewhat greater than the maximum heat

rejection requirement. As shown in Fig. 9-6, a safety factor of 2 is more

than sufficient for this case.

Note, however, that if the sink temperature is 40°F, the pipe cannot

operate over the entire range in condenser temperature regardless of the

safety factor. This is because the APvt required to sustain the evaporator

at 90°F with the condenser at 40°F exceeds the bubble point pressure; that

is, exceeds the blow through limit. Thus, for the heat pipe of this

example with Ts = 40°F, the continuous control range would not extend down

to shut-off conditions, but only to the intersection of the QcL/Qmax and

Q/Qmax curves. As SF is increased, this intersection occurs at lower and

lower temperatures and, in the limit of SF ÷ _, corresponds to the blow

through limit (T c = 45°F).

This is not to say that a vapor modulated heat Pipe using water cannot be

designed to operate with Tc = 40°F. To do so would simply require that a

wick with a smaller pore size be used. From Fig° 9-2, it is seen that

with a 400 mesh rather than a 200 mesh screen wick, the blow through limit

exceeds the 50°F ATec requirement. On the other hand, the condenser can

obviously not operate below 32°F, the freezing point of water, regardless

of the blow through limit.

9.2 Summarv

The simple analytical model presented in the last section is not very

precise in view of the assumptions made. However, it does serve to scope

the problem and point out several important design considerations.
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Clearly, if onewishesa variable conductanceheat pipe whichcanbe nearly
shut-off, the pipe mustbe able to function with Tc = Ts. Thus,onemust
select a working fluid whichdoesnot freeze at minimumsink conditions,
anda working fluid-wick pore size combinationwhichyields a blow through

limit in excessof Te Ts.

Thelatter requirementis assuredif the fluid vaporpressureat Te is less
than the maximumcapillary head, althoughthis is not absolutely necessary.
However,it is generally the casethat low pressureworkingfluids will be
necessaryto maintain continuouscontrol over appreciablerangesin Tc.

Similar considerationssuggestthe useof very small porewicks to achieve
high capillary heads. Since small pores also lead to high flow resistance
with homogeneouswicks, arterial wick structures are particularly attractive
for thesesystems.

Thevapormodulationcontrol schemeis undercontinuing study by TRWas
part of this program. Further results of thesestudies will be documented
in a later report.
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II .0

A,

A
C

AF

A
V

C

D

DA

D
e

Ds
D

W

E

F

F*

Fb

H

J

K

L

La

Le , L c

Lex

L F

M

P

Pw

Q
Q/

QCL

Qe

Qs

QBL

NOMENCLATURE

Aw - Wick cross-sectional area

Heat rejection area per unit length of condenser

Cross sectional area

Flow area of groove channel, etc.; flow area of
reservoir feed tube

Flow area of vapor core

a Axial conductivity-area product

- Diameter

- Artery diameter

- Effective pore diameter for axial flow

- Diameter of spheres in packed sphere bed

- Wick diameter

- Mass diffusion coefficient

- Empirical constant for temperature dependence of_

- Crimping factor for screens

- Non-dimensional quantity defined in section 6.3.1

- Body force

- Irradiation onto condenser surface

- Mechanical equivalent of heat

Permeability; radial wick conductance

Length; length of heat pipe

- Length of adiabatic section; length of active zone

- Length of evaporator and condenser

- Length of excess fluid slug in condenser

- Length of reservoir feed tube

- Mesh size for screen-wires per inch; molecular weight

- Pressure; heat transfer perimeter of fin

- Wetted perimeter of groove, channel, etc.

- Heat transfer rate; total axial heat transDort

- Radial heat transport per unit length

- Axial heat transport at capillary pumping limit

- Axial heat transport at entrainment

Axial heat transport at sonic limit

Axial heat transport at boiling limit
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Qe
R

R,R1,R2 -
Re

Ro
Ru
Rv
Rw

S

T

TO

Tsa t -

V

V
s

We -

Non-dimensional quantity defined in section 6.3.1

Gas constant

Meniscus radii of curvature

Reynolds number

Outside radius of pipe

Universal gas constant

Radius of vapor core

Outside radius of wick

Shape factor; safety factor; radial conductance
from condenser

Temperature

Temperature at 100% theoretical fluid fill; characteristic
temperature of fluid defined in section 6.3.1

Saturati on temperature

Volume; velocity of vapor

Sonic velocity of vapor

Weber number

b

C

d

f

g

h

k

keff

k
s

kT- -

m -

r_ -

n -

q --

#
qr -

Tortuosi ty factor

Mol ar concentration

Wire or fiber diameter

Effective pore size factor - parallel wire wick

Magnitude of acceleration field

Coefficient of heat transfer

Ratio of specific heats; thermal conductivity

Effective thermal conductivity of saturated wick

Thermal conductivity of solid wick material

Thermal diffusion coefficient

Mass, mass of fluid in heat pipe

Mass flow rate

Molar inventory of non-condensible gas

Heat flux

Radial heat flux at evaporator

r e , reA ,, reB - Effective pore size for capillary pumping

r h - Hydraulic radius
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r n

rp

r s

V_g

vo

w

Effective radius of nucleation cavity

- Radius of cylindrical pore; effective pore radius
for axial flow

- Radius of spheres in packed sphere bed

- Difference in specific volume between vapor and liquid

- Average liquid velocity

- Groove width - axial rectangular grooves

- Mole fraction

Axial position; characteristic dimension for entrainment

dV

APb -

APb,, _ APb±

AP
C

APi -

AP#
AP

0

AP
V

APvt -

AT -

ATcri t -

Volume element

Body force head

- Components of body force head parallel and
perpendicular to heat pipe axis

Net capillary head

Interfacial pressure difference

Liquid pressure drop

Wick "loading" - defined by Eq. (4-31)

Vapor pressure drop

Vapor pressure drop across throttling valve

Temperature difference

Critical evaporator AT for nucleation

c_

6

E

0

- Absorptance of condenser surface

Circumferential angle around pipe or wire

Wick thickness; wire spacing; gap width

- Total hemispherical emittance of condenser surface

- Effectiveness of condenser fin

- Angle of heat pipe axis with respect to acceleration
field vector

- Latent heat of vaporization

- Viscosity

- Densi ty

Surface tension ; Stefan-Bol tzmann constant
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- Dimensionalvariable defined in section 6.3.1; wick porosity
_I' _2' _3' _4 Dimensionlessgroupingsdefined in section 6.3.1

- Wettingangle

Subscripts (exceptwhendefined otherwiseabove):

a Active zone
abs Absorbedfrom surrounds
avail Available

b - Bulk average(area-velocity weighted)value
c - Condenser

e - Effective or equivalent value
e, ev - Evaporator
f - External fluid conditions; friction
g - Gas

gi - Gasat temperatureTi
i Wicksurfaceconditions

Liquid
m Momentum
min Minimum,
max Maximum
nominal - Initialized value for numericalsolution
n - Cross-sectionalelementof pipe
o - Initial conditions
opt - Optimum
p - Pipe
R - Reservoir

s - Effective sink conditions; spatial (area weighted)
average

tot - Total
v Vapor
w - Condenserwall conditions
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Notes:

* Superscript denotes non-dimensional variable

Multiple subscripts: T Maximum vapor temperature
vamax within the active zone
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